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Cloudy, clearing this evcniog. 
Sunny with cloudy Intcrv'ab to* 
morrow., Warmer. Light winds.
T h e C o u r ie r HIGH AND LOW ̂ Low tonight and high Friday at Kelowna SS and 75. Temperatures recorded Wednesday 53 and 05 
with .02 inches of rain.
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L IE U T .-G O V E R N O R  IN  K E L O W N A  
F IN A L IZ IN G  R O Y A L  T O U R  P L A N S
Lieutenant-Governor Frank Ross is on a short un­
official visit in Kelowna this afternoon.
Purpose of the visit, it is understood, is to discuss 
household arrangements for the forthcoming visit of Prin­
cess Margaret. She will be staying for nearly three full 
days at the temporary government house to be set up at 
the Okanagan Mission home of J. Bruce Smith, aide-de- 
camp to the lieutenant-governor.
Mr. Smith met Lt.-Gov. Ross at Penticton this 
morning and will drive him back to Penticton later today 
to catch the 4:25 p.m. flight back to Vancouver.
K* i.
Clueen Drenched During 
"Dripping The Colors"
TOP GOLFERS WELCOMED TO CITY
Canada’s two top profession­
al golfers, Stan Leonard of 
Vancouver and A1 Balding of 
Toronto, were welcomed to the 
Orchard City yesterday on their 
arrival for the second match
of their five-game. Centennial 
Tour of Champions. Guests at 
a Gyro - sponsored. luncheon, 
they were welcomed ^5 His 
Worship, Mayor R. F. Park­
inson, and Kelowna" Gyro of­
ficials. Above, they are seen 
with Ernie Butler of Kelowna, 
president of the Kelowna Golf 
and Country Club, and chair­
man of the 'tour’s local ar*  ̂
rangements for the Gyros;' 
Left to right they are: Leonard, 
Butler, and Balding. (Seo story 
Page 4.)—Courier Staff. Photo)
Police Probing Triple Slaying; 
Brother Of Victim Resides Here
VANCOUVER (CP)—A quiet.i Edward Polowy, proprietor of 
well-liked family of three was a sausage factory, asked police
found murdered in their south 
Vancouver h o m e  Wednesday 
night,
Tho bodies of David and Helen 
Hauls and their daughter, Dor- 
,|>thy,i,12# t Avere,.^discovCT«i^h«w 
police, were asked to investigate 
Mrs. Pauls’ failure to report for 
work. They had been dead more 
than 14 hours.
(A Jirother of the murdered 
Vancouver man, George Pauls, 
moved to Kelowtia with his wife 
and children about a month ago.
M r.'Pauls, whose temporary 
residence is on Glenmore Road, 
learned of his brother’s death 
from his father-in-law, Nick 
Pauls. 1434 Ethel -St.
The later had been informed 
of the triple tragedy by long 
distance phone and asked to 
relay the news to his son-in-l^w, 
George, who has no phone and 
Is working in Rutland.)
Their heads had been blud- 
gemned. In addition, the parents 
had been shot through head twice 
by what appeared to be small 
calibre bullct.s.
Police dcfuced two,” possible 
motives: Robbery and^lntended 
criminal assault on the young 
E|rl.
Neighbors dc.scribcd the family 
as ‘‘wcll-rcspected people.”
'They were devout Mcnnonltes 
who took n keen interest in their 
house and garden.
Their freshly - painted home 
was the smartest on the block in 
middle-cln.ss residential district. 
The lawn was neatly trimmed 
and the big flower garden was 
the pride of the neighborhood. 
Mrs. Pauls worked In tjie garden 
at least once a day.
Concern over Mrs. Pauls’ fail 
pro to report for work led to dls 
covory of tHh triple murder, be­
liev ed  the first in Vancouver his- 
Hory,
to check when he .was unable to 
get an answer when he tele­
phoned the Pauls’ reridence. She 
was to report for work at 3 p.m.
Mr. Pauls w ork^  nights as. a 
jatutppvfor- a ddWhfdwtt’i'depatt- 
ment storbr 'The girl Was in 
grade 6 at Thofnas Moberly ele- 
mentacy school.
Police said ttey  believe Mr. 
Pauls met his wife in his old 
truck when she returned from her 
job ,at 11 p.m..Tuesday.
Neighbors said this was his 
usual practice since Mrs. Evelyn 
Roache was murdered April 4. 
The 39 - year - old woman was 
stabbed 10 times In, a lane near 
her home and her murderer, is
Mr. Pauls apparently drove 
around to the back of the house 
after letting his wife off in front. 
It was belived the intruder 
struck him down as he entered 
the back door. It was not known 
if  the others were dead then.
Convicts Flee in to  Area 
Infested W ith Black Flies
SQUIRREL CAUSES 
POWER BLACK-OUT
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. (CP) 
—Paul Techman of Prince 
George was gazing out a rear 
window of his home Wednes­
day afternoon when he saw a 
flash, heard a bang and watch­
ed a squirrel fall dead from the 
top of a- power pole, •,
Simultaneously e l e c  tricity 
stopped-flowing... lb^uver'T,U00 
homes in widely scattered 
areas of the city and radio 
station CKPG went off the air 
for 12 minutes.
B.C. Power Commission offi­
cials said the squirrel with its 
tail and front paws had ground­
ed a primary line to a trans­
former on the power pole caus­
ing the line fuse to blow.
LONDON (Reutefs) — The 
Queen was drenched by rain to­
day at-the  annual trooping the 
color ceremony.
Occasionally wiping the rain 
from her face with the back of 
her' whitegloved hand, the 32- 
year-old Queen spent more than 
an hour in the open on her chest­
nut police horse Imperial as the 
1st Battalion of her Scots Guards 
trooped their color, .
‘Tt was not trooping the color, 
cracked The Evening News, “but 
dripping the color.”
The steady rain did not, how­
ever, wash away the rich pag- 
ehntry of the ceremony held on 
the Horse Guards parade ground 
near Whitehall in honor of the 
Queen’s official birthday.
'Among the troops were the 
massed bands of the scarlet- 
tuniced Brigade of Guards, pipers 
m their Royal Stuart tartan, then
Tree Fruits Denies Money 
Lost Due To Figure Error
Mclntosli apple growers, on the whole, will receive less 
money for their 1957 crop than they did in the depressed 
price year of two years ago.
This was learned from unofficial sources this morning. A 
circular was recently issued to the 3,5(X)-odd registered fruit 
growers in the Okanagan, showing final pool prices.
B.C. Tree Fruits’ officials this morning declined to release* 
any figures until the board of governors meet in Kelowna on 
Tuesday. R. P. Walrod, Tree Fruits’ general manager, returned 
to the city last night.
The low prices paid for the 1955 apple crop sparked tha 
appointment of the MePhee Royal Commission which conducted 
a searching investigation into the tree fruit industry.
Professor MePhee’s report is nbt expected to ba ready 
until late fall.
Royal Horse Guard.*! in plumed 
helmets and shining breast plates 
and a mounted band in ancient 
Tudor garb.
The Queen was dressed' as a 
colonel-in-chief, with tricorne hat, 
scarlet tunic and dark blue skirt. 
She rode side-saddle onto the 
parade groUnds with Prince Philip 
and the Duke of Gloucester. Both 




NORTH BAVo'Drit: (CP) — Ten 
convicts, manacled together, took 
over a prison bus near here Wed­
nesday night and fled into bush 
country infested with black flies.
Five were caught shortly after 
the break. Roadblocks were set 
up to cut off escape routes for 
the others.
Police didn’t bother to pursue 
the convicts into the bush because 
the black flies are fierce at this 
time of year. Said one officer: 
"If anything drives them out, it 
will be those flies.”
William Bolger, bu.*i driver 
for Mclsaac Transportation Com­
pany, said he and two unarmed 
guards were transferring 12 con 
vict.*! from Hailcybury, Ont., to 
Kingston penitentiary.. They were 
to have spent the night here.
GRABBED BY THROAT
Near the junction of Highways 
11 and 17 in north-central Ontario 
the prisoners took over.
"They hollered for me to stop 
but T wouldn’t,” the driver said 
"Then one of the young punks 
got his arm around my throat
and pulled me back. I nearly ran 
on to the rocks on the side of 
the road but I stopped okay.”
The guards refused to hand 
over the keys to the handcuffs 
and chains. 'The convicts ran­
sacked the bus tool box and fled.
“They all looked like kids to 
me,” Bolger said. “They seemed 
to be about 16 qr 17 years old, but 
it all happened so quickly I can’t 
remember much.”
He said the guards were sitting 
beside him in the front of the 







Cani(U>n Press Hlsff Wijiter
OTTAWA (CP) -  rn m o  Min- 
Dlefcnbakcr Is pondering a 
question that carries nrUstlo and 
]^Utlcal ovcrtonc.s: Whether to 
expand the cluator of PnNInment 
liill statuary to honor two former 
prlmo mlni-sters.
The two» nro Mnekemio King, 
renowned Liberal lender who sot 
n Conimonwcaith record with 
more than 21 years ns Canada's
Brime minister, and Viscount B. B e n n e t t ,  Conservative 
prime minister In 103()-35.
. Mr, DIcfenbnkcr Is understood
Si be thinking over the problem f whether statues wouUf be the 
l^ppropriate memorial In thl.s 
modern ago.
Parliament lUU Is decked withs a
nine statues .already. Tito moat 
recent Is that of Sir Robfert Bor­
den, ^nscrvatlvo prime minister 
lYom 1011 to 1920. which was un­
veiled In January, 1(^7.
»EW SPOTS LEFT 
All the rest are decodes older. 
BarrtniK an Incursion onto the 
-abroad, uncluttered lawn fronting 
T<ho Pavlinlnent Btilldtng, there 
• re  only three or four xematnlng
spaces available for statues with 
out crowding them.
Past practice hn.s been to erect 
statuo.s to prominent prime min 
Isters after their deaths. Ix)rd 
Bennett died in 1047 and Mr, 
King in lp.30, two years after he 
re.signed office.
Ttio statue policy has not cm' 
ornccii all former prime mints 
tors. Tliere nro no bronze effi 
gle.s ocound Parliament of four 
Conservative government heads 
who hold office In succession In 
the period 1891-96: Sir John Ab­
bott. Sir John Thompson. Sir 
Mackenzie B o w e 11 and Sir 
Charles Tupper. '
In fact, only four of the exl.st 
ing statues are of prime, minis 
Icrs: Borden, Sir John A. Mac­
donald, Sir Wilfrid Lauricr and 
alcxnndcr Mackenzie,
P.M. 
Confers W ith 
G ov't Leaders
OTTAWA (dP) -  British and 
Canadian loaders went into over­
time today in a far-ranging dis- 
cu.ssion of world problems.
Prime Minister Macmillan, nc 
compnnied by the “grey cml 
nonce” of the Britl.sh cabinet, Sir 
Norman Brook, ran nearly half 
an hour late in talks with Prime 
Minister Diefenbuker arid Exter­
nal Affairs' Minister Smith.
The Commonwealth minister^ 
met at Mr. Dicfcnbnkor’ff official 
residence, 24 Sussex Drive. Bob 
Bryce, secretary of the Caiiadlnp 
cabinet, and Jules Legcr, under­




OTTAWA (CP) — Tho post of- 
fico depnetment wlU Issue July .30 
a new, five cent, purple stamp to 
draw attention to tho .significance 
of national health. The design 
fcature.s tho portrait of a nurse 
in cap nnd collar.
The model for the portrait was 
Florence SqlUvan, 21. a blonde 
blue-eyed secretary in the trade 
department in Ottawa.
C A N A D A 'S  H IG H  
,  .  .  A N D  L O W




B U L L E T IN
VANCOUVER <CP); — An 
amendment to tha Vancouver 
city charter pfCmltUitf com­
mercial aport on Bnndaya waa 
upheld ti^ay by . the BrlUsh 
CMIamhla Court of Appeal.
’Threo of the five Juatloea whe 
considered the legislation said 
It was valid. The plhcr two 
voted against It.
Q u a c k s  I n fe s t  
D ru g  B u s in e s s  
S a y s  P h y s ic ia n
VICTORIA (CP) —The editor of 
1 pharmaceutical magazine says 
the business of healing is infested 
with quacks of different hues and 
inclinations.
Three types have been clearly 
defined. Dr, Eric W. Martin of 
Washington told the Pharmaceu 
tical Association of British Col­
umbia Wednesday night.
They are: The dumb quack, the 
deluded quack and the dishonest 
quack.
'The latter, said Dri Martin, 
editor of the American Pharma­
ceutical Association m o n t h l y  
magazine, “are by far the most 
plentiful.”
North Americans, he said, 
spend $10,000,000 a month on false 
medical cures. These included 
mail-order cures nnd the like. 
QUACKS GET RICH 
Dr. Martin said, *thp vicious 
and cruel hoaxes of these four- 
flushers, practised at the expense 
of the,gullible public, bring them 
large sums of money.”
TTioy are, he said, "the lowo.st 
type of humanity imaginable.”
DETROIT (AP) — The United 
Auto Workers union, which has 
insisted it does not want an auto 
strike, disclosed today it is con­
ducting a strike vote among 
100,000 Ford Motor Company pro­
duction employees.
The announcement by Ken Ban- 
non, national director of the UAW 
Ford department, came less than 
48 hours after two Chryslec plants 
in the Detroit acea asked permis­
sion of the international UAW to 
hold a similac vote. '
Bannon emphasized that “ there 
is no immediate threat of a strike 
at Ford. We are just setting up 
the machinery in case we need 
it.”
He said a similar strike vote 
was held just before the last 
contract was agreed upon in 1955.
Bannon said two locals have re­
ported results, both overwhelm­
ingly approving strike action if 
necessacy. These were Local 551 
at Chicago which voted 1,445 to 6 
and Local 325 at St. Louis which 




VICTORIA (CP)-A  “ despera- 
tion” proposal designed to end 
the four-week strike of seamen 
against the jCPR eoast |«;steani- 
ships has been rejected by com­
pany representatives, it w a s  
learned Wednesday,
Basically, the plan was for a 
slight increase in fares charged 
by the CPR to and from Van­
couver Island to meet most of 
the union’s requests.
The proposal came from Vic­
toria Social Credit ML A Don 
Smith and was placed before 
both union and company repre­
sentatives a t meetings arranged 
Tuesday.
$1.26: fancy medium $1.63; fancy 
small, $1.30.
Red Delicious cea large. Be; 
cee medium, 26c; cee small 8c. 
PROCESSING APPLES
The circular also said the re­
turns received from B.C. Fruit 
Processors Ltd., for commercial 
apples amounted to $370,974.79, 
the average being $20 a ton.
The same grower pointed out 
to The Courier that this amounts 
to 40 cents a box, and based on 
packing costs of 54 cents a box, 
the grower lost 14 cent on every 
box sent to the juice factory.
Youth Who Killed 
Deer With Arrow 
Cut From Oxford
F o u r  U .S . A ir m e n  
B e lie v e d  D e a d
BURLINGTON, Vt. (AP) -A n  
air force helicopter radioed to­
day wreckage spotted on a moun­
tain near Bcividcrc, Vt,, appar­
ently is that of a B-47 Strntojet 
bomber, which vanished Wednes­
day night on a flight to Platts­
burgh, N.Y.
The air force said there, was no 
sign of life around the wreckage. 
Four men were aboard the plane,
T e x tb o o k  R e n ta l 
C h a rg e  B o o s te d
VICTORIA (CP) — Education 
dcpartmt'iU officials said Wed­
nesday tho government has been 
forced by rising costs to increase 
the rentals chargexi on textbooks 
for students in grades 7 to 13,
Rontnif on books for students 
in grodcs 7 to 0 hnve been, in­
creased to 14.50 from $3.M and 
in grades 10-13 to $5 from $4.
OfficlalB said the cost of text- 
book.s has nlmo.st doubled since 
the liist rental revision In 1851 
nnd that the new Increases 
would pay only a small part of 
tho higher costs. ,
Nicosia G ov't 
Bans Meeting
NICOSIA, Cyprus (Reuters) — 
The government today banned nil 
assemblies nnd processions nnd 
shut movie houses in a move to 
halt savage Turk-Greek fighting 
that so far has killed seven per­
sons, nnd injured more than 100.
The new legislation, published 
today in a special gazette, fol­
lows six days of fighting between 
the i.sland's two main communl- 
tles.
Leaflets (jiistrlbutcd today by 
PEKA, political branch of tho 
EOKA Greek terrorist under­
ground, called on all Greek Cyp­
riots "without exception’’ to or­
ganize self-defence — the only 
mensuro left “ In view of the 
Turkish attacks nnd the obviotis 
indifference of the British flu- 
UioriUca,"
A Greek Cypriot church spokes­
man in a statement today de­
scribed as “ monstrous” offici 
government communique refe 
enecs to the fighting as “ com­
munal clashes."
Total of 30 fires set by 'Turks 
were still blazing today.
OXFORD. England (CP) — A 
youthful viscount who slew a park 
deer with a bow and arrow for 
an impromptu barbecue was ex­
pelled from Oxford University to­
day.
Viscount Encombe, .son and 
heir to the Earl of Eldon, who 
holds the rank of lord-in-waiting 
to the Queen, was ordered “ sent 
down”—which at Oxford means 
expulsion,
'Die 21-year-old viscount had 
hardly been sporting, Oxford au­
thorities considered. The animal 
ho slew was one of a dozen or so 
tame deer that roam the small 
college ark as decorations to the 
landscaping.
The viscount Was unabashed 
He celebrated the announcement 
by throwing a champagne party 
in his college rooms.
Toronto Coal Drivers 
Plan Strike Friday
T o r o n t o  (c p > — a strike of
nearly 700 coal drivers and 
ynrdsmcn has been cojlcd for 
Friday by Local 352, Tenmatcra 
Union, I
The walkout is expected to 
shut doWn n large part of To­
ronto’s coal industry nnd will af­
fect between 200 and 300 indus­
trial planta.
In some instances, packing­
houses have advanced growers 
more money than they will act­
ually receive for their 1957 crop. 
With the net result, some grow­
ers will find they will be owing 
money to their packinghouses 
when they receive the^ final 
figures.
NO MONEY LOST
Commenting on a miscalcula­
tion which had been made in 
connection with the figures used 
for advance purposes only, B.C. 
Tree Fruits, in an official state­
ment, denied that any money was 
actually lost with respect to the 
pool closing of McIntosh.
A coast newspaper and the 
local radio station carried a 
story to the effect the mathema­
tical error resulted in a quarter- 
million dollar disappointment to 
the McIntosh' grower.
"In actual fact the mlscalcula' 
tion so widely reported was in 
connection with the figures used 
for advance purpose only, and the 
final pool closing automatically 
corrected the situation , ,  the 
statement read.
Pools have beeh' c lo s^  in, the 
^OTjalrway, -and final payments 
have' been issued to shippers 
within the last few days.
“Only in isolated instances are 
individual growers of McIntosh 
expected to be affected by the 
over - advance,” Tree Fruits 
stated.
Examination of pool prices, 
however, disclose that Red De­
licious and Delicious apple grow­
ers will find themselves much 
better off than the McIntosh 
apple producer.
COST OF PRODUCTION
One McIntosh: grower bitterly 
complained that he will not even 
meet the cost of production. It is 
estimated the average packing 
charge is $1.20 a box, while it 
costs about, $1.00 to produce a 
box of apples.
Based on final pool prices, and 
deducting t h e  packinghouse 
charge $1.20, he said growers 
would net the following amount 
by, varieties:
Macs, extra fancy large, 76c; 
extra fancy medium, $1.27; extra 
fancy small, $1.02.
Macs, fancy large, 58c; fancy 
medium, $1.00; fancy small, 
76c.
Macs, cee grade wpd., l ie ;  cee 
grade jumble, -9c.
Delicious, extra fancy large, 
$1.53; extra fancy medium, $2.00; 
small, $1.47; extra small, $1.23.
Delicious, fancy large, $1.08; 
fancy medium, $1.47; fancy 
small, 82c.
Delicious, cee grade large -2c; 
coe medium, 17c; cee small, Ic 
Red Delicious, extra fancy 
large, $1.91; extra fancy medium, 




NELSON (CP)—RCMP officers 
investigating two explosions that 
ripped apart sections of the West
_ ____________________ Coast Transnflssion Co. pipeline
oqiro  . l?outl)„oL.Williain$Hako.Sntu^
‘ ............................. say they have uncovered evi*
dence confirming sabotage.
RCMP Superintendent R. W, 
Wonnacott of Kamloops told tha 
Nelson News in a telephone inter­
view Wednesday that police hpd 
found remains of wire and a bat­
tery near the explosion scene, 55 
liles south of Williams Lake in 
ritish Columbia’s Cariboo coun­
try. •
“A.s far as we know there was 
outside interference but we do 
not have any concrete evidence 
linking the blasts with any par­
ticular per.son or group,” Supt. 
Wonnacott said.
The 30-inch natural gas pipe­
line which services the B.C, 
lower mainland and Pacific 
Northwest states was torn apart 
by two blasts about 1:10 a.m. Sat­
urday just before another explo­




TORONTO (CP) — Avro Air- 
craft engineers today are check­
ing damage to a supcnsonlc CF- 
105 Arrow jet fighter caused 
Wednesday night when its brakes 
seized nnd Its undcrcarrlngo col­
lapsed while landing.
The bat-winged 35-ton olrplanq 
skidded 4,000 feet along a con­
crete runway at Molton airport 
and slewed to a stop on grass. 
Chief test pilot Jan  Zurokowskl 
large, was unhurt. _____ _
ROYAL VISIT ITINERARY
Premier Explains Tour Will Cover 
Cities And Frontier Towns
VICTORIA (CP)
Margaret’s two-week tour of Brit 
)sh Columljia next; month will 
take her frdm the largest popu­
lation centres to bustling frontier 
towns In the interior, From the 
ntr, she will see towering moun­
tains. swlR-flowlng rivers and 
cavernous, twisting vnllc^ys.
Premier Bennett, in releasing 
the princess’ itlnornry Wednes­
day, said It had been arranged 
with the ’’least possible official­
dom” to give Margaret a chance 
to see D.C, and Us people.
Tho baste purpose of the visit 
Is for Margaret to take part In 
B.C.'.i cenleifnlal celcb>'ntl‘>n«- 
The lllnefary contains soyeral 
afternoons > nnd evenings when 
there nrc no official engagements 
and othors where only one. or 
two public appearances arc 
called for. '
ARRIVES BY AIR 
’11)0 royal visit Itegino July 12, 
when Princess Mnrgnrcit lands at 
Vancouver airport In n Brlotot 
Britannia. Hho nwitches olmost 
Immediately to an IlCAF C-5 for 
Victoria. I 
Her first four days will, be 
(pent in Vlctorio, Tha touir ends
Prtriccs,s.whcn she leaves B.C. by
July 26,
Although it was originally In­
tended that the princess visit only 
B.C.I a request by Ottawa that 
she take in other parts of Canada 
beforn r e t u r n i n g  to England 
forced cancellation o f , some of 
the original itinerary. '
Tills much longer, morn In 
tensive Rrogrom meant that more
train rest would be required diirlng tho 
B.C. section of tho tour,” flold 
Prcipler Bennett.
MISS THE KOOTENAYS 
PrlnccsB Margcrt will vIsU 
most arcafl of tho province ex­
cept the Kootpnays, but the pre­
mier said that had nothing to do 




OTTAWA (CP) — Prairie crops 
arc thirsting for rain, the bureau 
of slotistics reported today In Us 
lotest aiirvcy of crop conditions.
Rain Is urgently nceddd’over 
wide areas of SoskntcUowan'ond 
Manitoba. M o l s t u r o  in fairly 
Widespread In Alberta but rain 
also would bo welcomed there, 
the bureau said. Its survey Is 
based, on report! from field cor
res
nig else-
!spondenls rcfclvcd Tuesday 
Ight by telegram.
Crop condtUop4 a ft lyilged 
where. Spring scc^tog'has, been 
completed In .Quebec.and OA^r^o 
and growth Is aatlaf«|etory-'̂ ‘ 
Maritime wenlHir cooL
and showery, delaytog'lbmit^ 
of seeding. But
umbin, warm, dry weather; bAd 
pushed crop growth well above 
overage for UiUt time Ql year*
The Daily Courier
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Coast Paper Stoops Low To 
A tta c k  Princess^ Stay H e re
HOWTO
M A K E H i M J
S A t?  <
\ r
Vancouver as was to be expected is 
lomcwhat irritated by the itinerary of Prin­
cess Margaret in this province. Its ego is 
apparently hurt.
This newspaper has no intention of enter­
ing into any controversy regarding the itin­
erary, nor does it propose to pay any atten­
tion to the snide remarks which have been 
made by unthinking officials of the coast 
city. However, we do feel that comment is 
warranted upon the obviously unfair attack 
made on the Premier of this province by the 
Vancouver Sun. .
The Sun apparently will stoop to any  ̂
tactics, no matter how low, to attack the 
Premier. Like most coast people, it resents 
the fact that he docs not happen to be a 
Vancouver or a Victoria man, and that for 
the first time in history, a reasonable amount 
of attention is being paid by the government 
to the great hinterland in this province. In 
Short, Vancouver is irritated by the fact that 
the present government does not allow Van­
couver and its whims to dominate govern­
mental thinking.
The Sun on Monday delivered the follow­
ing below the belt punch in an editorial ap­
parently written solely to deliver that punch: 
“Judging by the reports from Ottawa, the 
brass and the snobs have done even better 
than usual in monopolizing this royal occa- 
lion. They have evidently made it pretty 
certain that it won’t be a popular occasion. 
Any nonsense about democracy is out. This 
is going to be better than a government house 
reception for the social climbers.
“And the politicians. Premier Bennett’s, 
ego and political aspirations are no doubt 
abundantly satisfied by the .three days the 
Princess is billed for Kelowna.’’
As for the three days in Kelowna, the 
answer is simple. She opens the bridge here 
on Saturday. Sunday and Monday arc sched­
uled as rest days. These happen midway in 
her two week tour of this province and she 
certainly will be entitled to a break in offi­
cial routine.
As a matter of fact, it is possible that the 
people of Kelowna will see no more of the 
Princess than will the people of any other 
place in the Interior.
As far as is known now, they will have 
a  dhance to iee her as she opens the bridge 
aiul they will also have a chance to see her 
as:.kh'e> gdes to and from church on Sunday. 
Other than that, her time will apparently be 
free, will be a rest period, which will be spent 
in the grounds of the temporary government 
house set up here. (And, frankly, we know 
oi no better place in the province for a rest 
period than the temporary government house 
on the shore of Okanagan Lake.)
Would the Sw/i deprive us of the bridge 
opening by the Princess? And would the Sun 
prohibit the Princess from attending church 
simply because she hapfiens to be in Kelowna 
on a Sunday? If not, what in the name of 
commonsense, is bothering the Sim?
As far as this newspaper is aware, there 
are no plans for a reception here. Very few 
local people indeed will be presented to the 
Princess, and apparently they only because 
they hold some official position. So on this 
score, the Vancouver paper has no cause to 
worry. What the Sun calls “the brass and 
, the snobs’’ will not be operative here.
The Sun's attack upon the Premier is in that
newspaper’s normally bad taste and its nor­
mal unfairness. We fail to see how cither 
the Premier’s “ego" or his "political aspira­
tions’* will be enhanced in the slightest by 
the Princess’ stay in Kelowna. No matter 
.vhere she spent the three days, the Premier 
would probably be present and his ego 
equally satisfied on apparently the Sun’s own 
standards. As for his political aspirations, 
just how arc these being forwarded by the 
Kelowna stay? Locally they will not affect 
Mr. Bennett’s chances of rcelection one whit, 
and one would have thought, if the further­
ance of political aspirations is the secret of 
the itinerary, Mr. Bennett's wishes would 
have leaned to "favoring" some section of 
the province where he is not held in as high 
esteem as the Okanagan.
The truth of the matter is, of course, that 
Mr. Bennett is not solely responsible for this 
itinerary, even though this be the inference 
the Sun would like to make. As a matter of 
fact, it is our guess that there arc times when 
he regrets having ever started the wheels in 
motion by his invitation to the Princess to 
participate in B.C.’s centenary. His invita­
tion was the spark, but Ottawa quickly horn­
ed in and reduced the time of her stay in 
the province to one-half that planned.
Further, there is every reason to believe, 
that the plans of the governmental commit 
tee have been changed and reorganized by 
both Ottawa and Clarence House. As 
matter of fact, the schedule being currently 
discussed has not as yet been approved by 
Clarence House, even at this late date.
As for the Kelowna section of the trip, 
whether the Sun knows it or not, this too 
has been changed. More than a, year ago, 
the Lieutenant-Governor made plans to set 
up a temporary government house in Kel­
owna in August, when it was expected the 
Princess would be here and would, perhaps 
attend the regatta as well as open the bridge 
Ottawa or Clarence House changed the visit 
to July. Also, it is understood, Clarence 
House reasonably insisted on a rest perioc 
to provide for a short break in the officia 
schedule. What then was more natural than to 
arrange that break on the^weekend midway 
in her tour and at a location where the 
Lieutenant-Governor had already planned to 
open a temporary residence?
As a matter of fact, the Premier has little 
official status in this trip. True, he is head 
of Her Majesty’s Government în thiŜ  prov­
ince, but the Princess will be the official 
■guest of Her Majesty’s representative in this 
province, the Lieutenant-Governor. It is 
understood that there will be no reception 
or garden party here during the Princess’̂ 
visit. However, should the : Lieutenarit- 
Governor decide there should be, and it is 
his decision after, of course, consultation 
with the Princess’ staff, it would be his re­
sponsibility and the Premier would have no 
standing other than that of an officially in­
vited guest. It should not be forgotten that 
while here in Kelowna the Princess is the 
guest, not of the Premier, but of the Lieuten- 
.^nt-Gove^nor.
The Sun’s attack on the Premier in this 
instance was completely unfair; it was born 
ot pique and serves well to illustrate that the 
coast newspaper seeks arduously for the 
flimsiest excuse to give vent to its dislike of 
the present Premier of this province.
imWA REPORT
MP Puts In 
14 Hour Day
By PATRICK NICHOLSON whole orange, porridge, tea and 
(SpecIaUy Written For The |
D .U , c r i . , )  ;Si
OTTAWA: Do you ever wonder! each day, most seeking some 
how your member of parliament 
spends his time at Ottawa?
A not unusual working week In
the life of a dedicated private 
member lay behind a brief 
speech recently delivered in the 
chamber by Dr. Bernard Rynard, 
Conservative M.P. for ^mcoe 
East, Ontario.
The abolition of capital punish­
ment had been proposed by Ha^ 
old Winch, CCF member from 
Vancouver. Dr. Rynard wanted 
to speak on this px'oposal when 
it came up for debate. He knew 
that the sub)ect had been exam­
ined carefully and in detail by a 
parliamentary committee two 
years ago; and that several 
books had knowledgeably discus 
sed this controversial topic.
So for a whole week, be im­
mersed himself In this Uteri 
ture, a spare time chore for 
which a busy M.P. had no spare 
time. Most ot his reading had 
to be done after the normal end 
of his parliamentary day at 10
form of help; perhaps a  pension 
ked, or a delegation 
seeks an appointment with a
has got bloc
;> i
minister, or there is a problem 
about a sub-post office, or a 
canal needs some locks.
He telephones or calls on col­
leagues or officials about each ot 
these problems. Sometune in 
esch Iwsy day,-he dictates over 
50 letters replying to his cor­
respondents, congratulating his 
electors on births and important 
wedding anniversaries, sympath­
ising on bereavements.
1 have never had to work so 
hard in my life," say s his enthui- 
issUc and experienced secretary, 
Mrs. Tim Reid. " I used to work 
for Liberal M.Ps, but Doctor 
Rynard does the work of any 
three of them. He never spares 
himself when he.beUeves a re­
quest. is a worthwhile project 
which will help his community." 
Often a caucus or a committee
!|
meeting demands his presence.
HOW  CAN HE?
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
, WHIZZBANG REUNION
June 4, 1958. 
Editor, Kelowna Courier,
Dear Sir,
I have been requested by the 
executive of the Whizzbangs’ As­
sociation to express our sincere 
appreciation of the publicity, and 
write-up of our annual reunion 
and parade held in Kelowna, and 
for the excellent services of your 
reporter and photographer, 
George IngUs, who helped to 





regulation No. 21 In Its present 
form, It can hardly be expected 
to promote industrial relations in 
this industry. It is our belief that 
the board was set up in the first 
place to prevent disruption of in­
dustrial relations and presume 
that you, sir, as chairman of the 
board, are completely cognizant 
oi the consequences of this action 
of the Ixjard.
In the face of all the mounting 
evidence in support of our recent 
submission, we can only assume 
that the. S a rd ’s action was a 
hasty one that, looked at objec- 
tively. must amount, in effect, to 
a shelving of the problem and an 
evasion of the issues involved.
A. L. KANESTER, 
and
MURDO MacKENZIE, 
Business Agents for the 







VICTORIA ~  Premier Bennett, i munlcipa) financial relations. 
who*s B.C.’s Minister of Finance, That’s quite right, because the 
and therefore the controller of 1 more the municipalities get from
the provincial pursestrings — 
which moans your money, came 
out cold the other day and told 
the munlclpalitlos they can’t have 
more provincial- money—not at 
this time, anyway, since. Just 
;nqw, the municipalities are doing 
pretty well by 
government
the provincial government the 
more they wont. I t ’s equally true, 
too, that the more the provincial 
government gets from the federal 
government the more it wants. 
It’s a vicious circle, and one won­
ders what’s going to happen if it 
the provincial I isn’t stopped.
The Premier faced hard, cold
The Premier didn’t cull the| fuels, and some unpopularity (but
municipalities greedy or hoggish, 
but that’s what he mcont. Very
he didn’t care, he’s that fed up)
olltcly, but oh so meijnlngful. of Canadian Mayors and Munlcl- 
lie said that, in all his years In pulitles: "Increased expenditures 
nubile life (.since 1941) he|obviously con be made only when 
couldn't recall n year when thoirevenuc.s warrant it, or if taxes 
municipalities expressed com-lnrc increased for that purpose," 
ploto satisfaction with provincial-SAME TAXPAYER
And then he tlircw in his punch
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The municipalities, while want­
ing more and fatter financial 
handouts from the senior gov­
ernments, don’t want to give up 
any of their powers; they don’t 
want to lose any of thejr Jurisdic­
tion to the senior governments. 
IJQUITADLE SHARE 
Mayor Jackson put it this way: 
I’T am not in favor of municipal 
governnnents shedding any of 
their responsibilities. 1 am firm­
ly convinced that government nt 
the local level is the very fabric 
of our Canadian life, and we 
would fight to maintain our pos­
ition, When locnl government 
becomes a more spending arm 
of a higher level of government, 
we might Just n.s well 'throw in
................ .... our checks’ insofar as democracy
when he said to tho convention hi Canndn is concerned.
‘All we want Is an equitable 
share of the revenues that have 
been taken from us, returned 
without strings in consistent 
fashion, so that we can properly 
do the job we stond ready to do, 
and to render those .services to 
the community that are .so cs- 
.sentinl to decent Canadian life."
Tlio Premier, however, la npt 
being too soft in the face of the 
moons and walls and the, tears 
of the munlclpnllties, Mr. Bennett 
Is n fairly hord-hended financial 
realist, and he knows there’s
lino: " I t  is prcclaoly the same 
taxpayer who hn.s to provide the 
means,
If this made the municipal 
hpads squirm Inside themselvc.s, 
and ponder, ns it Should have, 
they didn’t .show It 
All through their convention
here, the popular theme of the ^ hit of truth .The oW saying 
mayors and muriiclpniltic.*i wn.s that, in this world, there s noth-
thla: "We want more and more 
and more from the provincial 
governments and from the fed­
eral government."
Yes, according to the mayors 
and municipalities, they are be­
ing robbt'd by. provincial ami 
federal governments.
Mayor Lloyd D, Jncki^on of 
Hamliton, Ont., in his presiden- 
I I , a d d r e s s  moaned on behalf 
of tho municipalities; "We have 
no other recourse but to con­
tinue to press both Indlvldiinl 
ahd federal governments for 
helpi We, have a tremendous Job 
to ito^but we' do' not have ade­
quate tools to work with. Our 
resources are limited. We do not 
And the cupboard bare, like Old 
Mother lluWiard, but we do find 
that It has been pretty well 
stripped by the Federal and .pro­
vincial goYtnment.’* . -
ing for nothing, and precious 
Uttlc for n quarter: In other





An open letter .to Mr. W. 
Sands, chairman, Board of In­
dustrial Relations, Department of 
Labour, Victoria, B.C.
Sir:
This office today received a 
letter from the secretary of the 
board of industrial relations ad­
vising us that, on June '3,' '̂1958, 
the board again enacted regula­
tion No. 21, which prevents 
workers in the fresh fruit and 
vegetable industry from enjoying 
the protection of the hours of 
work act. The letter also stated 
that the board was not prepared 
to amend minimum wage order 
No. 46 (1954) which allows em­
ployer? in this industry to work 
their employees nine hours at 
straight time for a six month 
period. Trade unionists are aware 
that these orders allow the un­
organized employer to gain an 
unfair advantage over both his 
employees and employers cover­
ed by fair union contracts.
We are at a complete loss for 
words to describe our feelings and 
can only say that we are astound­
ed that the board should see fit 
to take this action. In the face of 
the present grave unemployment 
situation, and the complete lack 
of evidence that such a blanket 
exemption is necessary, this ac­
tion, is beyond our epmprehen- 
sion. On the evidence presented 
by this union at the hearing qn 
this matter on May 20, 1958, we 
submit that any exemption found 
necessary could quite easily have 
been handled under the usual 
terms and conditions applied to 
other industries. Wo further sub­
mit that, if needed, an interim 
short period of exemption could 
have loeen granted this industry 
while thp board considered the 
unemployment situation, in gen­
eral, and the variou.s briefs pre­
sented on this matter, in par­
ticular. At the time of the hear­
ing, we • were led to believe that 
further data on the actual num­
ber of times, and tho reasons 
therefore, that the nine-hour day 
was applied in this industry Inst 
year would be furnished by the 
employers. We also understood 
that this union would receive 
copies of this data. We have not, 
of course, received any ‘ such 
copies. Wp seem to recall, also, 
i'.Kit in the words of Mr. L. R. 
Sic'licius, spokesman for the In- 
dui'lry, "It would take consid­
erable time to collect this ma­
terial.’' Naturally, had we re­
ceived this information prior to 
the board’s action, it would have 
indicated to u? that the board 
was acting in good faith and seri­
ously considering our submis­
sions.
We 'repeat that the board’s ac­
tion is lotnlly beyond our com­
prehension and suggest that, if 
the board continues to
Somehow we expected to see | is not apt to be enhanced by his 
the headline: “Big Charlie Gets austere presence!
His Chance!" when General de „ , j
Gaulle took over the leadership We note that across the pond 
of the French government. Per- in Scotland, the “Loch Ness Mon- 
haps the wartime nickname has ster” has been seen by so many 
been forgotten, for we haven’t people in so many different parts 
seen it used either in headline of the^lake at more or less the 
or news story. Perhaps it is just same time that they are begin- 
as weU, for the nickname was al-[ning to wonder if “NeSsie" has 
ways an incongruous one. “Big had babies! By what form of 
Charlie” has a friendly sound Scots ingenuity they determined 
like "Winnie" or “Ike” , but it the sex qf ; ^  beastle we .cannot 
didn’t  fit de Gaulle then, and it’s say, but it brings us quite natur- 
hardly likely-that it does now. ally to our own famed “ Ogo- 
The new French Premier doesn’t  pogo” . We do not range ourself 
unbend. He may be good for entirely with the “ believers” or 
France, (and we certainly hope entirely against the "non-believ- 
so) but the famed gaiety of Paris I ers’’ insofar as our own benign
monster is concerned. What we
BYGONE DAYS
do maintain is that the accept- 
1 ance of the existance of “ an”
I Ogoppgo is biologically ridicu­
lous. If such a creature exists 
then there is a continuing spec- 
1 ies. This of course is not nearly 
having one
10 YEARS AGO 
June, 1948
Sir Malcolmn Campbell will as glamourous as 
not try to break the water speed age-old reptilian inhabitant of qur
record at Kelowna until some lake. I t  may |v en  be heresy to
time next year, according to a mention it! Be that as it may 
joint statement released by T . it.would at least solve the old 
Greenwood, president of the Kel- mter-city controversy of Who 
6wna Board of Trade, and Sir owns Ogopogo? if we could 
Malcolm Campbell, in London,^ACH have one!
colm’s trip to Kelowna (where he
p r o i » s e d t o t r y ^  hava
water spe. uu North^ Taken the bait of, the so-called
disastrous floods hit the North- Regjstej... listing. The or-
west Pacific. iginators of the idea, it must be
20 YEARS AGO admitted, missed very few bets
June, 1938 in their presentation. They also
Nearly 1,500 Legionnaires, their missed very few people! The 
wives and children, gathered in forms to be completed by the 
Kelowna June 9 to commemor- honored recipient were printed 
ate the King’s birthday with a on fine quality, rich looking 
parade, games and races, the paper. Furthermore there was 
occasion being the annual zone no mention anywhere of the crass 
picnic subject of money in conoctlon
■ 30 YEARS AGO• i<i?R H seems the price of “ fame is
It is announced T^m Regina Sfect^ oL ”S d a l
that J. B. Lander for .the ^
L td "  3  CanSlan Fruit Dis- “"‘Ter two cent postage! 
tributors will resign and move to The owners of those little 
Kamloops, where ho will enter the licctle-like Germap cars appear 
fruit shipping business. Mr. lo have a good sense of humour, 
"Babo” Lander, as he is well Upd generally seem to enjoy 
known by his associates, is a jokes bn their vehicles in much 
brother of A. C. Lander, sales the same manner as Model “T"
p.m. and went on until perhaps 
2 a.m. when fatigue finally is­
sued its command. Thus punish­
ment for real life murder replac­
ed and prolonged his usual night 
cap reading of a make-believe 
slaying.
When the House began -to de­
bate whether or not Canada 
should retain the punishment of 
the death sentence, Dr. Rynard 
was prepared. He Introduced the 
important argument that a third 
but novel approach might offer 
more than the old emotion and 
statistics questioning the effec­
tiveness of hanging as a deter­
rent.
NEW PSYCHOLOGY
This important n e w  topic 
should be explor^ in detail by 
parllamentary\ committee, he 
advocated: what is the psycholo­
gical make-up of a murderer? Is 
he a confirmed ‘‘killer’’, or is 
he just once the victim of a 
combination of impelling circum­
stances which would never oc­
cur again? The possibility of re­
habilitation must depend on this 
question.
In spite of his conscientious 
week of preparation, Dr. Rynard 
found time running out on him 
before he could complete his 
arguments: but he had made his 
point.
And so, on the next working 
day, it was back to the routine.
That working day is every day 
of every week of every year for 
the doctor. It begins before 8 
a.m., no matter whether that 
day he is playing the role of 
doctor, of farmer, of politician 
or of vacationer,
As doctor, he is the very active 
president of the Rynard Clinic in 
Orillia, As farmer, he operates 
the riuronia" Heights ' Farm, 
where he has built up one of the 
finest Holstein herds—his“ Malco 
Lochinvar Marianne” brought 
the highest price for a cow at 
last month’s national Holstein 
sales. As vacationer, almost 
every year he spends his holiday 
taking a refresher course a t the 
famous Mayo Clinic. And as - cit­
izen, he has brought renown to 
Canada as the only Canadian 
ever to win the award of merit 
of the director general of Lions 
International. i
OTTAWA DAILY ROUTINE 
• ■ By 7:30 every morning, he is 
out of the hotel bedroom which 
he and Mrs. Rynard call home 
here. After breakfasting off a
More work as often is handled 
at meals In the parliamentary 
restaurant, where a t mid-day - 
and evening he eats one full -y 
course meal and one light lunch. 
"We eat too much and exercise 
too little," believes this 60-yearw 
old doctor with the huge healthy 
frame, towering over 6 feet 2 )
and topping 225 pounds 
But sittings In the House, from 
2:30 to 6 and from 8 to 10 p.m. 
take top priority. Dr. Rynard is 
almost always in his fourth row 
seat, where he has one. of the 
best attendance records in the 
chamb«r.
That is one M.P.’i  fourteen- 
hour day.
Mrd UNLUCKY
KANSAS CITY (AP) — In the 
22 years of Richard Stiles’ life, 
he has been arrested 23 times. 
'The charges: Rape, theft, burg­
lary and murder. Stiles’ first 22 « 
arrests didn’t result in a single 
conviction. Tuesday he was found 
guilty of first-degree murder and, 
sentenced to die in Missouri’s 
gas chamber. '
MUST Vis it  g r a v e  
WALLA WALLA, Wash. (AP) 
Challon Robertson, 22, driver of 
a car involved in an accident in 
which Debbie Waggoner, .3, Was 
killed, was sentenced Tuesday to 
visit the child’s grave daily for 
the next 30 days. The alternative 
is 30 days in jail.





Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album.
Large Glossy z  8H 
Only $1.00
No Phone' Orders Please




Como unto iqe all ye that la­
bor and are heavy laden, aqd 1 
will give you rest. Matt ll;2q.
When we were director of the 
Army nnd Navy Commlsulon In 
the Hudson Valley In World War 
ona, the problems raised by two 
army camps and the Pelham 
Naval Station, plus the war ships 
in the- harbor depleted us and 
made ns utterly weary# but an 
hour In a church service on Sun' 
day completely restored our 
frayed nerves.
manager of Sales Service Ltd., 
in Kelowna.
40 YEARS AGO 
June, 1918
An Unfortunate accident occur­
red oh Bernard Ave, on TucBday 
evening when, in jumping from a 
moving hutomoblle, Mrs. Sy- 
nionds fell nnd fractured one arm.
50 YEARS AGO 
June, 1008 „
Mr. Russell B. Reid, who had 
been visiting Mr, E. M. Cnr- 
ruthers, left for England oin Mon­
day. While here Mr. Reid bought 
40 acres on tho KIX) bench wh|ch 
hi? son will remain to take 
charge of. Mr. HeW ftlso acquir­
ed some other substantial Inter 
enact 081.1 in the valley.
owners did a generation ago. Not 
long ago we noticed one tootling 
around town bearing this sign: 
"DON’T CRUSH ME. I EAT 
HARMFUL INSECTS!"
S A Y
/b e f( ? r e  \  
y o u  s a y  \  
S c o t c h /
D E W k R ’S
v t c d / e r  v a / r C c d
This advertisement Is not publlahetj| or displayed by tho Liquor 
Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia




Receipts, contributions, etc.......... ................... $9,187.87
PAYMENTS ,
Postage ........................... ................................... -  306.58
Telegrams ............................................ ........... ...
Hire of Premises.............. .....................................
Services ........      1,474.68
Travelling expenses and hire of vehicles ............. 1,729.91
Goods Supplied ......... ............ ............... - ........ -  508.06
Advertising .............................. .......... ...................
$9,127.91
•Dated at Kelowna, B.C., this 30th,May, 1958.
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Got your diouron Cfodit (ord
Foattierwalght and flexible, It fits 
eeslly In puree or wallet. Speed 
your stops with the fast, accurate 
printed ellp on your Chevronmatlo 
nestle Holder.
Best Credit Service is Better Yet
(Credit service for eutomotive pro* 
ducte (Including tire* and acces­
sories) everywhere you drive In 
Cenede, U,6., Alaske, Hawaii#
No Nuud to (jorry Extra Cosh
Helps your budget—glvea complete 
record of driving expenses,




Teleplume 2017 (day) I 
7607 - 2736 (nlgllf)I I ' I IS
- . , - ,r ..lu.:
LOG-ROLLING DOG COMING HERE
R u t la n d 's  H is t o r ic a l  B o o k le t  
B r in g s  G o v ' t  R e c o r d s  t ( t  l i f e
Up snd over goes world- 
famous Pcppyi only log-rolling 
^  dog who leaps, cavorts and 
log-rolls better than most hu­
mans. Peppy and his master. 
Bill Fontana < above > will be
tBevlewed by Edith WeddkU) 
“The History of Rutland. 185S- 
1958.'* is off the press and joins 
the interesting list of Liooks on 
the history of communities in 
the Okanagan Valley, It is of 
particular interest ta  residents 
of Rutland and district, and is 
another in the growing collection 
of historical records for the lib­
raries of collectors of Canadians 
As the years go by. the ranks 
of the pioneers thin out. and the 
colorful anecdotes that bring to 
life the bare statisUss of govern­
ment records are lost forever. 
The way of life and the struggles 
of the founders of our communi­
ties now are being put into perm­
anent records that will be of 
mounting interest at time goes 
on.
In most settlements of today 
there is a reason for the particu­
lar location being chosen above 
others. There is a record that 100 
years ago there was an Indian 
village located in the vicinity of 
what is now known as Mill Creek. 
The Chief’s name was "N’Skuise” 
or "Skeuse.”
Rutland, Black Mountain and 
the Mission Creek district up to 
Joe 'Rich was known to Indian 
tribes inhabiting the area as 
“N’Wha-cjuistan," meaning Val­
ley of the Smoothing Stones. 
Black Mountain, the dark dome 
seen along with many other shaped -^O^ft. mountain to the_ .1. M A ■ 1 J « A • 1 A A A.J A A . A I A 1,% ■ A M AS A*
L O C A L  A N D  D I S T R I C T
EMERGENCY MEASURES PROMISED
fast-moving acts, songs and 
dances in official B.C. centen­
nial show—B.C. Centurama— 
here June 17 and 18. Local ap­
pearance is sponsored by Kins­
men.
POLIO V ia iM S  MOURNED
B o y ' s  P a r t i n g  
' T m  P r a y i n g "
strong faith and 
resignation to God's will has en­
a b le  a Westbank women to 
withstand the grief and shock at 
losing a son and her husband 
|l  within four days-through death 
by poliomyelitis.
‘ “It is a deep sorrow to me to 
part with my son nnd husband in 
cnly four days, but the Lord gave 
me strength and I trust He will 
w keep me and my family in the 
T days to eomc," said Mrs. Ella 
Wilson, Westbank reserve, as she 
prepared a double obituary for 
the Daily Courier,
Her 10-year-old son, Raymond, 
was stricken first, succumbng to 
bulbar polio on Monday of last 
week. He had been in the hospi­
tal for les thari 48 hours. 
MARRIED 14 YEARS 
Her husband, Enoch Wilson, 
became stricken with the disease 
the following day and his deajh 
ocurred at the Kelowna General 
Hospital about %  hours after 
her soa. was buried, on- the re- 
gerve. '
“It was Tuesday when polio 
struck him suddenly,” Mrs. Wil­
son recalled. “The doctor advised 
him to go to the hospital imme­
diately but he wanted to stay 
home for Raymond’s funeral. 
Then Thursday, before the fun­
eral, he became seriously ill and 
was rushed to the hospital where 
he died at 9:30 p.m.”
“Enoch shared with me, (the 
former Ella Ldndley), joy and 
sorrow for 14 years,” said Mrs 
Wilson. “ We have lived most of 
that time on the Westbank re­
serve.”
“The Lord gave us six children 
—three boys and. three girls. 
jThreo boys preceded him in 
\death, two in their infancy—and 
then Raymond."
Her husband was born at Six 
Mile Creek, B.C, and was 36 
years, nine months and nine days 
of age when he died.
Son Raymond was born In Kel­
owna September 23, 1947. With 
Ills parents, he resided for a time 
at Whiteman’s Creek, and last 
summer in Glenmorc, where he 
attended school. This year he was 
attending elementary school in 
Kelowna.
"On Saturday afternoon (May 
31) he did not (eel well,” said 
Mrs. Wilson. "The sickness de­
veloped rapidly nnd wc took him
complete to the hospital early Sunday 
morning. The doctor (Dr. K. A. 
France) suspected polio.”
She recounted that at the last 
visit of herself and her husband 
with her ailing son, Raymond 
said: “Goodby Daddy.”
His last words Sunday evening 
were, when he was asked if he 
was ready to meet the Lord: 
‘Yes, I am. I am praying’.” 
Surviving members of the fam 
ily are: Lawrence, 14, a half- 
brother of Raymond, Olive, 9; 
Jenny, 6; Annie, 4.
“We mourn, but not as those 
who have no hope,” said Mtrs. 
Wilson on behalf of herself and 
her sorrowing children.
S t o r e  F r o n ts  
A l l  B lo o m in g  
In
WESraANK — This village is 
preparing to welcome its many 
summer visitors with a showing 
of colorful window boxes on the 
store fronts, due to the generosity 
of local nurseryman Jesse C. 
Smith, who has been greatly as­
sisted by Mrs. Clifford Fenton.
Mr; Smith recently approached 
local merchants with the sugges­
tion that they build window boxes 
for their store fronts, and he 
would supply and plant in them 
a good showing of geraniums. 
The plan now is an accomplished 
fact in most of the village, and 
the color and beauty of the 
flowers has added greatly to the 
attractiveness of Main Street.
east of Rutland, was known as 
‘Skinskaluten’’ — the place of 
the arrowheads, where flint.s for 
spear and arrows were found.
Black Mountain, as the district, 
was originally spelled Black- 
mountain — one word — and 
never Black Knight Mountain, 
which is evidently the invention 
of some map-maker.
RUTLAND’S NAME 
In the early 1890's a large 
house was built on the Vernon 
Road north of the Joe Brent 
farm which was used as a hotel 
for many years, the first pro­
prietors being Mr. and Mrs. John 
Bessette. It came into the posses­
sion of one Dan Rabbit, who went 
bankrupt, and his buildings and 
large land holdings were acquired 
by a man, reportedly from Aus­
tralia.
He was John Hope Rutland, 
and he is reputed to have 
brought the first irrigation sys­
tem in the district into operation. 
The Rutland Estate irrigation 
ditch bringing water from Mis­
sion Creek along the slope back 
of Hollywood is still an integral 
part of the Black Mountain sys­
tem.
The name Rutland was approv­
ed the post office department 
in 1M8 after a petition was for 
warded to Ottawa for the estab­
lishment of a post office — the 
choice evidently being made in 
Ottawa from several names sub­
mitted. ^
From , these early beginnings 
the History of Rutland goes on to 
tell of the first families coming 
to the district, and of the descen­
dants of these pioneers who have 
carried on in their chosen home. 
Among the many familiar names 
are those 6T tKe"‘t3bHtoys," Rices, 
McClures, Dan GaUagher —̂ who 
gave his name to Gallagher’s 
Canyon, where gold was first dis­
covered by William Pion (or 
Peon). -
There was Harry Mills who 
carried the King’s Mail on horse­
back, the Grays, Flemings, Wil­
liam Gays, the Hererons, Mon­
fords, John Morrisons, Mr. and 
Mrs. R. M. Bird, and- many 
others
In this cxccUcpt book, which Is 
profusely illustrated. with many 
ptotographs of interesting people 
and old landmarks, as well as 
more modern points of interest, 
the story of thhe different organi­
zations of the community is told.
There is the story of the schools 
from the first small school house 
built by voluntary labpr on the 
property now owned by J. A.
Garner, up to the spacious mod­
ern buildings of the Rutland Jun­
ior-Senior High School, where 
the enrolment has grown from 
27 to 972, and the teaching staff 
from one to 36,
Sports organizations are given 
full coverage, as are the Scout 
troops, the churches, the Wo­
men’s Institute, the Farmer’s In­
stitute, the Board of Trade, the 
Rutland Park Society, the fire 
brigade, and the B.C.F.G.A. local- 
'The Rutland centennial com­
mittee has made a notable con­
tribution to the centennial proj­
ects of B.C. in-this book.
The work of compiling this his­
tory was undertaken by a sub­
committee of the centennial com­
mittee, headed by Mrs. Ethel 
Rufli, with Mrs. Ethel Mugford 
and Mrs. Jow Quigley assisting, 
and A. W, Gray nnd Bertram 
Chichester substantial contribu- the first flour mill in the Okana- 
tors. gan. along Mill creek in Rutland.
It is a limited issue so that \ The late Mr. Brent died after 
those anxious to have copies! a heart seizure. Familiarly
D i s p o s a l  P l a n t  O d o r s  A r o u s e  I r e  
O f  V e r n o n  R e s i d e n t s ,  A l d e r m e n
THE HAILT COURIEE «  
THUR,, JUNE It, 1958
FAIL TO GET CASH
Unsuccessful attempts to break 
oticn cash boxes on the side oL 
two soft drink vending machines 
were made some time during 
I-Yiday night. The machines were 
situated at the Sunshine service 
station, Bernard and Vernon 
Road, and at the Royalitc service 
station at Pendozi and the KLO 
road, according th RCadP.
VERNON — Alderman Charles 
J. McDowell told city council that 
the time had come “for action, 
not alibis,” He was referring to 
the result of an investigation by 
the North Okanagan Health Unit, 
of odors at the disposal plant.
Council went on record as 
favoring the immediate cleaning 
out of sludge and dealing with 
drying beds. It will seek advice
from the company which instal­
led the disposal plant, asking 
them to bring an engineer to 
Vernon.
It was agreed that work will 
start at once on two phases of 
the problem , . . first, the elimi­
nation of odor, and the second a 
long range plan involving five 
major items
Health Inspector Laurel Ben-
Rutland-Born Joseph Carl Brent 
Dies Suddenly At Okanagan Falls
The death occurred at Okana-.piongers, and formerly of the 
gan Falls recently of Joseph Carl]Kelowna and Rutland district. 
Brent, who was born in Rutland \Vm. McLean of Okanagan Falls 
64 years ago and was a nephew | is an uncle, 
of Frederick Brent, who set up
should get them soon, from A. W 
Gray’s real estate office, Ellis 
St., at Trench’s drug store, 
Long’ Super Drugs, Rutland 'Var­
iety Store or Crossroads Supply.
known as Josic, he was the sec­
ond son of the late Mr. and Mrs. 
J. F. Brent of Shingle Creek. He
P r e s b y t e r ia n s  
R u le  A g a in s t  
W a g e  In c r e a s e
TORONTO (CP) — The 84th 
General Assembly of the Pres­
byterian Church in Canada, fac­
ing financial problems, agreed 
today that church officials and 
professors in church colleges 
will not get a promised salary 
increase.
The 1957 assembly had prom­
ised $400 annual increases thisv 
year and next. The secretaries 
of various church boards al­
ready have voluntarily refused 
the increases.
For the second time during the 
assembly, the chairman of the 
board of administration, Jame^ 
Dutton of Peterborough, threat­
ened that he and perhaps all 
members of his board would re­
sign if the estimates of the com­
ing year were increased.
The assembly deferred appro­
val of the estimates until the 
claims of two other boards have 
been heard. To be heard are the 
board of evangelism and social 
action and the board of Christian 
education.
ALL FOR NAUGHT
LOUISVILLE. Ky.‘ (AP)—EarlU*'^”  ̂
Stanley, 37, was charged with 
strong - arm robbery Tuesday in 
the theft of a bag of nothing. Po- 
, < ,1.  ̂ I lice said he snatchbd a niKht-do-
hnvin» ffo'" J .  E. Stanfill.’’'49,
as he w a 1 k e d on a downtown 
street. Stanfill had just picked up 
the empty bag at a bank.
ham made a report to council,' 
and waited on the aldermen with 1 
recommendations. Mr. Bonham ‘ 
was thanked by the mayor for) 
his work.
Alderman McDowell did not 
mince words. Ho termed the sit­
uation as the disposal plant as 
an “emergency." He said: Wc 
cannot \jcrmit the situation to 
exist. Th^ thing is serious, and 
must be remedied, starting at 
once.” He said the big digestor 
has not been working satisfact­
orily for years.
Alderman Fred Harwood sug­
gested the sludge .should be given 
to anyone who will take it away. 
An orchard sprayer has been 
used to cut down odor, but as a 
temporary measure only. Last 
week a petition, signed by 51 
persons residing in the area, pro­
tested the serious condition be­
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A woman driver was fined $20 
and costs in dLsti'lct police court 
Tuesday on a ore chargo laid 
under the highway act.
Jean 'Naklickl was charged 
with increasing her speed while 
being overtaken by another motor 
vehicle. Tlie incident occurred 
nionfe the Barlco stretch when 
Bcvcral cars were returning to the 
city from the drivc-ln theatre.
The .overtaking car hapiicncd 
to be the personal car of Const. 
R. E. Long of l|ie RCMP, who 
w as  In clvlllnn clothes.
Mogistrate Donald White iwinl- 
ed out to the nccuscd that an 
overtaken car must bo slowed 
down, to a dead slop if necessary, 
to allow an overtaking car to pass 
In safety.——-------------- -̂--------------------
Vernon To Host 
Special Cabinet 
loot September
/ERNON ~  Premier W. A. C, 
_Minett and his ministers have 
accepted an Invltaiion to jiold a 
cabinet meeting in Vernon the 
first week in Sc|itember, Mayor 
Frank Decker told council, this 
I week. The cablnot will meet var­
ious delegations from the North 
Okanagan, who will thereby have 
the 6piK>rtuntty of making their 
[requests knbwn.
I A no-.ho.st dlnticr. open , to the 
Lpubiio from the city nnd Noilh 
IbVonagnn. will )irobably l>e ar- 
mged for the same evening.
STARTLING INTRUSION
READING, England <CP) — A 
15 - inch gra.ss snake gliding 
across the floor scattered rend­
ers in a public library here. An 
assistant captured it and re­
turned it to a nearby Inborntory^
FOOLED DUCK
SUTTON - IN - ASHFIELD, 
England (CP)—A mallard duck 
is sitting on six eggs and two golf 
balls in a nest on Coxmoor golf 
course in this Nottinghamshire 
district.
VANISHED CLASS
SIDMOUTH. England (CP) 
The only class for horse-drawn 
plows in tho-annual plowing con 
test has been dropped at this 
Devon community. j
MAIN PROBLEM
FARNHAM, England (CP) 
The citizens' advice bureau In 
this Surrey town reports housing 
problems top the list of questions 
received lastoycnr.
ELUSIVE DOG ,
LONDON-(CP)—A dog roamed 
tWo miles of London’s subway 
system and cnipc out unscathed 
after escaping trains and live 
rails. A
ART SALES
LONDON (CP)-A total of 410 
works so|d for £22.556 at tho 
Royal Academy summer exhibi­
tion. compared with 464 works for 
£31,894 in the same imrlod last 
year.
BIG RESPONSE
MANCIipSTER. England (CP) 
The npm'al fund launched after 
the Manchester United air crash 
at Munich .h Febninry has 
reached the unofficlnl target of 
£50,000. Eight players nnd three 
oKieinl.s of the soccer club were 
WHimI in thc> crash. ,
ANCIENT^ COIN '
CLARE, England (CP)-^A sll- 
ver pemny ^faring the hodd of 
King Alexander lU of Sctdland 
U249 td 1286) Was dug up in a 




000 has been received at the city 
hall in prepaid taxes for 1958. In 
dividuals who have paid this 
amount are receiving four per 
cent per annum interest.
Tax levy this year on land and 
improvements, including approxi 
mately $12,000 of arrears, 
$593,72.
The city assessor’s office 
working on 1958 tax notices. Ap­
proximately 35 per cent of about 
3,000 notices have been com 
plctcd. All will be in the mall in 
about two weeks' time.
$28 GRANT
Many taxpayers arc eligi|ble for 
the $28 home-owners grant, pro­
vided he can conform with the 
application on the reverse side 
of his tax notice, and fills in the 
same. Tho $28 then will be de­
ducted from the tax bill.
Eligible is tho owner of a home 
in which he is living: and .it also 
applies to combined commercial 
and residential property, if the 
residential area is nt least 50 
per cent of the building area. The 
same regulations apply to all tax 
payers in* tho unorganized areas 
It applies to every home owner 
in the province, whether he lives 
in a city, or in the depths of "the 
country.
D o ts  A MIAHINQ AID
HAVI TO B |
having been wounded at Paschen 
dale and again at Amiens.
The United Church at Okana­
gan Falls was filled for the fun­
eral service as relatives and 
friends congregated to pay their 
last respects. A graveside service 
was conducted by the Okanagan 
Falls branch of the Canadian 
Legion.
Surviving arc his wife, Bar­
bara; one s.tcpson. Perry Min- 
nich; two brothers, Fcrdie, 
Pcachland, and Roddy, Rutland; 
two sisters, Mrs. H. McLellan, 
Penticton, and Mrs. H. Detjcn, 
Okanagan Falls, and -his aunt, 
Mrs. C. Renshaw, Kaledcn. one 
of the valley’s longest living
NEW CANADIAN PAVILION
VENICE, I t a l y  (Reuters)- 
Canada’s newly-built pavilion at 
the International Biennale Art 
Exhibition was inaugurated Wed­
nesday in the presence of Cana­
dian Ambassador Pierre Duepoy. 
Thirty-six countries are repre­
sented at the 29th Biennale, 
which will be opened to the pub­
lic Saturday.
HANDSOME GIFT
LONDON (CP)—A drawing by 
the American artist James Mc­
Neill Whistler who died in 1903 
has been presented to the Beav- 
erbrdok Art Gallery in Frederic­
ton by Dr. D. Jewett, resident of 
the New Brunswick capital.
K e lo w n a  M a n  
W in s  T r ip  
T o  'F r is c o
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Coops, 2000 
Stirling Place, have won an all- 
expense trip to San Francisco.
Mr. Coops’ name was drawn 
in a contest sponsored by Inland 
Natural Gas Co. He was among 
thousands of B.C. appliance sales 
men who were eligible to enter 
the contest.
His name was drawn by John 
McMahon, president of Inland, 
at a. business meeting held-..in 
Vancouver yesterday.
W O N D tR fU l IN  < m U !
J m hiiiii
PRECIOUS GEMS
Present production of dia­
monds in the Union of South Af­
rica is valued at more than $50,- 
000,000 annually.
^ t h e
FRESERVlN6i
K E m e
ky /■lOjntt* '
OF OINIRAL POODS KITCHINS
Strawberry Preserves will taste 
mighty good come next winter, so 
I thought you’d like to try this 
recipe which I’ve found to be most 
successful:
STRAWDEnRY PRESERVES
6 cupj small whole berries 
(about 2 quarts firm ripe 
small strawberries^ ,
Pi cup water
7 cupi (3 lbs,) supar 
Pi bottle Certo
Prepare the strawberries. Hull 
about 2 quarts small strawberries. 
Measure 6 cups whole berries 
(6rmly packed without crushing) 
Into a very large saucepan. Add 
water and sug.ir.
Now, make your preserves. Place 
over high heat nnd bring to a full 
rolling boil, stirring carefully to 
keep fruit whole. Reduce heat and 
boH gently 3 ininutes. Remove 
from heat nnd at once stir In 
Certo. Skim off with mctol spoon. 
Then lot cool about 1 hour, to help 
prevent 6oatlng fruit. Ladle Into 
glasses. Cover preserves at once 
with Ml Inch hot paraflln.. Makes 
about 10 medium glasses.
TO BR THI BitTT
P  NotonyourlifelTheZcnith 
Quality 30«tl ii only $50 
complete,t.yet b  anexcelted 
in performance by hearing 
•ids selling for $200, or more. 
10-Day Money Back Guaran- 
leel Come in...or phone for 
home demonstration todayl '
KELOWNA 
OPTICAL CO.
14$3 Kill* Phone 2887
If you've ever wondered what 
"pectin’’ Is, it’s really easy to ex­
plain. It’s the jcllinp substance 
found in all fruits in iiarpinp 
amounts. So you see .. . Certo is 
pectin* extracted from fruits rich 
in this natural substance, then re­
fined, concentrated and perform­
ance-controlled, That's why, when 
you use Certo and follow the 
tested Cdrto recipes, pour pre- 
semes, jams and jMî s set per­
fectly every time.
Tart joma or jellies are delicious 
accompaniments to meat and 
poultry. Try raspberry or cherry 
jam with chicken or turkey; 
gooseberry or rhubarb jam with 
pork; grape or plum jelly with 
lamb. ________
f oet quite a few tetters , from 
women who have problems in 
makinp their Jam, Jellp or ipre- 
serues. If you'd like help, write 
me and I’ll be pleased to ptve you 
any in/ormalfon I can. And do 
watch for my next column/
■w  II— Wi t j r n m
ROYAli
EXPORT
The Beer f i t  
for a K ing . . .
The only true full 
barley - malted beer 
brewed in B.C. 
order a  base now*
Phone
Kelowna 2224
irnotMBIished or displayed by th'e Liquor Control Board or by the Government of British Columbis., —  ̂•
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Tvk-0 of Canada's top golfers
SPORTLIGHT
Game Of Golf Made Easy, 
By Two Of Canada^s Best
By GEORGE INC.US 
fCwtrlar 8»wt« EdU«rl
Two master craftsmen, as similar as Mutt and Jeff in
eppcaranci, but closer than the Bobbscy Twins in ! thriued a record gaUery of 800
This was Stan Leonard, chunky Vancouverite, and Al  ̂  ̂ Kelowna Golf and Country
BaUii.,, rangy Torontonian, both of whom make it ' T Z ,
ness to pursue a tiny globe of gutta pcrcha with admirable ..cgmenniai Tour of Champions.”
.clemlesrnerr over hill and dale. j p "  » ' “o t /" T n S S t4 S
They were pursuing it yesterday at the beautiful Kelowna 
Golf and Country Club course in Glcnmore at the rale of some­
thing like $300 per hour—and 800 people wheezed and wal­
lowed in their wake with an enthusiasm that verged on hero- 
worship. ; ,
Rated by publicity blurb as being twq of the best in their 
business, they looked like just that—and a very scintillating
best, indeed. . r,
The ease and grace with which they pursued their highly 
remunerative pastime was sinful in its deceit. The wistful 
watchers, ranging from the puffing non-players to the hardened 
amateurs, couldn’t refrain from ecstatic “ooohs and aaahs,” 
as they straightened out curves, flattened hillocks and found 
the little round hole with relentless accuracy.
For the gallery, the largest assembly ever to tread the 
beautiful close-cropped acres in suburban Glcnmore, it was 
a spectator thrill never wrung from the ancient game of golf 
in the city before. The two performers went around the nine 
holes twice, with just one stroke separating them when they| , 
wound up, and that stroke the result of a cold putt by the 
western -veteran, Leonard.
For the two professional golfers, representing the best 
in eastern Canada and the best in western Canada, it was one- 
fifth of an ambitious tour arranged by a B.C. brewery to cele­
brate the province’s ccntcnr\ial year, and the inaugural trip 
of similar annual junkets, should this one prove successful.




GRK3GTON. Tex. (AP» 
pitching battle between his two 
young sons proved fatal to Reu­
ben Sbadowen. 43.3 
He suffered a. heart attack
while cheering Impartially ftjf 
Keith. 11, and Terry, 12, hooked 
up In a pitching duel In a  l i t t le ' n 
League game Monday.
SKadowen died that night after 
asking how the game coded. ;  
Keith's team won U-8. "
Japan’s population, now 90,< 
000,000. has more than doubled 
since the start of the century.
double prize money was riding,!damp ground made the ball stop
victory over Vancouver’s Stan 
Leonard, tying a course record 
of 67 in the process.' The record 
was set by Vancouver’s Walter 
McElroy in the 1952 Ogopogo 
Open.
Both golfers played it tighter 
than a miser's caress, but, it was
due to yesterday’s 68-all tie in 
Kamloops. The $1,000 cheque to 
Balding and the $500 one to Leon­
ard were presented after the 
match by At Campbell of Van­
couver, public relations repre­
sentative for the brewery spon­
soring the tour.
LOCALS CADDIED 
Two well-known local golfers 
handled the caddy chores for the 
pros, Joe Mlldenbcrger for Leon­
ard and Don “Digger” Day for
dead, and worked against Leon­
ard on the green more than once. 
Both golfers were called upon to 
puU themselves out of trouble 
more than once, and Balding was 
particularly good in this depart­
ment. ’
APPROACHES BETTER
In their ^ives, there was very bind Balding.
advantage, tying up the score’ 
again. j
They halved the fourth hole, and 
Balding got onto the green better j 
than Lronard on the short, down-; 
hill, fifth hole. Leonard’s back-j 
spin left him lying 30 feet from . 
the flag, and he two-putted to ' 
hole out in five strokes, one be­
little to choose for the most part, 
Balding’s approaches were bet­
ter, but Leonard could have 
given him a convincing argu­
ment with a crisper putter.
They split the first hole with a 
bogie apiece, and Leonard got 
away a better approach shot on
Balding.
In the early tnoments of the 
Leonard's cold-putting that spcltlgame, it appeared that Leonard’s 
'the difference in the match. Twice familiarity with the course might 
he threw away a chance to take be weighing In his favor, as he the second, sinking-his putt for 
the lead, and twice he was out- seemed to have the pressure on three to lead by one stroke, 
drawn on the hole due to the low Balding, but the lanky stogie Balding’s approach on the third 
temperature of his usually-torrid smoker came through with some hole bettered Leonard’s by 20 
putter. sparkling approach shots that feet, and his putt rimmed the
The stellar professionals stag-1 weighed the balance in his favor cup and dropped for three. Lcon- 
ed a short clinic before teeing off] eventually. [ard’s long putt stopjled a foot
in the chips-down contest in which The rain held off well, but the short, and he lost his one-stroke
C h a m p s  B e a t  
C e n t e n n i a l s  
I n  S o ' B a l l GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
A  H A IR ’S B R E A D T H
Totally dissimilar in appearance, these two giants of the 
links showed the heights to which they have carried themselves 
in proficiency in the similarity of their efforts. Only one stroke 
Ecparted them yesterday, and they tied a course record that 
has stood since it was set in 1952 by another great western 
golfer, Walt McElroy, with Balding’s 67.
Balding, a tall, slim chain stogie smoker who took up 
the game of golf by accident when an accident rendered him 
unfit for heavy labor, plays a better long game. He plays with 
apparent lack of effort and emotion, his swing a deceptively 
easy motion that hits with the smack of small-arms fire.
Leonard had more trouble on the fairways, having-to use 
brilliance and daring more than once to rectify a situation 
caused by lack of direction on the long drives. But it was on 
the green, usually his particular cup of tea, that he fell do3vn. 
He had at least four chances to come through with what for 
him was a standard putt, but the stubborn little globe either 
rimmed the cup, oi stopped dead scant inches away.
On the majority of holes, however, they showed that 
there was only one way to play them, by winding up side by 
side on the drive, landing up chummily close on the green and 
arriving in putting position with only inches to choose between 
each other.
They also provided the duffer with some glimmer ^f hope 
by showing that it w?is possible for such finely tuned, machines 
as they are to^make’mistakes. ~
They provideil thrills for the skilled and unskilled alike
C A U T IO U S  O P E N IN G
From the first drive, it appeared that Leonard might be 
able to parlay his foreknowledge of the course that has been 
described as “one of the most interesting courses in the in­
terior,” into a victory.
They split the first hole, but it was Balding who was 
doing the straining, and seemed to have the pressure on. 
Leonard was one ^stroke better on the second, but Balding 
came right back with a lovely approach shot on the third hole 
and Leonard muffed his putt, making them neck-and-neck 
again.
'  - They split the fourth hole, although Balding had to play
footsy with a big pine tree on’his approach shot, but the short, 
downhill fifth hole went to Balding as Leonard .missed his 
putt narrowly.
On the sixth, both men went around the clump of trees 
on the far side of the water, and they halved the hole, al­
though Balding’s beautiful approach shot put him in position 
to go another one up, but he missed. Leonard had to make a 
40-foot try for the cup, and he missed by a scant four inches.
On the seventh, Balding’s approach carried him past the 
hole into a sand bunker, and it was a beautiful recovery that 
enabled him to come jvithin an ace of splitting the hole. Leon­
ard had an excellent approach shot, but rimmed the cup with 
his putt, taking four on the hole, and drawing abreast of 
Balding again.
For the next seven holes, they stayed neck-and-neck, 
thrilling the gallery with their precision golf. On the 13thi 
Leonard ran into the rough, behind some trccs  ̂ but his re­
covery carried him to the edge of the green 10 feet closer to 
the flag than Balding, and they halved it again. ,,
On the 15th, over the water again, Balding's drive and 
approach wore slightly longer than Leonard’s and the western 
master muffed his putt, giving Balding a precious one point 
that he nursed the rest of the way.
On the final hole, Leonard hooked into the rough again, 
apd Balding laid down a beautiful drive, followed by an ap­
proach'shot that carried him to two feet from the flag, and a 
chance to break Walter McElrtiy’s course record of 67, set in 
1952,
' He missed however, and Leonard wound up with a sweet 
13-fobt putt that split the hole again, and left Balding tied with 
McEIrdy’s record, and Lepnard just one behind.
G O O D  C O U R S E
The defending champion Club 
13s whaled the Centennials 12-7 
in a men’s city league softball 
fixture at King’s Stadium last 
night.
In spite of a determined four- 
run rally in the eighth inning, the 
Centennials found the champs too 
strong in the fielding and hitting 
departments, even though the big 
club committed five errors.
Norbert Korthal’s two-run hom­
er in the eighth was just icing to 
the cake, as the Club were lead­
ing 9-6 when he clouted it. War 
ren Hicks clouted out a triple 
and Jack Howard a double in the 
winning cause.
Vic Wickenheiser and John 
Schmidt each hit doubles in the 
losing cause.
HELD THEIR OWN 
The Centennials held their own 
for the first three innings, then 
forged into the lead in the top 
of the fourth on Wickehheiser’s 
double, a walk, and two fielders' 
choices, counting two runs.
The Club 13 hitters came back 
with a triple by Hicks, and 
singles by Wayne Hicks and Eu 
gene Knorr, helped but by, a walk 
and three errors, to coimt six 
runs, going right through the bat 
ting order.
Pete Luknowsky and Wally 
Sehh’ cbTle9ted hits ■'h the fifth, 
parlayed by two walks and some 
loose play into four runs, and 
the champs were on their way.
Three walks and three singles, 
by Bill Chobotar, Schmidt and 
Carrier, added up to four runs for 
the Centennials in the eighth, but 
they were still three runs short 
of a tie score.
Sehn walked and Korthals hom- 
ered in the bottom of the eighth, 
to put the lid on the Club’s scor­
ing at 11 runs.
The best the Centennials could 
do was add one in the ninth as 
Chobotar singled and was driven 
in by Carrier’s double.
Line score:
R H E
Centennials 000 200 041-- 7 9 2 
Club 13 000 640 02x—11 13 5
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The brief ceremony, conducted by A1 Campbell of Van­
couver, that terminated the match, nuide Balding richer by 
$L00O and Lcdnnrd by $800, a reasonable wage for three 
hours work, but somewhat less magnificent if you count in 
oil the hours of practice that preceded their arrival at this 
peak of proficiency. '
Of grcai\ interest to the greenhorn, however, were their 
remarks on the course and its condition. Bothlmcn were em­
phatic in their praise of the cour.se and professional Dave 
Crain for Im care of same. It’s often been pointed oiq in the 
pisi whai a wonderful golf course we have out tlicrc in Olcn- 
Inorc, but somehow it was even more emphatic when it was 
voiced by two men who have played the best in the country.
Another refreshing facet of the performance was the 
manner in wluch both men played, and their reaction to the final 
result. .Ilalding was a graceful winner who attributed a lot of 
the reason for his luck to the fact that Leonard was a "little 
older nd'Y." and was lavish in' hl.H praise for the western vet­
eran wild Mt the U,S. Gold Trail at an age when most men 
at6 hanging up Ihctf’icteats, , 4
LetmanI took his loss gracefully, even though bo played 
it to win right to the lasPstrokc. They both innnuged to convey 
ihe> impression of having won.




VANCOUVER (C P )- Distance 
swilnmer Bill Sadlo of New York 
says ho will give $5,000 to Ann 
Meraw of Vancouver if he can’t 
bent her in her proposed Kel- 
ownn-to-Penticton swim of Oka 
nngnn Lake this summer, it was 
reported here Wednesday night 
Mrs. Mernw’s trainer, Pat 
Roach of Toronto, Confirmed the 
offer in a telephone interview.
Mrs, Meraw, who has twice 
tried yic 32-mile swim and failed 
said she was not clear what 
SncMo’s offer Involved.
’’Perhaps he wants someone to 
post an equal amount on my 
behalf—I’m not sure," she said.
But Roach said there were no 
string.s attached to Sndlo's offer. 
Mr. Sadlo will put up the money 
'and hand it over if he doesn’t 
bent Mrs. Meraw, he said,
Mrs. Meraw plans to make the 
swim July 10. ”I feel confident 
that I can benefit enough from 
my previous attempts to com­
plete the swim this time.”
Mr. Roach will nrrlyc here In 
a few weeks'to help her prepare 
for the .swim,
The I Vancouver Mounties got 
their run again last night—and 
their 1-0 win. Now its four 
games, four runs and four wins, 
all in a row.
Once again it was at the ex­
pense of the Seattle Rainiers, 
shutout for the fifth ' time this 
season- by 4he Mounties and 
pushed into joint occupancy of 
the Pacific Coast B a s e b a l l  
League cellar with Spokane 
which took a 5-2 drubbing from 
Portland,* Ibq, l^ounties^.vidca®^ 
their lead over Phoenix to three 
games, thanks to the efforts of 
the Salt Lake Bees, who knocked 
off the Arizonans, 4-2, while San 
Diego shut but Sacramento, 7-0 
Charley , B e a rn  o n . was the 
Mounty who got his men last 
night, mowing the Rainier bat­
ters down, almost monotonously 
as he scattered-three hits. Van­
couver’s tally was unearned, 
coming in the fifth on a .walk, 
an error and a single.
Art Fowler, who was charged 
with the loss, and reliefer Bill 
Kennedy limited Vancouver, to 
five hits. The shutout gave 
Mounty hurlers 41 consecutive 
innings of scoreless pitching.
Portland/ moved out of the cel­
lar into sixth place, using up 
three pitchers in the process and 
receiving a slight'scare in the 
final canto, at Spokane.
The Indians scored first—in the 
second inning—but the Beavers 
took over in the ithird with two 
runs and had a 5-1 lead by the 
end of the sixth inning. Spokane
started its ninth inning rally as 
Tom Saffell singled and scored 
on a double that chased A1 Lary, 
the winner, to the showers.
Don. Kildoo, who usually serves 
in relief roles for the Bees, ap­
plied the stinger to Phoenix for 
Salt Lake’s second straight over 
the erstwhile league leaders. Kil­
doo allowed only four hits, struck 
out seven and walked one man. 
One of the four hits, however, 
was Andre Rogers’ two - run 
homer in the ninth.
San Diego also made it two 
straight over Sacramento on an­
other tight pitching performance 
this one by Bud Podbielan. The 
Solons reached him. for only five 
hits and couldn’t get a pass to 
first. His mates, bunched nine 
hits as Sacramento paraded four 
men to the mound.
Balding missed a chance to fat­
ten his lead on the sixth when he 
missed a 12-footer, and a little 
trouble in the bunker on the 
seventh cost him the lead, in 
spite of a fine recovery. Leonard! 
also muffed his chance to pull 
ahead in the hole, missing an 
eight-footer after a bequUful ap­
proach. • 1
BETTER DIRECTION 
The dead-lock lasted until the! 
15th hole, with Balding showing 
better direction on the second 
time around, and Leonard still 
having trouble with his putting.
On the 13th, Leonard hooked 
into the rough on his drive, but 
made a beautiful recovery, and 
Balding returned the compliment 
on the 14th, landing in the rushes 
just off the edge of the green, 
but he sank a 12-footer to make 
up for it.
On the 15th, Balding’s drive 
and approach were better than 
Leonard’s by a few feet, but it 
was Leonard himself that fluffed 
the putt and gave Balding his 
vital one-stroke lead.
On the final hole, it looked like 
Leonard was in bad trouble when 
he hooked into the rough again, 
but he made a marvellous recov­
ery, to split the hole again.
Balding had a new course rec­
ord in the palm of his hand on 
the same hole, when he had an 
easy, two-foot putt to give him 
an .eagle for a 66, but he didn’t 
drop it. and had to. be content 
with tying McElroy’s record, and 
winning match and money by one 
stroke.
THANKED GYROS
In his remarks preceding the 
presentation, Mr. Campbell con­
gratulated the local Gryos for the 
splendid job they had done in 
making arrangements for > this 
phase of the tour, and expressed 
his ' company’s gratitude at be­
ing able to render tvhat he hop­
ed would be a community service.
Dave Crain, local golf pro, and 
captain of the pins for the match, 
was congratulated on the condi­
tion of the course by both play­
ers.
Balding said he hoped to re­
turn next year, should the tour 
be successful enough to be slated 
as an annual event.
The two top-flight pros take up 
the cudgels again today in Pen­
ticton.
s i M f s e i s - s o i i s
ALLSTATE CHALLENGE SALE
We challente you to find •  better tire Tilue anywhere In town! 
Compare PRICE, QUAUTY. GUARANTEE . * . and yott’U 
agreol ALLSTATE is your beat Ure buy!
CRUSADER ”100"
Guaranteed 9 Months 
Against ALL
Road Hazards .................. ...............
670x15 Tube-type. B-Wall. Reg. 14.95.
f
With Class "A»» 
Trade-In Tiro
L A S T  3  d a y s
\  A-1 H, J. . I
■ • -  •• V - } t
‘ .  ̂ /  /  ' '' ' f'A ( / / ' / ' ' ■ % <
TIRE SALE
SUPER-SAFETY
N Y LO N
Guaranteed 25 montha 
against all road .haiardsl
Only $5.00 Down 












G A A A P IN G  S U P P L IE S  
Pioneer Explorer Umbrella Tent
69.00
m e f f M
Regular 84.00.
Father’s Day Special ..................... ..............
Other as low as ...................... :..................... ..............39.95
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Ralph Guldnhl,. Chicago rofes; 
.slonni, blazed around the Oak­
land Hills course at Birming­
ham, Mich., to win the United 
States Open title 21 years ago to­
day with n 72-hoIo ,aggregate of 
281, one , stroke lower than the 
mark set by Tony Mnnoro the 
previous ycor. Guldnhl was seven 
under par for the full grind.
A c e s  T o  H o s t  
P e a c h la n d  
In  S o f t b a l l
The Peachland Royallte.s will 
be making their first appearance 
in King’.s Park tonight at 7 p.m., 
when they take on the Super­
valu Acc.s, defending valley 
chnmplon.s.
Last time the two clubs met 
the Rbynlltes bent Aces, 10-7, 
and the locals arc seeking re­
venge tonight.
The Aces bent the Rutland 
Rovettes in their last Icnguo 
mooting, on Monday night, hand­
ing them a 7-0 blanking for the 
season’s first shut-out,!
Olivo Pope hurled, the two-hit­
ter for the Aces, pitching to 
Jean Schneider.
Dolores Bach was the mounds- 
mnn for the losers, pitching , to 
Dorothy Hartman.
The Roynlltcs took a 15-1 beat­
ing at the hands of the Penticton 
Chevrons Tuesday night, in an­
other southern division league 
game, so they will be Just ns 
eager for a win ns the Aces to­
night.
SLEEPING BAGS
17.50By Pioneer. Sportsman, wool only
DAK PAK — 4“ lb. fill Tctrylcnc 
. . .  Reg. 37.50. O Q  O *; 
Father’s Day Special .. Z /  • / D
AIR MATTRESS — Voit Plastic. A Q A
Double Mattresses as low as ....................... ...............  9.95
LANTERN — New Radar with battery ................  7.95
n U N  F tS W m  £ Q (M P M £ N T
*
TROLLING ROD . . . very best made. 
Glass 7’ cork handle ....................... .............
SPIN ROD . . .  7’ black glass.





Trolling, spinning, Balt 










LONDON (CP) •— The number 
of television licence,s issued In 
Britain during April increased 
the total by 51,330 to 8,147,333.








CRESTMNER SPORTSMAN $ 9  Q Q .O O
I 2.R. — 85 lb s ..................... ........ .. ^  ^
Compare — performance, conHlructlon, workmanship, features 
Match it with a JOHNSON SEA HOR9E . . .  we have .every 
model from 5 to 50 h.p.
UEE PRESERVERS
save Dud’s life ..... .
BOAT CUBIHONB . .
Regular 4.49.
Father's Day Special .
GOLF BAGS
New 1958 Wilson Models for men.
13^5 ,<, 35.00
Bag Buy Golf Cart 
1958 model .......... 39.50
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7 X 50 Dicnsiglas Murine. 
Cdatcd lens, Uiminizcd....... . 38;95
Oulfiltcrfl for All Sports and Gamci^
S P O R T I N G  G O O D S
IT PAYS TO PLAY . . . TAKE TIME TODAY 






Bjr THE CANADIAN PRESS 
American Leaiue
TOOR OF CHAMPIONS ARRIVES
Resplendent In thdr white 
“Lucky” Jackets, Canada’s two 
top- golfers and their entourr 
age are seen on their arrival
in Kelowna yesterday for their 
second game of the “Centen­
nial Tour of Champions.” Left 
to right, they are: Keith Mat­
thews, tour manager; Stan 
Leonard, Vancouver golf pro; 
A1 Balding, Toronto golf pro; 
Alan Campbell, public relations 
for the sponsoring brewery.
Tied in their first match at 
Kaihloops, Balding won yes­
terday’s match with a 67. — 
(Courier Staff Photo)
B o r o s  F a n s  B o o s t  H i m
U . S .  O p e n
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Americm League
W L Pet. GBL
LEAGUE- LEADERS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
American League
AB R H Pet. 
NIeman, Baltimore 109 16 40 .367 
Kuenn, Detroit 167 25 57 .341 
McDougald, N.Y. 146 25 49 .336 
Fox, Chicago 204 26 67 .328 
, Vernon, Cleveland 113 18 37 .327
TUISA, Okla. (AP)—A Boros and accurate shots. A player who
Runs—Cerv, Kansas City, :
Runs batted in—Cerv, 45/
Hits-Fox, 67.
Doubles—Kuenn, 16.
Tripltes—Martyn. Kansas City 
and Lemon, Washington, 5.
Home runs—Cerv, 15.
Stolen bases—Aparicio, Chicago 
13.
Pitching — Larsen, New York, 
5-0. 1.000.
Strikeouts—Turley, New York, 
65.
National League
AB R HPet. 
Musial. St. Louis 170 26 69 .406 
Mays, San Fran 220 50 88 .400 
Ashbum, Phil 193 33 66 .342 
Green, St. Louis 149 19 44 .341 
Cepeda, San Fran 217 42 73 .336
Runs—Mays, 50.






Stolen bases — Ashbum and 
Mays, 10.
Pitching — Purkey, Cincinnati, 
8-1. .875.
Strikeouts—Jones, St. Louis, 71.
bandwagon, began . rolling today 
as play started in the United 
States Open golf championship.
Julius ^ ro s  hasn’t done any­
thing sensational during the prac­
tice rounds over the scorched 
6,907-yard Southern Hills layout. 
But a lot of folks looked at the 
records and decided that Boros, 
who won the title at Dallas in 
1952 under the same sort of wea­
ther conditions, is a contender to 
be feared even as much as Ben 
Hogan.
Southern Hills requires long
Willey, Swann 
In Davis Cup 
trial Draw
TORONTO (CP)—The 15th an­
num tennis tournament of the 
Toronto Cricket, Skating and 
Curling Club—featuring seven of 
Canada s top 10 players—begins 
here Saturday and runs for 
week.
The name players—Bob Bedard 
of Sherbrooke, Que.; Don Fon 
tana. Toronto; Paul Willey. Van 
couver; Lome Main, Val Harit 
and' Henri Rochon, all of Mont­
real, and John Swann of Vancou­
ver—go into action next Wednes­
day.
This year the tournament Is 
split into two flights and the 
nationally ranked players are 
actually competing in a Davis 
Cup trial draw, 
y Results on the court will have 
distinct bearing on the selection 
of Canada’s Davis Cup team 
which meets Qiba in a fir.st-round 
North Amcclcan zone tie at the 
club July 1-3,' said Main, captain 
of the team.
Women’s Canadian . s i n g l e  
champion Mrs. Louise Brown and 
Mrs. Hilda. Dolcschcll, the run- 
ncr-u;—-both from ’Toronto—rule 
the woinen’s needings.
VANCOUVER (CP) — .CJijis 
Engh of Vancouver scored a ma- 
;or upset in winning the (Cana­
dian quarter-mile senior cycling 
championl^bip Wednesday night 
at the Canadian bicycle track 
championships.
Engh, 1957 North American 
:unlor champion who turned sen­
ior this year, edged Vancouver’s 
Ed Barry by a length. Brian 
Henderson, also from Vancouver, 
was a close third. Engh’s time 
was 30.2 seconds.
Barry had been the favorite for 
the quarter-mile race. He lived 
up to his rating iii the 1,000-metrc 
time trial, however, winning in 
:14.8 to take the Canadian title. 
He won but over nine other com­
petitors.
Italian Immigrant Mario Biu- 
noro won the 10 - mile senior 
championship edging Vancouver’s 
Brian Henderson in a disputed 
finish with a time of 23:37.3 sec­
onds
Head Of Cancer 
Anonymous Has 
Lung
LONDON (AP)X.Tho founder of 
Cancer Anonymous announced 
vesiicrday he has had his right 
lung removed in his second major 
cancer operation,
"You can tell my friends 1 
have every, intention of living, 
said Rev. Brian Hessian from 
his ho-spilal room.
The 4^ycnp-old Church of Eng-
f d vicar was flr.st operated on stomach cancer four years 
I in Lo-s Angeles 
Although told originally he had 
only « few days to live, he re­
covered and founded Cancer Am 
oivymous. an association of cx- 
enneer patients which tries to 
cheer and iiisplre other victims.
"Yea,” he said, "I am going 
back to work, 1 look forwaixl to 
U.
"f have every intention of Hv- 
,vg. 1 want to Irll Uio iicoplq that 




strays off the fairways is due for 
trouble even though the Bermuda 
grass rough was cut to a four- 
inch depth for the toUrnament.
Golfers who have played with 
Boros, a 218-pound slugger from 
Southern Pines, N.C., during the 
last few days say he has been 
shooting some of his finest golf 
and has the kind of game suited 
to the Southern Hills course.
About six players In the 162- 
man field scheduled to start play 
today were rated even with Boros 
in pre-tournament picking.
There’s Hogan, shooting for an 
unprecedented fifth U.S. Open,
long-hitting Cary Middlecoff, who 
has taken the title twice and lost 
a playoff last year to Dick 
Mayer, and other former winners 
with Mayer at the head of the 
list.
Boros broke into the list of fa­
vorites because of his unusual 
record in championship tourna­
ments, After winning the open 
and Tam O’Shanter world cham­
pionship in 1952, he slumped for 
a couple, of years as a result of 
rigbrous exhibition schedule. But 
he tied for fifth place in 1955, 
tied Hogan for second a stroke 
behind Middlecoff in 1956 and 
shared fourth place last year.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Joey 
Giardello and Washington society 
met Wednesday night but it’s un­
likely they’ll ever be chummy.
Joey, a Philadelphia middle­
weight, made his bow before the 
capital’s elite on the Shoreham 
Hotel terrace. Franz Szuzina, 
German weightlifter who now 
fights for a living, appeared with 
Joey.
After 10 rounds of fist throwing 
in that rriost . unlikely setting, 
GiardeUo had won his 77th vic­
tory in a career dating back to 
1948. It also was his third de­
cision over Szuzina.
The well - tailored audience— 
black tie and evening gown 
booed the verdict.
For many of the 850 socialites, 
diplomats. Congress members 
and government o f f i c i a l s  the 
charity match between the two 
160-pounders was their first ex­
posure to the gentlemanly act of 
self defence as practiced for 
pay.
They liked stocky Franz as the 
underdog and for the way he 
charged into GiardeUo with a pre- 
sistent right that s o m e t i m e s  
stopped Joey short.
But Giardello, who ranks just 
behind Carmen Basilio for Sugar 
Ray Robinson’s world title, was 
busy with his quick left and gen­
erally too effective for Szuzina 
Lack of noise was one of the 
things that didn’t suit GiardeUo.
"They (the fans)' held them­
selves back,’’ he said. "It wasn’t 
like a real fight.”
The Big Brothers of America- 
a group that works with juvenile 
delinquents—gained an estimated 
$20,(K)0 from the televised benefit 
affair. Those present paid $25 
apiece for the privilege of dining 
and watching the battle.
First
Kansas City 000 100 100- 2 7 3 
New York 130 003 03x—10 14 0
Urban, Burnette (2)/Gorman 
(4) Kellner (6) and (UiiU; Lar­
sen, Dureto (7) and Berra. W— 
Larsen. L-Urban. HRs - NY, Ku 
bek (1) Berra (9).
Second
Kansas City 000 000 010—1 6 0 
New York 000 000 101—2 5 0 
Terry,' Trucks (8) and House; 
Turley and Howard. L-Trucks. 
First
Detroit 013 030 000-7 13 1
Boston 000 000 000—0 5 0
Lary and Hegan; FomlelCs, 
Baumann (5) and White. L-For- 
nieles.
Second
Detroit 024 010 200-9 13 1 
Boston 100 000 002—3 80
Bunning, Moford (9) and WU- 
son; WaU, Smith (4). Klely (9) 
and Berberet. W - Bunning; L- 
WaU. HR: Det-Martin (2 5). 
Chicago , 000 020 000-2 6 1
Wash 130 100 OOx—5 11 0
Fischer, Qualters (3), Keegan 
(5), Staley (7)‘and Lollar; Kem- 
merer and Courtney. L—Fischer. 
Cleveland 000 100 003-4 12 1
Baltimore 000 500 20x-:-7 10 1
Tomanek, Lemon (4), Con­
stable (6), Geiger (7) and Nixon; 
Pappas, Lehman (7) and Trian- 
dos. W-Pappas. L-Tomanek.- 
National League 
Milwaukee 401 000 032—10 12 1 
Chicago 000 320 011— 7 14 0 
Rush, Conley (5), Johnson (7H 
McMahon (8) a n d  Crandall; 
Phillips, Hillman (3), Elston (7), 
Drott (8), Fodge (9) and S. Tay­
lor. W-Johnson; L-Elston. HRs: 
Mil-Adcock (8); Chi—WaUs (15). 
Pittsburgh 640 002 002—14 18 0 
S Francisco 200 020 200— 6 8 2 
Law, Facen, and Foilkes; Go­
mez, Crone (1) Miller (2) Mc­
Cormick (6) Monzant (8) and 
Schmidt. W-Law. L-Gbmez. HRs 
Pgh-Mazeroski (7) Thomas (2 19) 
Alou (1) King (2) Davenport (2). 
Cinci 010 000 100 000—2 7 0 
St. Louis 010 010 000 001—3 14 0 
Nuxhall, Schmidt (6), Jeffcoat
(8) and Burgess; Jones, Mactin
(9) and H. Smith. W—Mactin. 
Lr—Jeffcoat. HRs: Cin—Robinson 
(4). St.L-^Boyer (10.
Phila -- 022 000 000—4 9 1
Los Angeles 104 000 02x—'7 11 1
Cimmbns, Hearn (3), Hacker 
(7), Gray (8) and Lonnett; Drys- 
dale and Pignatano. L—Heacn. 
HR; LA—Hodges (9).
% -Fibifib Coast htignt' 
Seattle 0 Vancouver 1 ■
Sacramento 0 San Diego 7 
SSlt Lake City 4 Phoenix 2 




























Martin—the lone Tiger to de­
fend ’Tighe, putting the blame on 
the players, inoLuding himself— 
drove in seven runs in the sweep.
WEDNESDAY'S STARS
simple plan for arousing the De­
troit ’Tigers in his managerial 
debut.
"This is too good a club to be 
last,” he told them. So they went 
out and jumi)ed clear of the 
American League c e l l a r  by 
sweeping a doubleheader at Bos­
ton, where they hadn’t won since 
last year.
Thl Tigers, in eighth for the 
third time this season when Jack 
'Tighe was fired ’Tuesday, came 
alive with 13 hits in each half of 
the afternoon-night pair. Frank 
Lary ended the Red Sox’ winning 
string at six with a five-hit shut­
out, 7-0. Then Billy Martin hit 
two home runs for a 9-3 success 
Wednesday night.
By THE ASSOaATED PRESS
Pitching: Frank Lary, Hgers- 
Snapped the Red Sox’ winning 
streak at six with five-hit shut 
out in a 7-0 and 94 afternoon- 
night doublehcader sweep by De­
troit.
Hitting: Frank Thomas, Pirates 
—celebrated his 29th birthday 
With seven runs batted in and two 
home runs, one a grand-slam, 
while g a i n i n g  the National 
League homer (19) and RBI (57) 













" M o i d e r  d e  B u m  
L i k e  O l d  T i m e s
f t
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
W L Pet. GBL
Milwaukee 28 21 .571 —
San Francisco 30 24 .556 Vi
St. Louis 25 24 .510 3
Pittsburgh 26 26 .500 3V4
Cincinnati 23 23 .500 3V4
Chicago 27 28 .491 4
Philadelphia 22 28 .440 6^
Los Angeles 22 29 .431 7
Those Dodgers at last look like
Dodgers. A batter gets tossed out 
of the game for jawin’ at the 
plate, a runner scores from sec­
ond on a two-run sacrifice fly and 
Don Drysdale, their young ace, 
finally has a complete game vic­
tory, his first completed game 
this season.
Except for being in last place, 
things are almost normal.
Drysdale, h - year - old right­
hander, pitched his club to a 7-4 
victory over Philadelphia Wed­
nesday night, giving up nine hits.
Milwaukee, m e a n  while, re­
gained, the national League lead 
as the Braves ended their longest 
losing streak since 1956 at five 
games with a 10-7 victory over 
Chicago Cubs. San Francisco 
slipped- to second, .005 percentage 
pioints b e h i n d ;  as Pittsburgh 
Pirates breezed in on Frank 
Thomas’ seven runs batted in for 
a 14-6 victory and the Giants’
abandon  PROJECT
PORT ALBERNI, B.C; (CP)' — 
The contractors for a portion of 
the Lupsi Kupsi sewer project 
here afe withdrawing from their 
contract, city councU learned 
Monday night.
POWELL RIVER, B.C. (CP)- 
The B.C. Labor Act is one of 
the causes of the current wave 
o f. labor stoppages in the prov­
ince, chairman Harold S. Foley 
of the PoweU River Company 
told the Associated Boards of 
Trade of the Fraser Valley and 
Lower Mainland. The act obvious­
ly is not working and should be 
revised, he said.
fourth loss in a row.
TAKE THIRD PLACE
St. Louis Cardinals took third, 
three games behind, with a 3-2, 
12-inning victory over Cincinnati.
A four-riln third inning did the 
job for Drysdale, now 3-8, and the 
Dodgers, once more just a half­
game behind the seventh place 
Phillies. The two-run sacrifice fly
was a 420-foot smack by Carl 
Furillo with bases loaded. Richie 
Ashbum took it, but Peewee 
Reese dashed home from second 
base.
Gil Hodges then hit his ninth 
homer, capping the inning and 
handing the defeat to reliever 
Jim Hearn. R a n d y  Jackson 
scored ahead of Hodges.
Charlie Neal of Brooklyn was 
tossed out for arguing a 2-1 pitch. 
He was the first Dodger to be 
ejected in Los Angeles, and 
Johnny Podres became No. 2 sec­
onds later for his bellowing from 
the bench.
GETS 11th HOMER
Ken Boyer’s leadoff 11th homer 
won it for the Cards in the 12th, 
ending a four-inning shutout re­
lief duel between winner Morrie 
Martin (2-1) and Redleg Hal Jeff­
coat (3-3). Frank Robinson drove 
in both Redleg runs, one with his 
fourth homer.
Thomas celebrated his 29th 
birthday by taking the home run 
lead with a pair, one a grand- 
slam, and also gaining the RBI 
lead. His second homer. No. 19, 
was his second bases-lpaded shot 
in the majors.
The Braves blew a 5-3 lead, but 
nailed it with three in the seventh 
off losing reliever Don Elston 
(6-4). Unbeaten Ernie Johnson 
won his third in relief.
The first-place New York Yan­
kees raised their lead to 9^  
games again, using hits and 
breaks for a 10-2 and 2-1 sweep 
over second-place Kansas City. 
Don Larsen won his nlnUi in a 
row over two seasons In the 
opener and once-beaten Bob Tur­
ley becanvi the first to win 10 
in the majors in the nightcap.
Washington plunked ^ icago  
White Sox into the cellar, 54; 
and Baltimore rapped Cleveland 
7-4.
Lary gave up only one extra­
base hit and allowed but one 
runner as far as third while gain­
ing a 6-5 record. The young right­
hander also drove in three runs. 
Mike Fornieles (34) was the 
loser.
FANNED 12 BUT WILD
Jim Bunning (3-5) struck out ' 
12, but walked eight and needed 
relief after going 8 2-3 Innings 
in the nightcap. Martin tagged 
his fourth and fifth homers as 
the Tigers took a 6-1 lead in 
three innings against Murray 
Wall, who quit the bullpen for his 
first major league start. He’s ‘ 
now 3-5.
Brooks Robinson drove In three 
Orioles, who bagged it with five 
runs with two singlc.s for the 
runs in the fourth. Milt Pappas 
won his third but tired and left 
after six innings. Dick Tomanek 
(2-3) was the loser.
Russ Kemmcrer (3-3) beat the 
White Sox with a six-hitter, re­
tiring the last 14 in order, as the 
Senators took fourth place. Three 
runs in the second turned the tide 
against Bill Fischer (2-3), with 
Neil Chrisley’s triple scoring a 
pair.
The Yankees clubbed 14 hits in 
the opener, including Tony Ku- 
bek’s first h o m e r  and Yogi 
Berra’s ninth, then won the sec­
ond game when reliever Virgil. 
Trucks walked four men and 
forced a run home in the ninth 
with two out.
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Here’s our birthday treat 
for the entire family — 5 
coupons worth 10  ̂ each on< 
any Dairy Queen* product 
costing or more! Bring; 
them to the store and let 
them pick their favorite 
sundae, malt, shake or 
split. Wc suggest you lise 
one coupon toward the pur­
chase of a family-size con­
tainer of delicious Homc- 
Pak, too. Prove to yourself 
, tliat DAIRY QUPEN IS 
I BETTER . . . better tostJ 
I ing, better for you.
) EACH COUPON 
1 WORTH lOe OFF
b n  any Dairy Queen 
Product costing '
A na m e  ,..................,
*1 APPRy'^  ^
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RECOMMEND VOTE
C o u n c i l  O f  W o m e n  
I r a t e  A t  I n d i a n - i n j u s t i c e
SUMMER SUIT
By ALICE ALDEN
In the hands of a skilled dress 
designer, a summer suit of silk 
print can be a triumph of 
beauty and usefulness. A fine 
example is this town outfit 
from Elizabeth Arden. The
smartly cut suit of navy leaf 
print on white silk. The talored 
overblouse is of navy silk with 
pearl buttons. The loose-fitting 
jacket, which uses the blouse 
collar, is caught at the top 
with one flat mother-of-pearl 
button.
MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Precocious Youngster's Playmates 
Make His Mother's Life Miserable
DEAR MARY HOWARTR: My 
problem is Steve, 6, my' older 
boy. He has exceptional looks 
and brains, was always precoci­
ous and has wanted friends since 
age 2, when we moved here.
Two boys, two years older, were 
the only prospects available. One, 
Jim, is a little retarded and 
Steve can lead him in games; 
but Jim had punching sprees at 
age 4-5, and Steve was afraid to 
hit back. The other, Terry, has 
normal intelligence but his kick­
ing, fighting and crying reactions 
cause me to rate hm a poor can- 
. didate. His parents work and his 
Bitter rarely looks into his 
r Bcrapes.
When Steve entered school last 
fall, he was socially young, and 
hurt that Jim prferred- other 
playmates—a girl is his favorite. 
She joins Jim in chasing and 
■ name-calling Steve—and Steve 
seems to get a kick out of this.
In turn he plays the same "joke' 
on Terry, who pokes him in the 
nose and sends him home cry­
ing. Usually I discipline him by 
. keeping him indoors—and the 
others know this and trade on 
It, I think. 
lENDS TO SELL 
HIMSELF SHORT 
As a result of all this, Steve 
tends to sell himself short. He is 
■too eager for playmates: tries 
too hard to please. A third boy,
, Danny, sense this and gets any­
thing he wants of Steve by say­
ing: ‘T won’t play with you." 
This boy gets along well with
- Terry and a fourth boy, Sammy 
»nd delights in telling Steve he’d 
rather play with Sammy when
- Sammy is home.
•'* Jim will drop in for five min- 
1 utes, then leave to play with the 
■7, girl, thus getting his point across
' of rejecting Steve. Steve is smart 
^ enough to understandf but not 
tip to playing the same game. I’ve 
•" told him to tell Jim “I’m busy’’
" v/hcn he comes to the door; not 
to bo. so cordial—that possibly 
■' this will win more respect.




;  DEAR R.G.: Steve’s difflcul- 
ties' are somewhat of your mak- 
' Ing, I think. 'They reflect your 
 ̂ own unpreparedness to deal sure- 
handedly with kids—your own 
i end other people’s ., Stove is ra- 
’■ thcr too much of a sissy at pres-
* ent to evoke much respect from 
.. older lads.
, ■ Where is Sieve’s dad, by the 
" way? You don't pnee mention 
1 him In your letter (here con- 
dcnscd). A father of sons ought 
;; to figure in this situation—ought 
Z to bo much, to the fore, helping 
amail boys get their bearings, in
* dealing appropriately with the
* drives of primitive Instinctual
- male aggression and comiietitlon. 
For this Is the' essence of Steve’s
* problems on the playground.
i As I see the picture, Steve 
hasn’t had adequate parental help 
’' In getUng organized to be hlm- 
I self. That Is to say, In developing
- Boclal competence at his own rate 
of growth, and discovering his
. teal interests and pursuing them 
confidently.
MIXED DEMAtiDS 
. CONFUSED I.AD 
, ' You*ve blundered. For example 
you've been concerned to supply
Steve with play companions, so 
that he might have suitable ex 
perience. Yet you’ve permitted 
him to suffer, years on end, in 
association with two misfits — 
wrong on the score of being older, 
out of his play bracket; and on a 
different wave length, as to men­
tal equipment and emotional 
conditioning. One boy is retarded 
and malicious; the other, hostile 
and wretched due to parental 
neglect. Both are problem cases 
in their own right, quite apart 
from their pick on Steve. That’s 
obvious.
Having involved Steve In a 
problem situation, by your con­
sent to it, you’ve then expected 
him—your bright boy—to suc­
ceed with it. If he were gutter- 
tough, he might. But being hen­
pecked by you, towards civilized 
attitudes (you'’hope), he is only 
confused. And defeated.
What to do? You should take 
over, an impartial force for law 
and-order, when kids get out of 
hand in Steve’s corner. Protect 
all from injustice, equally, in an 
impersonal, non-smothering way, 
You send Smartaleck Jim away 
from your door, until he elects 
to pay a proper call.
Children don’t act by knowl­
edge, so much as by emotional 
reflex. And it is the parents’ task 
to largely stage-manage their 
life-situations, that affect their 
behavior—until “rational” habits 
are fully formed.
For advice—you and Steve’s 
father need first-hand detailed 
specialist help, from a family re­
lations counsellor.-M.H.
I VANCOUVER (CP) A rcc-, 
ommendation that all Indians be 
granted the right to vote as a step 
toward integration into Canadian 
life was put before the National 
Council of Women at its 65th 
annual convention here Friday
nigbl-A report by the council’s citi­
zenship and immigration commit­
tee, headed by Mrs. J. R. Hoag of 
Regina, said the vote is "basic 
and essential to the establishment 
of an independent and socially re­
sponsible Indian people.”
It added that franchise for In­
dians should be followed by a full 
revision of the "paternal’’ Indian 
Act.
THREE-YEAR STUDY
The recommendation was to 
put before the convention today 
in the form of a resolution.
Mrs. Hoag said in her report 
that the recommendation was 
being made after three years of 
study and evaluation.
Mrs. Hoag said that the Indian 
should be placed in a position to 
plan hi,s own future should he de­
cide he no longer needs the reser­
vation.
We must also remember that 
the Indian is not an aggressive 
individual. . . He will not deem 
t sufficiently important to push 
for what he considers the doubt­
ful privilege of voting.”
NOT ACCEPTED 
Mrs. Hoag said Indians on res­
ervations are “well aware of the 
problems facing those who have 
sought the enfranchised life of the 
city—this has been a bitter dis 
illusionment to many.”
The Indian, she added, now Is 
told that he is a Canadian, not an 
Indian, and that he has all the 
privileges of his neighbors.
But he is not accepted by his 
neighbors or the community at 
large. He no longer can claim the 
tradition or the privileges of his 
ancestors. He is indeed a dis­
placed person in every real sense 
of the word.”
Mrs. Hoag attacked the "pa­
ternalistic character” of the In­
dian Act and said the administra­
tive system of the reservations 
"is not conducive to individual 
advancement.”
TARGET OF INJUSTICE 
"The Indian is not sufficiently 
aggressive to overcome many of 
the obstacles which such a sys­
tem produces. His problems are 
further aggravated because he is 
subservient and submissive in his
relatiohship with the whites. |to which whites are contributing 
"He is thus the Urge) of many to the degradation of the Indian 
injustices by unscrupulous and ig-1 people and take stringent and
norant people.”
&Ixs. Hoag said that untU the 
act is revis^, everything possible 
must be done to speed up the ef­
ficacy of existing privileges and 
opportuhities.
‘We must recognize the ektent
realistic steps to stop it. This can 
be done without pqtting more 
legislation on the books.” 
Resolutions before the conven­
tion. which continues through 
Wednesday, are being considered 
today by the 200-odd delegates.
Beginners Parents 
W ill Get Advice 
A t PTA Assembly
The Kelowna Elementary PTA 
Is sponsoring a meeting on Mon­
day, June 16. in the High School 
lunchroom at 8 p.m. This meet­
ing will be of interest to all, and 
of special interest to the parents 
of six-year-olds w’ho will be going 
to school for the first time in 
September.
Commencing school is an im­
portant milestone in every child’s 
life and both the father^ and 
mothers will be interested in do­
ing all they can to make this big 
step an easy one.
Miss Frances Treadgold. prim­
ary consultant for School District 
No. 23, and Miss Ruth Clunas, 
school nurse, will speak to the 
parents on “How to Prepare My 
Child for School.”
B l i n d
VANCOUVER (CP) — Being 
blind and deaf doesn’t  «top<Mrs. 
Marjorie McGubbin from running 
an efficient home and helping 
oUrers. '
The spunky little 55 - year - old, 
grandmother is a national consul­
tant for the Canadian National 
Institute lor the Blind. Her quali­
fications have all been earned 
since she was 43. when she de-
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editor
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Kelowna Productions Planning 
Another "Name Show" Next Year
HITHER. AND YON
4
Lean, Lovely Legs 
Are Summer Duty 
For Beach Beauty
With the fashion emphasis on 
shorter skirts, bathing costumes 
and red shoes, requests for leg- 
slimming exercises are pouring 
in. This letter is quite typical: 
Why.is there never anything
Discussion of a choice for next 
season’s production was the main 
business dealt with at the execu­
tive meeting of Kelowna Produc­
tions held recently at the home 
of Mrs. W. F. Anderson. While 
no definite decision was reached, 
it was decided that a "name 
show” would certainly be chosen.
At the annual general meeting 
held previously, a new slate of
officers was elected with Kelly ̂ were highlights of the meeting.
Slater being named the new presi­
dent. Other oficers chosen includ­
ed vice-president, A. Sherman; 
treasurer, Hugh Earle; secretary, 
Catherine Anderson: and direc­
tors: Edythe Walker, Peggy
Wunderlich, Walter Green, and 
Velva Fitz-Gerald.
A showing of color slides of 
“Finian’s Rainbow”, last year’s 
show, and the playing of a tape 
recording of that production.
SUNDAY GUESTS . . .  at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie A. , . _
Riddell were Mr. and Mrs. Lorne said by the physical culturlsts 
Eidt of Shakespeare, Ont. who are about fat legs? 1 have spent a 
on a motor trip to Vancouver great deal of time in the libraries 
and Victoria. searching for good leg exercises,
and have come to the conclusion 
EASTERN HOLIDAY . . . Mrs. that nobody has fat legs except 
Ella Hall, Winfield, left, last me, and that to have ttem Is a 
week by train for an extended hopeless situation with the less 
visit to Brantford, Ont. and other said the better. Why? 
eastern points. She plans to at- There is no blinking the fact 
tend her brother’s 84th birthday that we inherit the limbs of our 
celebration in June and will re- family tree, and that the tend- 
main for the 60th wedding anni- ency to thin or stocky legs ap- 
versary of her brother and sis- pears to run In families. The cx- 
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. E. Pal- tent to which legs can be im- 
mer of Harley, Ont. in Septem- proved depends on whether the 
ber, I heftiness is due to fatty accumu
lation and flabby muscles or to 
bony structure. Bony structure
elded to train herself to over­
come the handicaps.
From the age of 20. when she 
became blind, until she was 43 
she had not been able to read.
Her three children were growing 
up, and she was not over-acUve 
around the house.
SUCCESSFUL WRITER 
She decided to learn Braille In 
order to read the Bible. Now she 
1s a successful free-lance writer, 
president and founder of the 
Deaf-Blind League of Canada and 
editor^f a Braille magazine she 
started herself—Dots and Taps. \  
Mrs. McGubbin had been to- *• 
tally deaf since she was seven. 
Married at 18. she has always 
done her household tasks.
Her doorbell is a vibrator un­
der the floor. She has an auto­
matic washer, an electric stove 
with timers in Braille, and a wall 
clock with a vibrator to tell the 'w 
time.
Since the children left thtf 
house, there Is no telephone or 
radio. Her husband, Albert, is 
deaf.
At 14 she had to quit school 
because of fading eyesight. She 
had e habit of roaming the North 
Vancouver woods as a youngster, 
and once was nearly drowned 
when a log she was riding began 
floating out to sea.
Donations and money Mrs. Me- < 
Gubbin has earned with her varl- ^ 
ous articles have purchased 30 
Braille machines for Canadians 
who are both deaf and blind.
TRUST CUSTOMERS
HARLOW, England (CP) cannot be changed. If the leg
muscleshas started a “weigh it 
serve yourself” counter.
WESTBANK
WESTBANK—Mrs. J. L- Sayers 
of West Vancouver spent several 
da'ys last week visiting many 
friends In the district. She accom 
pnnied her hostess, Mrs. D, 
Gellatly to Kamloops, where they 
visited Mrs. Gellntly’s daughter, 
Mrs, John Weinard for two days, 
and then Mrs. Sayers returned 
to spend the weekend with Mrs. 
Joan Twinamc and family.
Members of the Westbnnk Cub 
Pack attended the annual Cub 
Flyld Day In Kelowna Saturday
Recent visitors at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. P. D, Wakefield in 
eluded Dr. and Mrs, Arnold Peter­
son of Edmonton, and Mr, and 





The Kelowna Art Exhibit So­
ciety is now showing an exhibi­
tion of marine artist^’ painting^ 
from Eastern Canada in the 
board room of the library. They 
will be on display until June 30,
The works of four artists are 
shown. Laurin Harris, whosje 
present style is known as non 
figurative, is well known. Harris’s 
colors are always harmonious. 
His picture “Harbour” does inr 
deed suggest a sail boat and tail! 
buildings reflected in thhe water. 
“Sea Signals” is obviously nauti­
cal. "Five Themes” gives the be­
holder scope for his imagination.
Then we have Fred Ross — 
portraits. The “Girl Combing Her 
Hair” has a soft and attractive 
touch — but the two boys hung 
at either stare stolidly and stiffly 
out of thheir frames — as though 
they disapproved of the semi- 
draped lady between them. These 
pictures go to an opposite ex­
treme from the abstracts of Laur­
in Harris.
Jack Humphrey’s three pic­
tures hover between the two ex­
tremes. "Violin and Case” being 
entirely representational (though 
the drawing of the violin is at 
fault) and “Bather Among 
Rocks” being a grand mixture of 
colours and shapes — but, withal 
recognizable. ^
Alex Colville agAin goes to an 
extrerpe of realism that almost 
drives one’s opinion towards mod­
ern representation. Perhaps this 
i.s why they have been sent along 
with the more modern produc­
tions.
There Is a notebook tor your 




Arctic char, found in lakes of 
the far notth, Is a type of salmon 
with delicious''■flavor.
A v a c a d o
By IDA BAILEY ALLEN
“It’s not necessary to spend 
much money in order to give a 
touch of elegance to meals,” I 
remarked.
Right you are, Madame,” 
agreed the Chef.
"For example, avocados from 
California are plentiful in the 
markets now. A single avocado 
can go a long way in making an i 
otherwise plain meal glamorous.
”1 suggest our new Avocado 
Citrus Royale, which is equally 
appropriate for a luncheon plate 
or the last course at dinner.”  ̂
Avocado Citrus Royale: Fare 
and section 2 grapefruit and 2 
large oranges; Cut 1 avocado 
into halves, crosswise, and cut 
rings from each half. Remove 
the peel.
Then, to form crescents, cut 
each ring in half and sprinkle 
with fresh lemon or lime juice.
Soften 1 (3 oz.) pkg. cream 
cheese: blend with 1 jbsp. milk 
Spread the sides of the  ̂orange ,̂, 
and grapefnolt sections **VD!tll ■V” 
small amount of cream cheese; 
lightly press together to fotpi 
balls. These ■will stand up when 
chilled. *
Place u p r i ^  on lettuce-gar­
nished salad plates, avocado 
crescents at the base. Garnish, 
with fresh mint. ’ Pass tart 
French lemon dressing. Serves 
4 to 6.
MONDAY DINNER
Vegetable,Soup Warm Rolls 
Deviled Roast Beef Slices 
Whipped Potato 
Spinach Creole 
Avocado Citrus Royale 
Coffee Tea Milk 
Baked Chicken - Stuffed Avo­
cados are perfect to serve at a 
luncheon for ladies.
Chicken - Stuffed Avocados: 
Add 1 c. grated American cheese 
to c. white sauce, or use pre­
pared cheese sauce. Combine 1% 
c. diced cooked or canned chick­
en and 1 (4-oz.) can sliced mush­
rooms with % c. of the sauce.
Halve 3 avocados lengthwise; 
remove the seeds. Fill with the 
chicken. Put in a pan; add ^  in 
of water.
Slow-bake 15 min. at 325 deg. 
F,
Garni.sh with the remaining 
sauce. Serve 6.
Roquefort Avocado Dip: With 
a nod to the mqn, the <^ef Sug­
gests a new dip for, potato chips.
To make, combine 1 c. sieved 
or blcndqd avocado pulp ■ with
A d d  E l e g a n c e
AVOCADO DIP, Avocado Citrus 
Royale and Chicken - Stuffed
Avocado are three good ways 
to use this versatile fruit.
.short and thick, there is nothing 
that can change that. However, 
corrective exercise can help to 
slenderize fat legs and tone 
flabby leg musculature.
The principle of leg-slimming 
exercises is to stretch the calf 
muscle, pulling the muscle long 
and smooth. The technique is to 
point the heel, that is, lead with 
the heel in any exercise move­
ment. For example, try walking 
on your heels, barefoot. As you 
walk, curl toes toward instep. 
Many models kick off their shoes 
as soon as they get home and 
"walk” on the heels and dance 
around, combining contracting 
and stretching exercise move­
ments to keep leg muscles toned 
and shapely.
Here’s a tip from the experts: 
Wear wool tights or long wool 
underwear while exercising to 
sjim the legs. The w arm ^ of 
the wool keeps leg muscles sup­
ple, and this, combined with 
stretching, makes f o r  long, 
smooth muscles.. The profession­
al dancer and skaters usually do 
their practice workouts in l6ng 
woolies. Or you can wear knee- 
length wool socks while exercis­
ing to give the needed warmth.
In the interest of slimming the 
legs, make'sure to lead with the 
heel while exercisia^^-4hat 4s, 
point the heel and curl toes to­
ward instep.-Try this exercise: 
Sit on floor with Iqgs spread 
wide apart. Curl toes toward in­
step—hold. You will feel this 
stretch through the calf muscles. 
To make this exercise even more 
effective, bend forward, grasp 
toes with fingertips, and forcib^ 
I pull toes toward instep. Be sure
BRINGS MEMORIES 
LADNER. B.C. (CP) — Mrs, 
Alice Dracseke. who wa-s Lad­
ner’s May Queen 61 years ago. 
crowned Colleen Weaver as this 
year’s Queen.
WIFE PRESERVERS
|e UavatfMskbionaclovtef garKc 
whan you put it in a prat*. ThkwHI 
•ova your fingan from tha clinging 
aroma and urill cut claaning timOf 
at tha garUc iUn hoMt tha laddut.
1






y* c. crumbed Roquefort or Blue 2 tbsp. beef juice gravy, or 'to-| ^Repea^*about'*3
cheese, IMs tbsp.j lemon juice, 
salt, pepper, onion salt and Tab­
asco to taste.
THE CHEF DEVILS 
ROAST BEEF
Slice enough cold roast beef 
(or pot roast) to serve 6 persons. 
Brush with Sauce Diable. Dust 
with 1 tbsp. enriched flour; sea­
son with 1 tsp. paprika and % 
tsp. chili powder.
Fast-saute on both sides in 
butter. Serve at once.
Sauce Diable: In a small
saucepan, put 2 ' tbsp, minced 
shallots or onions, 1 tsp. coarse 
black pepper, 2 tbsp. vinegar and
diluted, canned beef bouillon.
Simmer until half the liquid 
evaporates. Add 1 tsp. Worces­
tershire and tsp. chopped 
parsley.
times, later more.
DAD WILL BEAM 
ON
FATHER’S DAY 
with a gift from
DYCK'S DRUGS
M H m m K m
SALLY'S SALLIES
UNIQUE FONT
FAREHAM, England (CP)—An 
inverted ship’s bell is being used 
for baptisms in the new Anglican 
church, of St. John the EvangeL 
ist in this Hampshire commun­
ity. The bell is built into a con 
temporary w o o d e n  frame to 
make a font.
“Oh, Doctor, you look as 
tl\ough you’ll feel the drilling 
youraeUr ^
NO PLACE SAFE 
BIRMINGHAM, Ain. (AP) - 
Lois Jacobs told police a burg­
lar entered her home Tuesday 
night and stole a watch and $50 
in cash as 'She slept. She said the 
watch and money were stuffed 
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DOES YOUR SHOPPING 
LIST INCLUDE CHICKEN?
Then be sure to ask for 
BOYD’S by name . . .
It’s local grown, dressed 
and packed.
It’s Fresh . . .
It’s Select. . .
It’s Okanogan
SPECIAL THIS WEEK boiling fowl cut up In Imya ~  
Fryen^ Roasting Chicken a low priced week-end treat.
Ask for • mm
*
THE BEST IN CHIGKElil MEAT
S P O R T S  S H I R T S
/orori/or FATHER'S DAY g jtn j
OVER 100 SPORTS SHIRTS OFFERED AT A. 
GREAT REDUCTION 
ALL SIZES — ALL POPULAR MAKES 
You’re bound to save and plca.se Dad with one oî ‘ more of 
these wonderful buys. Just compare these cuts in regular priced. 
6.95 Shirts A A r  7.95 Shirts C Q IJ
down to ........ . iJ* #  Jdown to,...
$ 1 .00  Reduction on Al| Shirts Up to 7 .95
ARROW DRESS SHIRTS ,
SANFORIZED DRESS SHIRTS THE IDEAL GIFT
FOR FATHER .
\ We’ve slashed the regular prices of thes^ fine .shirts for thl 
yweek only, just in time for your gift shopping, take advan­
tage'of these prices . ; . wc can’t repeat them again.
All sizes. A  Q C  r  0 * ;
Sale Prices from ...... ..................  0 . 7 J  to
KHAKI D R IU  WINDBREAKERS
The Ideal Jacket for all occasions, gardening, boating, fish­
ing, sportswear and casual Zippered front, two handy breast 
pockets, unlined for coolness and lightness. I Q  O C  
We are offering these for only, each ........... i . ...... 1 0 .
BILTMORE STRAW HATS
The latest in Mf^n's Hendvyear, and really classy lookers, too. 
Cool for summer Vearing.
These have been slashcd by $1.00'down to




Reg. 8.95 down to
6;95
bras and girdles
Daisy ffush I* Ih* )̂ ‘>y •••• ^0“'* 7®“ ‘If*?"*
of hovlno, ond you’ll diseovar you'ra olwoys fraih from thu iWn W  
In Dolly fr*sh bras u"** becauio theyVo S -'trC  f o r
latllno freihneii. ' -
Daisy Frosh bandaou In ombrolderod brooddoifi and alasllc,
$3.00. Also In lo«ol<»»»* boshwu ond 4-woy styles. .
'  Dolsy Fresh ilppored girdle In elostic wllh satin panels sprinkled 
ydlfi liny dolsleit, $14.30. Also In puH-on. ponfy qirdle and garter 
bell styles.
*tr.4̂ W.iSi S.e'4.
-the efielce ef foifi/onable women fhe world over. 
eoTtne * lAROsMS»peiir »«nti • hu»acx »utv or mawcs »wiwfoart













T h e r e 's  a n  a i r  o f  c o u n t r y  f r e s h n e s s  a b o u t  SUPER-VALU'S w e ll- s to c k e d  d a i r y  fo o d s  d e p a r tm e n t .  T h e  u p - to - th e -  
m in u te  r e f r i g e r a te d  u n i t s  a r e  a s  s p a r k l in g  c le a n  a s  a  m o d e rn  d a i ry  a n d  th e  m e r c h a n d is e  a s  f r e s h  a s  th e  m o rn in g  
b re e z e  o n  a  f a r m .  W h e n  y o u  b u y  y o u r  d a i r y  fo o d s  a t  SUPER-VALU, y o u  c a n  b e  s u r e  o f  o b ta in in g  o n ly  th e  f in e s t
q u a l i ty ,  w h o le s o m e  fo o d s  f ro m  th e  f o r e m o s t  d a ir ie s .
F R E S H  E G G S  Grade “A” Large in Cartons.
Fresh from Okanagan farms
/
d o z .  5 3 c
8 01. ptgs............................................2  f o r  5 9 c
M A R G A R IN E  sd. 2  lb s . 6 1 c






Thurs., Fri., Sat., 
June 12, 13, 14
IC E  C R E A M   ^  gallon
C H E E S E  H A N D IS N A C K S  
B U T T E R
Kraft, All Flavors, 
8 oz. cello..............
Noca, an Okanagan Product, 
First G rade........................... .
G O U D A  C H E E S E 10 oz., each
C O T T A G E  C H E E S E  Kelowna Creamery Brand,
12 oz. pkg.
PARAMOUNT COHOE
S A L A A O N
Ws tin
★  ORANGE BASEReal Gold, for a wonderful•summer drink, 6 oz. tins .  .  . . . . . .
PURITAN CHIX





2  tor 4 9 c
O R A N G E S
Brentwood/ 
28 oz. tins
Jk  D  ■■ A  m U  F  Okanagan Product,
la rg e ,2 0 oz.tins .  .
PA N TRY  SHELF ITEMS QUICK SERVE MEALS FRUIT JUICES
TEA BAGS lOO’s, pkg. .. 89c BEANS 2 37c ORANGECOT .. 38c
SARDINES 3 ^  29c BEANS .m 2 for 39c APPLECOT « . .  38c
DC A C Nabob, No, 4 Fancy, 
r C A d  15 oz. tin .... .............. 17c CORNED BEEF 12 oz. tin 49c FRUIT PUNCH S  I"!:!: 2 for 39c
Bursting w ith Juice .  -
2
J - _  Q Q #  C T E A  l f  A father's day special.
I #  I  C n A  Grade "A " Beef. T-Bones - S irloins. -  . .  .  lb.
C A N T A L O U P E S  
G R E E N  
H E A D  
C O R N
Jumbo Size, each .  .  .  . 3 3 c  P O R K  R IB L E T S  '^^special .  .  .  . . .  .  .  .  .  lb.
Solid, firm  
heads .  .
Fresh
dally -  -  .  .  -
California,
S m \i  and tender .
.  .  .  .  .  lb.
C  H I  i C  A  i C C  S w iffs  Premium,
v n l J w i r l U L  i  lb. cel lo. .
2  tor 3 5 c  S M O K E D  P IC N IC S  





.  .  .  lb.
.  .  . lb.
> A
AN INDEPENDENTLY OWNED FOOD MARKET 
-  SERVING THE WHOLE KELOWNA AREA 
SINCE 1921.
' i' '
HUGE FREE PARKING AREAI
Helpful Clotljc.s pins too small to hold a licavy rug on the clothes line? Trouser hangers not only hold carpet but prevent marks on (he pile.
To prevent lettuce from turning brown in the 
refrigerator, store in a plastip bag with a paper 
napkin to absorb the moisture.
I f  •  ' Cakes will rise more evenly, and pics and biscuits
f f f O C i S G V / I V O S  brown bcnct if baked in a shiny pan instead
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G h o s t  M i n i n g  T o w n  M a y  
G e t  N e w  L e a s e  O n  L i f e
f *
j n  TAKES OFF WITHOUT A RUNWAY
A 17.S. air force F-IOOD com* 
pletes the first successful 
launching in Los Angeles. Calif..
of a supersonic jet plane with­
out benefit of a runway. The 
zero-length take-off is accom­
plished with the aid of a 130.- 
000-pound thrust rocket booster 
at plane’s rear.
F i n d  B r i t i s h  
P o o r  C o f f e e
Br STEWAKT MaeLEOD
LOIfDON (CP) -  In this his­
tory-filled city of tradition, pag­
eantry and time-established per- 
fectiob one glaring fault strikes 
■ Canadian newcomer. The cof­
fee Is terrible 
It’s not that coffee is all that 
important, but after hiking the 
endless streets for hours the 
suggestion of a coffee break 
ihould be treated with reverent 
respect. This is shattered when 
the waiter asks you — and they 
always do-^whether you want the 
stuff “black or white." By plac­
ing the emphasis on the "white” 
they can drum up a remarkable 
business for tea.
•AMEIRICAN COFFEE*
This is not simply a case of 
different c o f f e e  tastes; even
on your voyage. One newcomer!a clothing store, made a pur- 
paid 10 shillings going between chase and proudly y r a i t e d  to 
two points and six shilUngs com- show his knowledge of the cur­
ing back.
And, incidentally, the unsus­
pecting Canadian who thinks his 
money problems are solved by 
learning all about pounds, shill­
ings and pence Ls in for a sur­
prise. A newcomer walked into pence.’
! 
rency. The sales girl torpedoes 
his ego by singing out “two quid, 
seven bob, four.” He emptied his 
pockets on the counter and let 
her fish it out. She took two 
pounds, seven shillings and four
P e r o n ' s  " L i t t l e  N e l l y "  
W o n ' t  W a i t  F o r  H i m
By SAM ADAMS
, BUENOS AIRES (AP)—If Juan 
iT̂ any Londoners agree that res-iPeron returns in amnesty to Ar- 
taurant coffee is usually not upl gentina. he won’t find little Nelly 
to par. But most have their fa-i Rivas waiting for him. 
verite haunts where, quite often, one thing, little NeUy, his
t^ rc  is a sign advertising Am- school girl mistress, isn’t
erlcan coffee. . , , ^ j  any more. For another, she
This coffee business is i n c l u d e d . p l a n s  that don’t include the 
In a long list of first impressions g^iled dictator, 
the Canadian newcomer gathers
during his first few days in Lon­
don. Most are good, some are 
strange, a few, like the coffee 
business, are unfavorable.
So far as the weather is con­
cerned you can get all three re­
actions in a pne-hour period.
The good impressions are plen­
tiful, even apart from all the pub­
licized attractions of London. The 
newcomer ik surprised at the 
relatively-*^low> pace -of such • -a 
large city; few people rush; they 
never, shove or push. Courtesy is 
as firmly established as the 
bowler bat and umbrella.
Policemen a p p e a r  genuinely 
•anxious to help strangers get 
arouiid, t h e  transportation sys­
tem is smooth and fast, restaur­
ant meals arc less expensive— 
alttough you don’t get a glass of 
water without asking—and first- 
run s h 0  w s are cheaper than 
movies in Canada.
GARDENS EVERYWHERE 
Parks are within walking dis­
tance' of every spot in the city; 
nearly every home has a well- 
devclbped flower' garden; you 
can smoke in most shows, and 
you get ice cream and coffee de­
livered to your seat at intermis- 
•lon. ■
S t r a n g e '  impressions; See 
Ing long lines of cars stopping to 
let a ' motorist out from a side 
street—there 'arc few stop signs 
hero; watching shoppers queuing 
outside a store Instead of scram­
bling inside; seeing garbage men 
lugging cons from back yards in 
stead' of the curb.
Seeing middle - aged men und 
womeb roaring but to the cbuiitry 
on m o t  o r ' sepotery; watching 
booties making theif secret signs 
at reice tracks; admiring taxi 
drivers who wheel their specially- 
built diesel - power v e h i c l e s  
through narrow streets with am­
azing prccisioh; standing raln- 
spakc^ as a-guide explains that 
" i t  rains a lot here but you never 
renlly get wet."
MORE TIFFING 
Othejir impressions: While rents 
soaring to new heights, the 
coat qf living Is generally below 
CariadO’s. The tipping practice 
appears more widespread here, 
Ifyou.tell a taxi driver you arc 
a stronger you may go off course
Now a well rounded 19, Nelly 
recently announced her engage­
ment to Carlos Ramil, 24, a clerk 
in the accounting department of 
the U.S. Embassy here.
"All I want is to be left alone,” 
said Nelly in an interview. “I 
want to be like any other girl 
and lead a normal life. I’ve been 
dragged through the dirt and 
think I’ve paid my debt to society
That plus $200,000 In cash and 
jewels.
After a few months, Nelly was 
released from the institution, only 
to find bitterness and social ostra­
cism waiting on the outside. The 
scandal of her Perbn-day activi­
ties continued to pursue her and 
her family. Her mother was at­
tacked on the street by a group 
of women who sheared off her 
hair, the ancient female revenge 
against moral outrage 
CASHED IN
But Nelly made the best'of a 
bad situation, cashing in on her 
notoriety by selling articles and 
photographs to newspapers and 
magazines.
Up until a year ago, she re 
fused to think of marriage. Her 
standard answer to what became
with aU the u n h a p p in e ss^  has. s ta n d a r d  queStibui^’Tm  toobeen heaned unon me ' ^ p  p  .
“For me, the whole episode is 
over.”
LOVE AND LUXURY
Nelly was only 13 when Peron 
turned Latin lover in the winter 
of his tottering career and picked 
her from among a group of school 
girls to be his mistress.
For two years, until his down­
fall in the 1955 revolution, the 
dictator showered her with love 
and luxury. The November-May 
romance shocked a nation that 
still revered the memory of the 
blonde Evita, Peron’s late wife.
\\^en the end ckme with 
Peron’s exile, Nelly was clapped 
into an orphanage by court de­
cree and left with her memories.
S m a ll  C r u is e r  
B a c k  O n  W e s t  
C o a s t  R u n
VANCOUVER (CP)-The small 
cruise ship Scenic, equipped with 
a new engine and complete face­
lifting, is back on hei* dally run 
to Wigwam Inn at the head of 
Indian Arm. 22 miles northeast 
of Vancouver.
She is the offlciial jiost office 
for the Indian Arm region; with 
the postmark “Burrard Inlet” on 
her mail, oiid has 20 stops on her 
route.
Despite the neorness of Indian 
Arm' to Vancouver, the famed 
beauty spot* is rbacHcd'only by 
boat and H a r b o r  Navigation 
Company has operated the mall 
and passenger run for. 45 years.
years." Then along came Carlos 
and Nelly began to yearn for the 
simple, unpublicized life of 
housewife. ,
Keeping a campaign promise 
that brought him an estimated 
1,500,000 Peronist votes, Presi­
dent Arturo Frondizi two weeks 
ago signed an amnesty law for 
all political offenders,. including 
Peron and his followers. The law, 
however, still leaves it up to the 
courts to decide whether Peron 
can return from exile.
NO BmERNESS 
Whether Peron returns or not, 
Nelly has no bitterness against 
him. She denies having been vic­
timized by the dictator and has 
built up a wall of resistance 
against the lingering scandal.
The years spent as a spicy item 
of curiosity, as a torrid subject 
of news and magazine articles 
and a top target of anti-Peron 
wrath- are all behind her—or al­
most behind her.
Her father managed to harken 
back to the gay old days wheii 
her engagement was announced. 
He had a little announcement of 
his own: Further details of the 
wedding had been peddled to a 
magazine for $5,000.
* WORTHINGTON. Ont. (CP) — 
Diamond drilling into unexplored 
rock formations near here has 
given residents of this commun­
ity hope of better things for the 
future.
’Thirty - one years ago Worth­
ington had more than 300 fam­
ilies, most of its workers em­
ployed in a nickel mine operated 
by the International Nickel Com­
pany.
But a sudden cave-in, in which 
no lives were lost, robbed the 
community of its industry and 
left a two-acre lake iii its place.
The cave-in took with it three 
mine buildings, some railway 
track and any immediate hope of 
the village becoming a mining 
metropolis. Mine-owned houses 
were sold for $100 each and had 
to be moved within a stipulated 
time.
LEFT ISOLATED
Today only about 90 persons 
live in Worthington, 19 miles west 
of Sudbury. The road that weaves 
through Worthington once was the 
main route between Sudbury and 
Sault Ste. Marie, the old High­
way 17.
“But the province took the 
highway away fi;om us,” sighed 
postmistress Daisy Steciuk, as 
she recalled the post office was 
closed for six years after the 
cave-in. Later, when. Highway 17 
waj straightened out, Worthing­
ton was left on the sidelines.
You’d think the government 
could think of something to do 
about that road,” said school bus 
driver Harvey Moulton, wiping 
the dust from his brow at the 
end of his run on the old Grav­
elled “washboard” route.
“Nothing they could do would 
make it much worse.”
SUDDEN UPHEAVAL 
The turn in Worthington’s for­
tunes came suddenly, with little 
warning.
The night before the cave-in on 
Oct. 4, 1927, Mrs. Steciuk thought 
she heard thunder, she recalled. 
But her husband told her the sky 
was clear.
During the night there were 
vague rumblings. The late Wil­
liam Mumford, mine superintend­
ent, knew what could be happen­
ing. The night shift in the mine 
was sent home. At 5:50 a.m. the 
ground around the main shaft 
let go.”
“It sounded like a big under­
ground blast followed by a loud 
roaring sound,” said 77-year-old 
Mrs. Solomon Herman who still 
lives by the water-filled hole left 
by the cave - in. “The rocks 
seemed to be rolling around way 
down below.”
LEFT GREAT HOLE 
The main shaft of the mine had 
been sunk to a depth of 1,200 feet. 
All that could be seen was a vast 
cloud of dust, witnesses said. 
“Then we could see a building 
right at the edge of the hole,” 
Mrs. Steciuk said. “It was part 
of the mine mqjthine shop; Nnich 
had been'split in half.~ .
“There was nothing left but a 
hole about 70 feet deep.”
A month later water from 
Worthington Creek filled the hole, 
making it a lake.
Worthington has been rather 
neglected since. T h e  largest 
group to assembly here since the 
cave-in stopped in for tl\e night 
when th«r bus broke down* in 
weather 20 degrees below 'zero 
“And now the bus doesn’t even 
go this way,” Mrs; Steciuk said 
“The only time I do any busi­
ness is early in the’orhirig when 
the farmers take milk to town 
We have hardly anything but pen­
sioners left here.” ;
Even the children complain of 
little recreation.
“We p l a y^ c owboy  s, some- 
times,” confided Dianne Desab- 
rais without enthusiasm. “When 
I grow up I'm going away to be 
a nurse.”
“They won’t let us swim in the 
lake.” complained Murray Mc- 
bridge, 11, “and the creek is full 
of crabs and bloodsuckers.” ■
Although Mrs. Steciuk h a s  
waited three decades for a busi­
ness boom, she has no thoughts 
of leaving. “It can’t get much 
worse than it is,” she said. 
“Right now we’re watching the 
world go by."
U .S .  P a i r  S a y  
R e d s  S t i r r in g  
T r a d e  B a t t l e
WASHINGTON (AP)-Two Sen­
ate foreign relations comittee 
members say Russia’s latest talk 
of relaxing tensions may be only 
the opening gambit for an East- 
West trade war..
Senators H u b e r t  Humphrey 
(Dem. Minn.) and H. Alexander 
Smith (Rep. N.J.) commented in 
separate interviews on Soviet 
Ambassador Mikhail Menshikov’s 
newest proposal for peaceful co­
existence without interference in 
other countries’ internal affairs.
The two,senators said they re­
gard Menshikov’s remarks as 
part of an over-all Russian 
shift in emphasis from military 
toward e c o n o m i c  competition 
with the United States.
Menshikov said on an unre­
hearsed radio broadcast Monday 
night that tensions between East 
and West have reached a "dang­
erous” stage. He said his coun­
try would like to see them re­
laxed.
SHOULD CHANGE NATO
Replying to questions, he said 
he believes the American people 
generally do not want war, but 
was not well enough acquainted 
with United States government 
policy to say whether the govern­
ment wants war.
Humphrey, who heads the Sen­
ate disarmament committee,.said 
he is convinced the Russians now 
see little profit in continuing the 
cold war and have decided to 
“try to pick up the world piece 
by piece by an economic cam­
paign.
“They are regrouping their po­
litical and economic forces to 
wage an extensive and intensive 
economic battle. They want relax­
ation of tensions so that they can 
busy themselves with infiltration 
in all parts of the world.” 
Humphrey said he believes the 
changed .situation should be met 
with American ckfox^ to change 
the complexion of the North At­
lantic Treaty Organization from 
purely militaiy  ̂ to one of co-bper- 
ative economic effort 
Smith said he fears the Rus-
G o/t Will Aid 
Small Business 
Solve Problems
VANCX)UVER (CP/ — Justice 
Minister Fulton h a /  emtUned to 
retailers federal ^lans to help 
small businessmen solve their 
problems.
He also indicated Uic govern­
ment is considering changes in 
the present law against loss- 
leader selling and discrimination 
among businesses in the supply 
of goods.
Mr. Fulton, in an address to| 
the Retail Merchants Association 
of Canada said he is proceeding 
“at once” to set up a small busi­
ness section in government. 
REMOVE OBSTACLES
It also was taking steps to re­
move “artificial” obstacles to 
small businesses.
These steps were combines 
branch investigations into loss- 
leader selling in cigarcts. elec­
trical appliances and the hard­
ware and jewelry trades, and in­
to whether some types of groc­
ery stores receive unfair price 
preferences from suppliers.
Mr. Fulton said the law against 
loss-leader selling forbids selling 
goods at unreasonably low prices 
with the aim of eliminating or 
substantially lessening competi­
tion. \
D u r u m  W h e a t  
N o w  R a t e d  
S u r p lu s  G r a in
L E T H B R ^E , Alta. (CP) -  
Durum wheat, a bonanza for Al­
berta farmers for several years, 
has joined other varieties as a 
surplus grain.
Southern A l b e r t a ’ s durum 
wheal acreage, estimated at 
about 500,000 acres in 1957, is be­
ing cut by as much as 50 per 
cent this year.
Surpluses, slow markets an^ 
the placing of durum wheat un­
der the quota delivery system are 
the reasons for the drop.
Durum is used in producing 
macaroni and other products of 
this type.
Alberta farmers swung strongly 
into durum production in 1953 
when'rust hit the macaroni-type 
flour wheat crop in Manitoba, 
The surplus, of bread wheat was 
affecting s o u t h e r n  Alberta’s 
wheat growers and they were 
searching for an alternative crop 
that would have a ready market.
Before that, only 15,000 acres 
of durum was produced In south­
ern Alberta.
Within two years, the durum 
acreage increased 10 • fold in
THE DAILY CODBXER D
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southern Alberta. Farmers ii 
southwestern Saskatchewan als« 
started production of durum and 
by 1958 then 
plus.
re was a small sur*
w h ic h
is  y o u r
U n u s u a l  T h e a t r i c a l  V e n t u r e  
W i l l  R e - O p e n  N e a r  J a s p e r
JASPER, Alta. (CP) — An un- The show actually is recorded.
usual Canadian theatrical ven-i^ut the performers mime their
roles and songs so expertly that 
most of the audience can’t spot 
the method.
ture is heading into its third 
consecutive summer season in 
the Rocky Mountains near this 
resort, 200 miles west of Edmon­
ton.
The Jasper Story.” described 
as the great musical “histo- 
rama” of the west, plays for 10 
nights starting July 16 in a large 
outdoor amphitheatre at the Pali­
sades, six miles east of the town 
of Jasper.
In the last two summer seasons 
it has played to more than 15,000 
tourist. visitors.
ALL CANADIAN 
The show is written, acted and 
produced by Canadians. Elsie 
Park Gowan of Edmonton has 
written the script, and the pro­
ducer is Jack McCreath, drama 
director for the Alberta govern­
ment. -
It tells the story of the Atha­
basca Valley of western Alberta 
from the days of the explorers, 
through the historic trek of the 
overlanders to the coming of the 
railway and the tourists of today.
Sixty actors, all members of 
the Jasper community, are used, 
as well as 12 dancers and 40 sing­





serving with the 
United Nations Emergency 
Force in the Middle East
••••
SWITCH W  PRIORITY
‘ -T 'nip
niciaiis was told Tuesday that af­
ter ad A-b^mb attack, those with 
minorinjuries would get No. 1 
priority so they, could quickly be
.. . . put back into the community to
sians a re ;‘talkmgsoftly^tot^,to help others. Most seriously in-i 
get us off o\m guard. But he would be last to be treated, 
agreed with Humphrey that the 
Russians now seem ready to take 
up trade as a weapon.
sends 400
E X P O R T
C IG A R E T T E S
or any other Macdonald Brand 
Postage included 
Mail order and remittance toi 
OVERSEAS DEPARTMENT
fflAtbONAtOTOBACCOiNC.
P.0, Box 490, Plan d'Armn,
This effar li iub|tct td any chaage 
S In Oovernnwnt RaB«latloiM<
C a lv e r t  
S P E C IA L
Canadian IRge'Whiskg
•« mJU AmykMaAM- 
■ OTUIO IN BONO
(lUVIlIT OltnUCM UNITXO
Y o u ’ll f ind  o ne  of  th e se  
f ine Ca lve rt  rye  w his k ie s  
ex a c t ly  to y o u r  ta st e .  
Both o re  s m o o t h - b l e n d e d ,  
m e l l o w ,  Hah* whis k ie s !  
It 's just  0 
rnotter  of tasting, 
to s e e  w h i c h  Ca lve rt  
is your  Colver t .
t
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And IhM* 0««dyMri|volily valuet tool
Deluxe SupwCtohtoni— ' New 3-T Nylon Deluxe 
, l1A .fI with trade-in. Suner-Cushions —
«.70x 15, lube type. with trade-in,
6.70 X 15, tube type.
AH Ooodyear Urea are made with 3-T Cord. . .  stiongwt 
lire cord ever. See ui soon rdr'the best lire deals in town.
NO RECONCILIATION
' HONOLUIiU, (AP) — An aide 
to the shah of Tran said Tuesday 
night that reports, the shah and 
former bueen Soraya may recon­
cile are "just rumors.” 'The shah 
has been vacationing in Honolulu 
since June 1. ■
. B I G G E S T  
T H R I L L
q-24
If''‘'f ■
M a d e  By
I’l .
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Because Thny A re u n i o n
You Know They A're GocmII





See death-defying parachutists 
plunge from the sky at the
N O R T H
A M E R I C A N
S K Y D I V I N G
C H A M P I O N S H I P S
A B B O T S F O R O  A I R P O R T ,  . l U N E  1 4 . 2 8
e  a u r i - « 7  p m  d a l l y
See this spine-tingling display of human shill and 
courage. In , one of the world's newest sports. In 
the shy, more than a mile above Abbotsford, daring 
American parachutists will perform breath-tahlng 
acrobatics at speeds approaching 125 miles per 
hourl Then, parachutes puff open behind them to 
'break fliclr frc(̂  falLThc winning team at this
competition will represent the United States at 
the World’s Shy Diving Cham̂ iionships In Europe,\ 
when teams from countries all over the world will 
compete for top honors in shy diving. Don't miss 
this exciting Centennial high-light event -  the 
first of its hind in Canada!
ADMISSION: $t.00 per person. S3D0 per car loail. /if
I M A T S Q U i - S U  M A S - A B B O T S F O R D  C E N T E N N I A L  S OC I E T Y .
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S H O R T  S T O R I E S
REALLY NO VACATION NEW CARTB PRESIDENT
BRANTFORD. O nL <CP)—! OTTAWA (CP>—Election of D.j®^ “  May,
T7JI. WAGES tJP
WASHINGTOfi (AP»—An up­
turn in wase puynienta. the lirtt 
since the recession began ilast 
August, was announced Wednes­
day by the U S. commerce de­
partment. It said this gain helped 
boost the personal income rate 
of Americans, on an annual 
basis, by more than $1,000,000,-
Summertime is going to be no Malcolm Neill of Fredericton as 
va^tion period for Hugh Good-!president of the Canadian Asso-|
Willie. 15. b o y  busineisman.'Ciatlon of Radio and Television*^ ,  ̂  ̂ u .. j  .• ............... 'Broadcasters w a s  announced^?«>--A *>*"“» foisted to
Wednesday. He succeeds Vern^^®,*^^ Cambridge Unlver-
R u s s i a n s  W i l l  P r o v i d e  
S p u t n i k  S c i e n t i f i c  D a t a
BRUSSELS »Reuters) — Sden-
CO-tlfic d.'*ta obtained by the three 
Soviet Sputniks may be revealed 
in Moscow In August, an Inter­
national Geophysical Year offi­
cial says. , , .  M
____ __ __ _ British Admiral Sir Archibaldj^)*®*'* government reported yesterdai
Dallin of Saskatoon who resigned * prankiDay. co-ordinator of the o* on earth sat- international r l ^  engaged la
at a board of directors meeting dismantled Wednesday Mghtisaid one of the main purposes ofjOniws- altering and selling U.S, pasa
anH  tirAiicflrt tn th#» inm iiivf A  ai*m Anretic-* imcaastincr ^Koru H#* <— *"* i j ------- a.— ------ _ .
BRILLIANT CAPER
CA&iBRIDGE. England (Reu_ 1 -------- ---  -------  -----  -------------A .^^11 a.
Residents of one area here Wed­
nesday found their letter-boxes 
stuffed with handbills indicating
cut g rasl water lavmi and here. iSit^SeSay^aU ed
brlngs““ a “f^ “  ̂d w S 'g ^ is  Two! ARCHBISHOP DIES to lower it in one piece. Students
mtnSs- h o M a y s ^ r X ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  KINGSTON. Ont. ,C P .-A rch -f  ‘ thejruck up on the roof 70
response indicates he’U be busy, .bishop John Lyons. 79. of tho fccbiicd^a'^brlllSitI Anglican Church of Canada died acclaimed a nnUiant
ALL ARE WORKING jin hospital Wednesday. When he;®"8ineering feat.
OTTAWA (CPt—The Civil Ser- ye^^s ago. Archbishopj OUSTED ENVOY LEAVES
Lyons was metropolitan of thej
Warded In what they claim.’
The British assistant IGY 
ordinator, Air Vice-Marshal J . W. 
Mefer, said that ,*‘boUi Rpss|ans 
and Americans have so far Men 
very exact in fulflllih|; the regu
THE DAILY COURIER
TBUR.. JUNE It. 1»S8
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  
P a s s p o r t  R in g  
Is  U n c o v e r e d
WASHINGTON fAP) The
vice Commission knows of no 
ca.se of any civil servant draw­
ing a salary without perform­
ing any work, State Secretary 
Courtemanche said Wednesday 
In the Commons. He was reply­
ing to H. W. Herridge 'CCF
ecclesiastical province of Ontario . , ^ . Y O R K  (AP)—A Soviet.. . . venture of co-oner-
as senior bishon in Ontario- Ho <i*P̂ omatic corps member venture oi co-oper-
was T  native of PoM lanr'ont '^e Queen Elizabeth Wednes-!?*'®"
the August meeting there ‘‘will* He said IGY headquarters nor-iports has been uncovered tand 
be to decide what information|mnlly is notified of a new sat-1presumably smashed, 
about satellites is to be pub-; ellite two hour.s after the launch-1 The ring was based in Palermo 
lished in the IGY annals.” |lng. He said the lateness of theiItaly, but operated in other'^Ib 
He added that “doubtless tbe;}̂ '®®̂  two jes,
Russians will tell us what they 
are publishing in their ’open* sci­
entific journals as well."
The IGY, actually an 18-raonth
days after S p u t n i k* ]IH vras 
launched May 15—was apparently 
"in telegraph delays ffom Mos­
cow." : ,
Merer said neither Russia nor
FOUNDRY HEAD DIES
OTTAWA (CPI — Donald J.
day—under orders by the study the ea r^  and the
government to leave the c o u n t r y ! s t a r t e d  last July 
the ground he improperly!^-on
WALKING AD FOR B.C. CENTENNIAL
 ̂ u 1 J 1 , 'Beach. 62. president of Beachisought to obtain ahmy manuals.1 Day said that both the Russians
Kootenay WesU who ®sked lastjpQ^jjj^j.y jjniited here, died , in-Sailing with Nicolai Kurochkin, I*®'’? l®nnchcd three big 
Friday whether the mlmster Wednesday. Survivors in-| third secretary of the Soviet eight months,
bassy in Washington, were his'fnd _̂ _®_ have
HEADS PHYSICIANS’ GROUP
HAUFAX (CPI—Dr. G. Arn­
old Henry of Toronto was elected 
president of the Canadian Gto- 
larnological Society Wednesday.
Dr. G. H. Francis of Vancouver
the U.S. has sent the IGY de­
tailed information on space con­
ditions reported by the satellite 
radios because the data takes a 
long time to digest and Interpret
elude his wife and a daughter, 
Mrs. M. Myles of Calgary.
GIFT FROM VANCOUVER
GRANBY. Que. (CPi — The
wife and two children.
NEW RESIDENTS
HUNTINGDON. England (CP)
three smaller ones aloft, have 
given the IGY “good preliminary 
reports, but we are waiting now 
for the detailed results which, of
Granby zoo is to receive gifts of A housing scheme to accommo-l course, take time to process.” 
penguins and spider - monkeysjdate 3,500 "surplus" Londoners “Generally speaking, however, 
from Vancouver’s Stanley • Park in this Midlands town has heen the Americans draw quicker con- 
was chosen vice-president of the'in the near future, it was learned approved by the Huntingdonshire elusions about the experiments 
physicians’ group. Wednesday. I county council. .than the Russians, who are very
The state d e p a r t m e n t  an­
nounced eight persons have beei 
arrested in the United States and 
three persons abroad in coane» 
tion with the Investigation.
"No resounding scientific re- States."
It added:
"Some of the members of ths 
ring are in flight in Euro|>e and 
other users of the fake passports 
are being sought in the United
suits" were likely to be obtained 
from Sputnik experiments "in the 
immediate future."
However, the exchanges of data 
planned under IGY regulations 
were taking place, and he was 
"confident” that both Russians 
and Americans would publish all 
scientific information obtained 
"when they have had time to in­
terpret it.”
The ring operated by stealini 
U.S. passports or "otherwise col­
lecting" them in cities which spe­
cifically included Milan, Rome, 
Naples and Massena.
NOTED ARTIST
Mrs. Laura Lyall, arligt wltfl 
died at -Toronto in 1930, was 
noted for her portraits of her 
children.
A walking advertisement for 
the British Columbia centen­
nial is- Pat Sullivan, age 17. He 
left Montreal on Dune 2 to hoof 
It to hi$ home In Vancouver, 
equipped with this billboard. 
40 pairs of socks, nine pairs of
shoes, numerous bottles of lini­
ment, a gun and a sleeping bag. | 
If he completes the 4,300-mile j 
walkathon, he will receive a 
$400 reward from the B.C. Cen­
tennial committee. He expects 
to reach B.C. by mid-October, 
averaging 30 miles a day.
O n t a r io  T o w n  T o  C e le b r a t e  
C e n t e n n ia l  O f  O H  B i r t h
OIL SPRINGS, Ont. (CP) -  
About 100 years ago a prosperous 
busiiiessman from Hamilton sold 
his carriage factory and railway 
car works to accept the challenge 
of the black oil mire of Lambton
V County.
V James Miller Williams, then 39 
moved to Black Creek—now Oil 
Springs — 20 tniles southeast of 
Sarnia. He bought 600 acres in 
what was known as the “west
, gum beds" of Enniskillen Town- 
t  ship and dug the well that some 
■ historians regard as the begin­
ning of the oil industry in‘North 
America. .. 3
United States researchers dis­
pute the claim — their candidate 
for the honor is Edwin L. Drake, 
who drilled a successful well at 
Titusville, Pa., in 1859.
But that won’t st6p the inhab­
itants of Lambton Ckiiinty from 
celebrating this month the centen­
nial of the birth of the oil indusr 
try on the continent.- 
FINE MUSEUM
liams* well. There will be a cen­
tennial celebration here June 281| 
to July 4, and the Canadian gov­
ernment has announced that a 
stamp will be issued in Septem­
ber to commemorate- the 100 
years of the industry.
Just when the Lambton County 
oil boom started has been the 
subject of much research.
Writing 30 years ago in Can­
ada’s Mineral Resources, geolo­
gist Elwood S. Moore said oil 
was first observed by settlers of 
Enniskillen Township as early as 
1830.
By 1851, Charles Nelson Trip of 
Woodstock was digging in the 
gum beds where crude oil was 
collected by seepage. His em­
bryonic asphalt industry soon 
faltered, however.
FIRST DEEP WELL 
“A shallow well was dug at* 
Til Springs in 1857,” Moore wrote. 1 
“and the same year the first 
deep well was sunk, two years 
before the -drilling of the first | 
well at Titusville, Pa.
!He quoted the federal mines de-
Altbbwih i;e«>i:ds^ii#_c^te,.WiL JKjytincfltAnd othetsources asJMs 
liami.’̂ rte(I.M s well in  1857, the authority, 
present year was picked for the Prof. J. J. Talman, head of the 
centennial because it is felt the department of graduate history 
industry actually got under way at the University of Western On-
in 1858
To mark the centennial, a $100, 
(X)0 Museum of Oil History is to 
be built near the site. of Wil-
F r o m  U  o f  T
OSHAWA, Ont. (CP) — Joseph 
Victor, a grandfather at 41 and a 
former city alderman, left his 
downtown storCj the other day 
and headed for Toronto.
There, along with hundreds of 
University of Toronto students he 
received the degree of bachelor of 
arts, 25 years after he left high 
BChool.
Joe says almost anybody over 
35 with average intelligence can 
get a university degree if he is 
willing to work and make sacri­
fices. He scoffs at the theory 
that an individual's s t u d y i n g  
power decreases with the years.
Other undergrads ribbed Joe at 
times, and called him "grand- 
pop," but,, he says; he was also 
consultant bn subjects “ from po­
litical science to domestic bliss."
He found his first year the 
’Itardcst because .he had to get 
*^rcoriontcd." Ho was enrolled as 
an occasional student, taking six
!;ubjccts, but good grades put him ntil second year of a three-year 
coiVVe as a regular student.
Day after day he left his store 
at noon to go to classes at the 
University of’ Toronto, some 20 
miles away. He averaged four to 
six hours a day studying and 
some mornings kept at his books 
'until 4 a.m.. then was up at 7 
for another day^s work. ■
Three years ago, Joe says, he 
lî was discouraged because of his 
lack Of formal education. He had 
been away from schol for 22 
years and was just winding up 
four years as alderman.
“Thirst for knowledge" drew 
him to the univer.slty. At times 
he was taking classes bkrith his 
son. Joseph Jr.. 21, now a hus­
band mid father of a daughter, 
Another son, Leon, is 20 years 
ol(l.
In
OTTAWA (CP)-Actlve claims 
far unemployment Insurance to­
talled 550,959 at the end of May, 
I n drop from 727,252 a month 
earlier, Actjng I^ibor Minister 
I Fairclough told the Commons, 
She sold, however, she \vni( un- 
I able to obtain figures (or those 
^leceiving Insurance benefits at 
Hat date.
tario, London, and past president 
of the Canadian Historical Asso­
ciation, quotes from the Sarnia 
Observer of Aug. 26, 1858, that 
oil from Enniskillen had been 
"barrelled and sent to Hamilton 
to be prepared there."
Records in the Lambton County 
registry office show that Williams 
paid £2,000 for his 600 acres in 
1856. By September, 1859, only 27 
days after the Pennsylvania well 
came in,-the Enniskillen industry 
was mature enough to produce 
complaints of high prices from 
customers, Prof. 'Talman says.
“ Williams must be given his 
rlghtfid place as father of the oil 
industry,” he concluded.
RUGGED PIONEER 
Old pictures of Williams show 
him as a rugged - faced pioneer 
with a shaggy beard. When his 
oil refining business was thriv­
ing — incorporated as Canadian 
Oil Company—he was elected a 
member of the Upper Canada 
legislature.
When he arrived at Oil Springs 
the area was an almost Impen­
etrable hardwood swamp. Roads 
were hard to maintain, and trans 
portation of the oil to the rail­
way at Wyoming, 16 miles away, 
wa.s the young industry’s biggest 
problem.
But it flourished quickly. Dr. 
Paul H, GIddens, In The Birth of 
the Oil Industry, says Canada 
supplied about 15-per cent of the 
total North American petroleum 
trode in 1858
Wlllioms himself WBŝ  one of 
four men Who. laid out the vil­
lage of Oil,Springs. By 1861 it had 
1,600 inhabitants and a news­
paper. the Oil Springs Chronicle, 
was started.
At the height of the boom in 
1862 about '1,000 wells had been 
drilled, and the population had 
groffp to 3,000. 'Ibero were 12 
general stores and nine hotels, 
and a plank rood running IMi 
miles considered by the inhabit­
ants to be the best in Canada.
The Oil Springs boom faded in 
1665 when a better field waa dis­
covered eight miles away, near 
what now Is Petrol la. The pext 
year, the first Fenian raid oc- 
currerl nt Fort Erie and many 
oilmen, feoring a war between 
the United States and England, 
returned*, to (heir hon\c.s In the 
Unitecl Stoics.
Almost overnight, the iKipuln- 
lion of Oil Springs dropped to 300,
The Pctrolla fiOld. and other 
finds In th e  area gradually 
boosted Ontario's petroleum pro- 
ductlop until the peak year of 
1900. when 013,000 barrels were 
proauccd. ’ .
The industry then went into a
Sradual decUite. In 1927 its pro- 
uctlon, by one esUmate, was 
less Uian enough to meet Can­
ada's demand for three days.
But it lasted long choug^ to 
provide the Impetus that made 
nearby Sarnia a great oll-reflnlng 
and chemical centre. ^
There litill are hundirds o( 
wells producing in the area, with 
a yiparly average of about 45 bar­
rels a well,
SPECIAL- IGA Ripe nVRagged
FREE Yi lb. tin 
Piggj'backed on 
I lb. tin.
Both f o r .  .
SPECIAL- Nabob Fruit
PEACHES15 oz. tin . fo r PUNCH6 Assorted Flavors,25 oz. bottle
SPECIAL -  Sanitary Napkins
Pkg. of 






. O C f
oz. tin..
Pkg. of 
48 -  .
rUEECC Q Q rV i lC C jC  8 oz. pkg. .......___ ....... O v C '
SERVIETTES 2 ,6r 35c
WAX PAPER 29c
DAILY FRESH PRODUCE
N E W  C A R R O T S 2 5 c
T O M A T O E S  tiorliouse, ib......... ................... 3 7 c
G R A P E F R U I T . . .  ^ 3  f o r  3 3 c




F O W L
lb  4 7 c
P o r k  S t e a k s
For economy .  .  -  .  .  .  lb.
SHREDDED WHEAT »
Nabisco, <12 oz. New Tri-Pack ......... . JL for 0 # C
C U D C n n i C C  Nabisco, 8 / ,  oz. pkg.. M  
O n i v C U U l C J  2 for 13 oz. pkg. .. Z / t
CORN FLAKES 28c
MARGARINE 2 tor 63 c
M A R G A R IN E 'it‘p it. 2,or77c
EASYBISK 20 oz. pkg, ... 25c,
DOG MEAL 38^; 5 lb. bag „ 8 3 C
SOAP Water,7 oz. pkg. 49j*; 14 oz. pkg. 85c
TROPIC ISLE COCOANUT
FINE Unsweet-
cned, 8 oz, pkg.
1 0 ,. LONG THREAD
I V C  7 oz. pkg, O O i*
Sweclciieil X v C
MEDIUM 10̂  MEDIUM^
LJnswL, 8 oz. pkg. I #C Swt., 8 oz, p k g . ZIC
I’riccs effective Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 
June 12, 13, 14 , ^
F A R R O W  a n d  S I IV E S T E R
SUFER
2728  PENDOZI STREET, ^
■ < K E to w N A ,
\
/ ■ * !
V a c a t i o n  F o r  W a n t  A d s - ^ T h e y  W o r k  E v e r y  D a y - C a l l  4 4 4 5
H IE DAILY COtIBIES |A  
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Deaths
Property For Sale
CAMPBELL ~  Funeral service 
lor Uifj lato Mrs. Amv Camobcll. 
beloved wife of Mr. J. K. Camp­
bell. who passed away at her 
home at 1823 Abbott St. cm 
Tuesday. June 10. will be held 
from First United Church on 
Thursday, June 12 at 3 p.m. Rev. 
R. S. Lcltch will conduct the serv­
ice. interment in the Kelowna 
CemeWry. Survivinjf Mrs. Camp­
bell is her husband, one son 
Kenneth in Edmonton, and one 
daughter (Joan* Mrs. Robert 
Bell in Ontario, 2 granchildrcn. 
her father. Mr. Fred Guest of 
Edmonton. Day’s Funeral Scrv 
Ice Ltd. is in charge of the ar 
rangements. ___ 2̂41
Funeral Homes
2 6  UNIT MOTEL FOR SALE
Beautifully situated facing Okanagan Lake and on three acres 
along Highway No. 97. .
18 Motel Units with automaUc gas heating and newest in 
furnishings. •
8 Large Units with cooking faciliUcs. . . .
This is all new. finest construction, well insulated, sound 
proofed, metal window frames and the latest in furniture and 
fixtures.
FULL PRICE $119,000.00 — TERMS AVAILABLE
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 Bernard Avc. Phone 3227
Articles For Sale
LADIES’ BLUE RALEIGH BI­
CYCLE. Phone 2598. 243
STORE FIXTURES — COUNTER 
display Ubles, 2Vi’x5’. painted 
plywood construction, sturdy. Sec 






The Interlor’i  Finest Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
Wc offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings, 
less EUJs St. Phw;e 2204
WM. MOSS PAINTING 
DECORATING contractor, 
owna. B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging. Phone 




LARGE COMFORTABLE Family 
home in city. Open fireplace 
newly decorated, fruit trees, 
close to lake and all conveniences. 
$2,000.00 down. Phone 4503.
245
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS -  
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel & 
Metals, 6136 Wlllingdon. Burnaby 
2. Vancouver. B.C. tf
C o n g r e s s  U r g e d  P r o t e c t  
Z in c  M in e s  F r o m  Im p o r t s
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass cop­
per, lead, etc. Honest grading. 
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
Ijon and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior 
SI.. Vancouver, B.C.' Phone 
Mutual 1-6357. M-TH-tf
Coming Events
DONALDA SASS DANCE RE­
CITAL in aid of Sunnyvale Centre 
on Friday. June 13, Kelowna 
Senior High Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Tickets at door. 241
THE 4 TH KELOWNA CUB and 
Scout Pack are holding a home 
cooking sale on Saturday, June 
14th. 1:30 p.m. at O. L. Jones 
Furniture Store. 238. 241
T h e  K e lo w n a  C e n tre
ST . JO H N 'S  
AMBULANCE 
A SSOCIA TIO N
H o ld in g  S p e c ia l  C la s s e s  
in  F ir s t  A id  f o r  n u r s e s  
g o in g  in  t r a in in g  th i s  
f a l l .
' 9
CO M M EN CIN G  
JUNE 1 6  ,
7 :3 0  p .m .
a t  H e a lth  C e n tre  
o n  Q u e e n s w a y
RELIABLE WOMAN urgently re­
quires baby-sitting jobs. Will 
„  baby-sit during afternoons or
tfj evenings. Phone 4155^_____ ^2
~  young MARRIED MAN DE­
SIRES employment in this area.
Familiar with most types of
vehicles. I have an "A" license 
and 1 am at present bonded. Any 
kind of employment will be ac­
ceptable as long as it is perma­
nent. Security work, bus driving, 
truck driving, or what have you. 
Available in two weeks. Frank 
Martin. 178 West 42nd Avc.. Van­
couver 15, B.C. ______
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con­
gress was urged Tuesday to pro­
tect domestic lead and zinc mines 
from foreign imports and to pro­
vide i n c e n t i v e s  for mining 
chromite and columbium-tanta- 
lum ores.
S. K. Droubay of Park City. 
Utah, general manager of the 
United Park City Mines Co., 
testified for lead-zinc mines at 
a Senate Interior subcommittee 
hearing on proposed mining leg­
islation.
He said tariff protection would 
do more for the domestic lead- 
zme mining industry than would 
th e  administration’s proposed 











Excellent view home on 1 acre 
of landscaped garden. This lovely 
home has three bedrooms, mod­
ern kitchen, dining area, living- 
room, with large view window, 
stone fireplace, and many extras. 
Full basement with rumpus room, 
work shop and automatic gas 
furnace. Large garage and lots 
of fruit. This is an outstanding 
buy at $14,700.00 with very good 
terms to reliable party.
JO H N STO N  &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
118 Bernard Ave.. Radio Building 
.Phone 2816
Evenings 2973, 4434 or 2942
tf
L194 INTERNATIONAL DUMP 
New motor, good rubber, 8” hoist 
with 5-6 yard box. Must sell. 
Phone 4098 Vernon after 7 p.m.
243
PRINTED PATTERN
SACRIFICI^1956 BUICK Special 
two-door hardtop. Radio, rear 
speaker, automatic transmission, 
power brakes. Must sell. Phone 
3783 after 4 p.m. tf
1952 CHEVROLET TWO-DOOR 
Sedan — Good condition. Phone 
3326 or call 951 Wilson. 24G
1949 MONARCH CONVER’nBLE 
Cabin No. 6, Woods Lake 
Lodge. 242
AUSTIN PANEL, 1950 — RUN 
NING order, new battery. Cash 
$150. Can be seen at 612 Birch 
from 6 to 8 p.m. or phone 6411 
evenings. 243
LAKESHORE HOME
Less than year old. Three bed 
rooms, family room. Phone 8100 
between 3:30 and 4:30 only, tf
1952 MERCURY CONVERTIBLE 
— Automatic, new top and paint, 
white wall tires, electric windows, 
radio and heater. Phone 8699 
evenings or call at 2374 Pendozi.
TWO YEARS OLD — 6 rooms — 
three bedrooms, plus recreation 
land extra bedroom in basement. 
Gas heating and garage. Price 
$15,900.00. Terms. 934 Laurier 
Avc. 243
1957 VOLKSWAGEN—3,000 miles, 
extra tire, new. $1,300.00. Mr. A. 
Toseczak. Phone 4224 or 819 
Harvey. 241
W ANTED 
Y O U N G  M A N
For P art Time Work 
Afternoons
Available 1:30 p.m. Daily 
Monday to Saturday 
Inclusive
PHONE 4 4 4 5
or see




EXPERIENCED WOMAN FOR 
part time at lunch counter. Phone 
8016 after 6 p.m. 241
Business Personal
A. C. POLLARD 
B.G. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236
liTJLL OR PART TIME— A real 
opportunity' for willing workers 
with Avon Cosmetics. Write Box 
5397M, Daily Courier.
238, 241. 243. 250, 253
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest 
Phone 2481. • «
GENERAL CONTRACTING, al­
terations and repairs. Estimates 
given free. Phone SO-8-5512. 256
HOME DECORATING. PAINT 
ING, alterations done reason 
ably. Free estimates. Phono 
3563. . 243
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service 
Phono 2674. tf
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR, LOW 
Prices. Knives and scissors 
sharpened 20c; also hand saws 
267 Leon Avc.________  Th-tf
f o r  THE BEST in  PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography 
developing, printing, and en 
larging.
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Dial 2883 535 Bernard Ave.
TH-tf
ULTRA M ODERN 
W ITH  V IEW  LOT
Two bedroom ultra modem 
home with double open fire­
place, coloured plumbing fix 
tures, large picture windows, 
sundeck. Has full basement with 
oil heat, and view lot is partly 
landscaped. This home has a 4 
foot overhang and is of rustic 
cedar siding and ranchwall. 
Phone, 4735 evenings, for view­
ing appointments. Full price is 
$15,300.00 with $4,300 down, or 
will take late model car as down 
payment. 241
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every issue of the 
Courier. 32-.tff
1945 FORD 2-TON. Good condi­
tion throughout. Cheap for cash. 
Phone 6145. 241
Trailers
is recommending stabilization 
payments for producers of lead 
and zinc.
Bruce M a n i c  y of Medford, 
Ore., and JoseiJh Holman, repre­
senting Oregon and California 
chrome producers, testified in 
favor of a long term chrome 
buying program.
They said the government pur­
chasing program would be ex­
tended for at least five years and 
incentive payments should be 
high enough to encourage pros­
pecting and development rf prop­
erties.
Many West C o a s t  chromite 
mines are shutting down because 
their chrome quotas have been 
filled one year ahead of schedule, 
the witnesses said.
Robert P, Porter of Boise, 
Idaho, president of Porter Bros. 
Corp., testified in favor of a bill 
sponsored by Sen. James E. Mur­
ray <D-Mont) to provide incen­
tive payments for beryl, chrom 
ite and columbium and tantalum. 
He said domestic production of 
columbium and tantalum should 
be encouraged because both arc 
scarce.
“BARRETT’S TRAILER SALES” 
Terry and Aljo
467 Main St., Penticton. Ph. 4822
24i
NEW-a BEDROOM. HOME, hard­
wood and tile floors, basement, 
carport. Full plumbing, gas heat. 
$9,800.00, terms. 883 Patterson 
Ave. 243
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS! OUR LOW COST 
financing plan will help you 
make a better deal. See us for 
details now before you buy. Car- 
ruthers & Meikle Ltd., 364 Ber 
nard Avo.»>JCelowna  ̂ , .,
239 , 240, 241, 251, 252, ,253
Help Wanted (Female)
LAKESHORE LOT ON WOODS 
Lake. Sandy beach. Phone 8985 
evenings. 241
Business Opportunities
1958 ELECTRIC START EVIN- 
RUDE Motor, 50 h.p. Cruise-a- 
day tank, new 12 volt battery. 
Offers. Phone 8872. 243
OFFICE GIRL
with knowledge of bookkeeping 
and typing. Good working condi­
tions .
APPLY BOX .5488 
DAILY COURIER
243
RUG AND FURNITURE CLEAN­
ING service. In the home method 
Full price $1,000.00. Opportunity 
for active person. Write Dura- 
clean Service, Penticton, B.C.
242
Boats and Engines
C a n a d a  S t i l l  
H a s  G r e a t  
R e s o u r c e s
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S e a r c h  Is  O v e r . . .  T h e y  
H a v e  F o u n d  P o r k y 's  G o a t
By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — Another 
great talent search is over: 
'They’ve found Porgy’s goat.
Samuel Goldwyn needed a very 
special animal for the goat who 
pulls the cart of the crippled 
Por'Tv in the film version of 
Porgy and Bess, It had to be
FAST 18’ ARTCRAFT INBOARD 
speedboat with V-8 engine. Sim­
plex conversion. Equipment in­
cludes nylon tarp, fire extinguish­
er, life jackets, etc. A fine safe 
boat at a reasonable price. Phone 
evenings, 7679 or 6349. 244
1-18-20
SIM PLEST OF SEW ING
By MARIAN MARTIN
Even , if you’re “all thumbs,’ 
you’ll whip up this gem of an 
apron in no time flat. So easy, 
make several versions in gay, 
inexpensive cottons. Of course, 
it’s a helpful Printed Pattern.
Printed Pattern 9188: Misses’ 
Sizes Small (10, 12); Medium 
(14,16): Large (18, 20). Medium 
requires 2% yards 35-inch.
Printed directions on each pat- 
tern part. Easier, "accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be accept­
ed) for this pattern. Please print 
plainly SIZE. NAME. ADDRESS, 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, T h e  Kelowna Daily 
Courier Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
St., W., Toronto, Ont.
Board and Room
4 ROOM HOUSE, GARAGE. 848 
Cawston Ave. 241
HOUSEKEEPER — TO LIVE IN 
and care for two children while 
mother work.s. Phone 3635 . 241
1 FRONT BEDROOM — SUIT­
ABLE for 2 ladies. Phone 6476.
. , ' 244
WILL LOOK AFTER ELDERLY 
lady in comfortable home. Phone 
4275 or call at 967 Harvey Avc.
:J43
For Rent
FURNISHED TWO ROOM Suite, 
also large sleeping room or as a 
light housekeeping room. Apply 
1874 Ethel, phone 4167.
2.39, 241
ROOM AND BOARD FOR ELD- 
ERLY people. Phone, 4575 or 
call 809 Harvey. 243
TWO ROOM FURNISHED Base­
ment suite, rnngcttc and re­
frigerator. Gentlemen preferred, 
nondrinkers, by day or week. 
Phone 8085 . 239. 241, 2«
“ p r in c e  chari^  lo d g e
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Avc. Phono 4124
tf
d e a l e r s  in ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plato and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St.. 
Vancouver, B.C,, Phono Mutual 
1-6357. TH-S-tl
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Room.s by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave., 
phone 2215. ' tf
LARGE LAKESHORE HOME 
available for July. References 
required. Box 5481. Dolly Cour 
Icr. 242
PAST REFAIR SERVICE ON 
power mowqrs. tillers, power 
chain aaws and all small iiowor 
cqulpmcat. Maxson's Siwrt and 
Service Centro, 235 Bernard Avo.
Th„ Snt-tf
FURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING 
room. Main Roor, quiet. Suit old­
er woman. 1441 Richter St. 242
Public Stenographer 
YVONNE F. IRISH
Office: Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg 
318 jBcraard Avenue.
Business Hours: 6-5 p.m. 
Others by apiioinlmcnt
Phones: Bus. 2.547 Res. 7021 
,M. Thur., Frl., tf
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 
House — Free rent in exchange 
Tor meals. Phono 3466 noon or 
between 5 and 6. 241
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE; Bept. for best J13 
Bernard Avp. M-T<Mi
> CEORIC M . STR IN G ER
' \  ; PabUc Actaountlng and 
' \  ‘ IncoliTiQ Tax ' ‘
Articles For Sale
BOATING BARGAINS
16 ft; Clinker Cedar Boat 
15 ft. Plywood Runabout 
15 h.p. Evinrude 
35 h.p. Electric Evinrude 
5 h.p. Elto





PH O T O  PR IN TS 
o f  N e w s  P ic tu r e s
PUBLISHED IN
T h e  D aily  C o u rie r
Taken by our photographer. It is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the 
time you were in the uews. Send 
them to your friends or put them
Phone 287l|‘«
239, 241 Large Glossy 6Vi x SL-i 
Only $1.00
SANGSTER CRAFT. Speedboat  ̂ Ikrrv tswrvvrT' rrTrrr'Pnq PrFAqp Fibreglass bottom, radio, electric |NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE
windshield, and bilge pump with 
trailer. 100 hp V-8 engine. John­
ny’s B.A. Service, Osoyoos, B.C.
EDMONTON (CP) — The head 
of Canada’s atomic energy con­
trol board says that the geology 
of the country’s northwest justi­
fies reasonable confidence in the 
area’s future.
Dr. C. J. Mackenzie, board 
president, told a Royal Society of 
Canada banquet that it is not 
yet possible to determine the re­
sources of the area precisely.
“But authorities in this area 
speak fconfidently <5f imense po­
tentialities in minerals, gas and 
oil,” he added.
BASED ON GEOLOGY 
Dr. Mackenzie said Confidence 
in future development is based 
not so much on actual discoveries 
as on geology of the regions.
The Royal Society convention, 
which continues until Wednesday, 
is part of the annual Conference 
of Learned Societies being held 
in Edmonton until June 16.
Dr. Mackenzie contended that 
difficulties to be overcome - in 
fully developing the northwest 
differ little from those Canada al­
ready has overcome.
The Royal Society heard two 
other .addresses Monday. . . ..
Frank H. Underhill, curator of 
Laurier House in OttawaT~"said 
the current tendency among Ca­
nadian universities to conform 
with-what is socially acceptable 
is detrimental to the universities. 
UNDER ANCIENT SEAS 
Mr. Underhill said the univer­
sity is one institution which will 
certainly die if it becomes so­
cially too well adjusted.
He argued that if university life 
is healthy, there should always be 
a certain tension between the uni­
versity and the c o m m u n i t y  
around it.
Dr. Robert Green of the geo­
logical section outlined a map 
compiled by the Alberta Re­
search Council which shows the 
land surface of northern Alberta 
about 300.000,000 years ago.
The map shows what is now 
British C o l u m b i a  beneath an 
ancient sea. Six seas flooded what 
is now Alberta and Saskatchewan 
before the Rocky Mountains were 
formed some 60,000,000 years 
ago.
strong enough tq pull actor Sid­
ney Poiticr, have stage presence 
and not offend the'other actors 
with its aroma.
Clarence Jones, who supplies 
animals for film makers, came 
up with five-year-old Mr. Faust, 
husky, deodorized, talented 
goat.
Why the name? Because Mr. 
Faust butts like the devil, say the 
whimsical studio aides.
At any rate, the goat has a six- 
month contract and the use of a 
stand - in. Mr. Faust will be 
watched c l o s e l y ;  no scenery 
chewing In a Goldwyn picture.
It’s ironic that the factor that 
prolonged Deborah Kerr’s mar­
riage helped to sink it in the end. 
She and Tony Bartley faced prob­
lems alter the war when she 
came here as a star. He had 
nothing to do for a year, since 
immigration restrictions stopped 
him from taking a job.
The situation of a famous wile 
and a non-working husband has 
always been a dangerous one in 
Hollywood. But then Bartley be­
gan to find his own success as a 
producer of TV films. The trou­
ble was that his career kept him 
in Africa and England much of 
the time while Deborah was 
working here. Hence the drift in 




NAPHILL. E n g l a n d  (CP)— 
Robins and thrushes are nesting 
in beer crates at a tavern In this 
Buckinghamshire village. .
BOW LING ALLEYS
Two Used Bowling Alleys 
Hard Maple 
Laminated Sections 




Order at the Busihess Office
T h e  D a ily  C o u rie r
PHONE 4007
241, 243
BEAUTIFUL R H O D E S I A N  
Ridgeback pups. Odorless. Guar 
nntecd satisfactory; and Lap 
Airdalcs. 12243 Glad.slonc Rd.,
RR No. 6 , North Surrey, or phono I Insertion —
Newton 256-L-3. 246 3 consecutive




No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
, per word
HISTORY OF RUTLAND 1858 to 
1958 — Profusely Illustrated, for 
sale at $2.00 plus tax. Limited 
issue. Copies may be obtained at 
A. W. Gray, Real Estate, 1459 
Ellis St., at 'Trench’s Drug Store, 
Long Super Drugs, Rutland 
Variety Store, or Crossroads 
Supply. Mail orders handled by 
A. W. Gray, Box 100, Rutland. 
Published by Rutland Centennial 
Committee^ _
two”  USED crENERAL ELEC­
TRIC four-burner ranges. $05.00 
each; Phono 2706. 242
ESMOND LUMBER CO., LTD., I ClasalBed Display
for all Building Supplies. Special- insertion — _____$1.12 Inch
izing In, Plywo()d, Contractors,L
Enqulrie.s solicited. Pĥ ono or mgerUons ....... ......... , ’1.05 Inch
wire orders coUî ct, îQOO E. L
Hastings St.. Vancouver, B.C, or more  .....................95 Inch
Glcnburn 1500. U| Clatslfled .Cardi
BEGINNER-SIM PLE
By LAURA WHEELER
Beginner’s pride and joy — a 
lovely crochet design you can 
easily do for your home. Make 
a smart dining-table set of scarf 
and matching place mats!
rrre er rrrrr rrrr rrrrr rr
Pattern 718: Directions for
scarf, mats, single or double 
strand string. Beginner’s croc­
het!
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
in coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern to 
LAURA WHEELER, Ncedlecraft 
Dept., 60 Front St.. Toronto. 
Print plainly PATTERN NUM­
BER, your NAME and AD­
DRESS.
As a bonus, TWO complete 
patterns arc printed right in 
our LAURA WHEELER Needle 
craft Book. Dozens of other do 
signs you’ll want to ordcr-rcasy 
fascinating handwork for your 
self, your home, gifts, bazaar 
items. Send 25 cents for your 
copy of this book today!
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first* 
Then if your Courier is not 




And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.ni.





Book Tickets are so Convenient — Phone 3111
Now Showing —  Twice Nightly - -  7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Cm iiSmimAn f  D n n ta lc  * count tinea dally 0.00 month
C Q U ipinG lll K G nidlS Daily for 6 months _  0.50 month
_iiviA 2,00 month
niso month
- ------- Each ad^tlonol line
FLOOR SANDING MACHINES Qno inch dallyO e  
and Polishers. Now nvallnblo for onc. Inch 
rent in Kelowna. B and B Paint s umosweek 
Siwt Ltd. For details phone 3636.
1.10-M-W-F
.  ROOM SUITE — PRIVATE 
entrance. 1131 St. Paul St. after 
5 p.m, \ 241
SUITES AND ROOMS AT C & C 
Apartments. Edgewood Rqnd. 
Bankhead. Phone 8613. tf
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING rooms. 




NISHED BEDROOM FOR 
Phone 3128. tf
NICE ROOM — VERY CLOSE 
In, Office lady preferred. 595 
Lawrence Ave., phone 3873. tf
SUITE — CDME iNi No”children 
and nondrinkera. 505 Lawrence 
Ave., phone 3873. . tf
BASEMENT SUITE — TWO 
rpon>$.and bath. Pumithed, pri­
vate entrance. Suitable for work­
ing (xnipie: Phono 8985, 2it
THE QUEST HOUSE 
86<1 Bernard Avc. ‘ Phono .5041 
' 261
G le n m o re  I r r i g a t i o n ' 
D is tr ic t
P U M P  A N D  M O TO R  
FOR SALE
Two stage centrifugal pump 
directly connected to 
200 H.P. Electric Motor
Capacity 1750 Imp. G,P.M, 
under, 270 total head 












PIE CHERRIES -  BRIjNG CON­
TAINERS. Bear Creek Rnnch, 
Wcst.’ildc. ___ \ 241
STIUWBERRIES — OrdqV now 
~  dally deliveries — Phono, 7533 
noon and evenings. Wlcbe Farm, 
Glenmore. __ 241
FnM rE G G S“ DAILY —" FREE 
delivery within City Limits. 
Phono 8720 or 4575. 243
FugI And Wood
CITY AND COUNTRY CU^TO- 
MERS of S. M. Simpson Ltd,, are 
reminded to order their fuel sup­
ply now. Box cuttings, ope^lnch 
planer end.s, vcnccr cores or 
block woo<t can be delivered 
promptly — No need to suffer 
thlB winter because of a fuel shor­
tage! Order your simply from 
Simpson’s Fuel Dept. Phono 3411,
241
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COMING FRIDAY — “THE DEEP SIX’*
d r u g  STORES OPEN 
SundayB. lloUdaya and 
WednetdayB 
I  pan. to 6:30 p .^
OSOYOOS CUSTOMS HOURS 




Friday and Saturday 
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. . wonderful fun 
for everyone . . «  
Enquire at Snack Bar
Hilt
ODEON 'd r iv e -in
Vernon — Highway 97 North a l City Ltmlta
Endii Tonightt All color allow!
•'Seven Brldci for Seven Br(hliera’' — “Gypay Colt”
r m m . ,  JUNE 12. iiss THE DAILY COLBIES 11
HEALTH COLUMN
. /
[ j o w  T o  A d ju s t  L ig h t s  
F o r  M o s t  T V  C o m f o r t
C O N T R A C T  B R I D G E
By Jltrisan N. Bendmo, MD.
Under the orooer conditloni, 
there Ii much le u  eye focui 
strain involved in viewing tele­
vision than there it in doing such 
close-up work as tewing or read­
ing Inadequate room lighting or 
Imoroper adjustment of the TV 
picture, however, might cause a 
good deal of eye strain.
Keep your set in good condition 
so you can receive steady, clear 
pictures. Watch only the stations 
which come in strong in your 
particular area. Flickering or 
grainy Images can quickly tire 
your eyes.
ADAPT PICTUKE
Always adjust the contrast and 
brightness dials after the room 
lights have been turned on. The
Sicture should be adapted to the ghting in the room. Don't adjust 
the room lighting to the bright­
ness of the TV tube.
Your eyes, remember can be­
come more tired watching TV 
than viewing a movie In a 
theater. The reason for this is 
simple. In a motion picture 
theater, your eyes arc moving 
constantly, but in watching tele­
vision at home, your eyes con­
verge steadily for long periods of 
' time.
So don't try to sec the entire 
screen equally well, and don't 
try to hold any detail. It's best 
to keep your eyes and attention 
constantly on the move. - 
PEKIODIC RESTS 
Every half hour or so, get up 
and take a walk to the kitchen
By B. JAT B»1KEB 
(T w  Record-Holder tn Btaatera' 
ladividusl ’n a y )
South dealer;
North-South vulnerable.
to rest your eyes. Even while 
watching a program take the op-1 
portunity of boring sequences-- 
or commercials—to close your 
eyes for a minute or two.
Don't use sunglasses while 
viewing TV. They shut out too 
much light for clear vision. If 
you wear sunglasses when they 
aren’t needed, it might be diffi­
cult for your eyes to become ad­
justed to normal light again. 
SPECIFIC PRESCRIPTIONS 
Some persons require special 
glasses to correct their vision for 
their usual televiewing distance.
In some instances, those of you 
who wear bifocals will find that 
neither prescription is focused 
for the distance at which you 
generally watch TV. Others, who 
require glasses only for reading 
or other close-up tasks, also will 
find, their prescriptions not cor­
rect for televiewing. Obviously, 
you need specific prescriptions 
for your TVlewlng.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
Y.B.: Do lungs do anything 
besides provide exygen for the 
body?
Answer: The lungs have many 
functions besides the providing 
of oxygen.
The lungs help regrilate the 
body heat by warming the air 
that is breathed in and out, find 
thus eliminate excessive heat 
from the body. An excessive 
amount of water in the tissues is 
many times excreted by the 
lungs in the form of moisture. 
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/
them, next discarded a heart, and 
then discarded a diamwtd. < 
South promptly led a diamcmd, 
but even before he could play the 
ace from dummy to catch East’a 
denuded Ung. three shots rang 
out.
Now suppose you were sitting 
in the Jury-box and had to cast 
your ballot in the matter, how 
would you have voted?
Guilty? Or would you say it 
was simply a case of justifiable 
homicide?
Opening lead—queen of hearts.
It happened in Dead Man’s 
Gulch many years ago. Twelve 
good men and true listened at­
tentively to the evidencee.
It seems that East, in a fit o; 
rage in the middle of a rub^r, 
suddenly pulled out his six-shoot 
er and let his partner have it.
East was promptly hauled Into 
court before judge and Jury and 
tried for murder.
There was no dlspute'as to the 
facts. The defendant told his 
story and it was confirmed by 
the other two players as well as 
two kibitzers.
It was conceded the 'bidding 
went as shown and South wouhd 
up in six notrump. The fact that 
six diamonds was a laydown was 
never introduced into evidence 
For some reason, the district at­
torney did not thing It relevant.
West, a strictly orthodox play­
er, opened,the queen of hearts 
Declarer won with the king and, 
aft^r inspecting dummy, saw that 
the contract could not be made 
unless the long diamond suit 
could be brought home. So he 
played a diamond to dummy and 
finessed the queen.
The defendant played low with­
out a quiver and the queen held 
the trick! It was a brilliant man- 
ueuver by East and the only way 
to beat the hand. He had quickly 
decided there was no chance to 
defeat the contract unless South 
could be induced to take another 
diamond finesse.. In that case, 
dummy’s long diamond suit 
would be wioed out and declarer 
would lose the slam.
Whether the scheme would 
have worked is impossible to say.. 
After the finesse held. South
R o t h s c h i ld  
M a y  In v e s t  
(n  C a n a d a
TORONTO (CP)-The Housq of 
Rothschild, Europe’s famed bank 
is reported to be seeking to to- 
vest 1500,000,000 in Canadian 
mortgage financing. .
John D. Feinberg, president ol 
Consolidated Building Corp., said 
he had discussed the proposal by 
phone with Rothschild principals 
and wUl meet them Tuesday in 
London.
Mr. Feinberg, whose corpora 
tioD includes 50 companies In the 
home • building field, said 
spokesman told him the Roths­
childs expected a rate slightly 
above the prevailing rate of six 
per cenf for . National Housing 
Act mortgage loans plus a mort­
gage adjustment fee.
Mr. Feinberg said the meeting 
In London will discuss the ar­
rangements for beginning the 
flow of capital to Canada. He 
said the money now is deposited 
in the U.S.
The Toronto man said the 
Rothschilds would probably set 
up a banking institution in Can­
ada to handle mortgage collec­
tions and in turn re-invest the 
money.
COSTLY SMOKE
LONDON (CP)—Allowing dark! 
smoke to b^ discharged from a 
chimney now is an offence in 
Britain. The full provisions of the 
Clean Air Act came into force on| 
June 1.
GOOD DRIVERS
HODDESTON, England (CP)- 
Safe'-driving awards have been 1 
presented to eight post office 
drivers in this Hertfordshire!
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Tact and understanding will be 
I needed to get along with some 
[persons now. Keep alert to the 
moods of others, and do your part 
to foster harmony and good will. 
Some good'WeW  ̂ sh’otna brighleii 
the evening hours.
If OR THE BlRlllDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday,
I your outlook for the next year 
I is very promising indeed. Job 
and money gains are indicated 
by September (if you operate 
conservatively) and personal re­
lationships will be under benefi­
cent aspects. You are, currently, 
in a 6-week cycle in which your 
spirit of enterprise should be at
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE ~  Here’s bow to work It:
A X T D L B A A X R  
U L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands tor another. In this sample A is used I 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length and formation of tbo words are all hints. Each day thej 
code letters are different
A CRYTOORAM QUOTATION
I D R R F D 
J T N D S D N
K N D B R  X T N I P  Y A Z O  
P T X O  R F D  N Z O K Z O K
K N T T S D Y  T J  E F B O K D — R D O O G Y T O . 
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: SOUND LOVES TO REVEL IN Aj 
SUMMER NIGHT -  POE.
B O Y S !  G I R L S !
FREE MOVIES
Yts, you can receive a two months’ 
supply of your favorite theatre movlo 
passc-s by securing TWO SUBSCRIB­
ERS for The Dally Courier. Join in the 
tun! Get a friend or neighbor to help 
vou receive n book of theatre tickets 
from ua to you. Can bo used at any 
Saturday matinee ox any one night for 
a total of 7 weeks.
HURRY! TIME IS LIMITED
I understand that by subscribing to The Dally'Courier for n 
minimum^ period of three months, that the Jr. Salesman listed 
below wlU receive one book of theatre passes.




New 8nbsoriber*s Nano 
Address __i . . .___
City ......... . ........................P h o n e .............
Please rush Famous Players Movie Passes to: \
Namo^.............................................. Phone
' ■ ■ I : ■ ' >1
Address ...................................................................................
BRING OR RIAIL ID  fniRffULATlON DEPAR'TRIENT
T H E  d a il y  G O U m ER
KELOWNA
PIhmi« 4 4 4 S
' -(ite MPNUMEMT 
N A PROPH^ NKHiTMARCT f Churchill. England
vmo WHILE AWAY AT WAR 
OREAMT THATHEUFTEOA 
CORNER OP A 6HR0U0 AtD  
FOUND HE WAS OATINO UMH 
THE FACE OF HlS OWN WIFE
fiUSNm hoMe  s /r jo n h
UARNBP HtS WIFE fMOULST 
CUBD -  AND W «S HmSELF 
FATALLYSmtafSU WHEN 
FE 7VUCHEOFERSHROUO 
AND SUDDENLY R m n e o  
HE m s  RBENACnNXE 
M S MGNTmRE*
Oiw«)ntov touts o'AuaiA Neu* Haven, . Coim.
OOSCPHMQUAM








NATURAL STONE FORMATIONOffNA sneMj#ws*eii*
lEf'
town who have covered more I 
cashed his five club tricks. T^ielthan 68,000 miles without an ac- 
deceased followed to three of cldent.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
By ESTRELLTTA
ANO-A»d>lU NEVER TALK 
AGMH A S LONS/)S> 
lU V E lFW U JU ST SIT ^  
s n a  AND LET THEM)
JUSTAAAAHHE5A...A 
‘SYMROL! IFVtXJUSTAiUt. 




a peak and where, planetarily 
speakjng, the time has come for 
pushing your inteifests vigor- j 
ously.
Well-wishers in both job and! 
family circles will be of asi îst- 
ance in furthering your goals in 
September, and there is every 
in^cation that, with the end of 
this year, you will find both per­
sonal and business affairs in 
very sound position, Look for 
some good news in December, 
and further opportunities to ex­
pand your interests during thej 
first months of 1959.
A child born on this day willj 
be endowed with a great lovej 
of knowledge, travel and ad­
venture. V
THE OLD HOME TOWN
FOftTWOWBCrKS BV«t«r'M>/v:AN CAN Hia IVOUTn HAM 
WomioED ON soMeTHfHO Fon nma ba k w o  « o o b «  
^SAUCr-ANO OFIJICIAL.’DAWmpr-  O r
“ibM oiPnow  T H orlli. N m t> a  sw 
4DA NEW ....T -.-—
V N
loNTMIT
I I I  t





SENTIMENT IS A 




KCRCTIY COMRADE OEtSKEW 
A PIAME 15 WMTINa TO RUSH 
VOU TOTMECRWAEA. OUR 
SECRET rouCE THERE WILL 




BETRAY MY rWENOj 
X  TOO WILL BV
. UQUIDAYID.
W8 WERE CAUdHT IN AN 
EARTH<7(JIAKE IN A 6MALU 
MOUNTAIN VkLASa, PAM 
MADE A Dve UNDER 
ARCHWAYTOŜ
L CHIU?.' T-rr _ _
i i
TM! Mam̂ atuNEUBOABDotam 
[to rHldECXN(X..we88AXCV«0T>«l 
RV80LB AND AU. WB POUND WAR A 
KNimO STTXa TWAT PAM NAD lEBN WEARNO.'SHE AND TVO CHILD HAD
^maniwed prom the pace op THi
BARTM,..TKEN,«A WEEK LATER
lU
NO, JIMMY. MY RAOENTS 






JIM M VS FATHER BROUGHT 











JUST T’ MAKE IT EASIER 
T'STAY ON MY DIET AT 
TH’ClUB LUNCHEON...
CMAfi.KUHN* ■ 6*12
...THOUGHT I’D BETTER TAPg 
UP MY GOOD OL* RBACHIN* r ” ARM.C' ^   JiIiL' . 'SfS■
OOP$! SORRY I wemEN^
,̂.,-1 — ■'S- DRIVERS 1 )
'S ,  f  OON'T"^Sf^-------^
' I W(9RRV, ©OOFV V
A ON THE
L
 ̂Kiel fniitrai S]fe4
\\\ 'i
DID VOU HEAR A N  
O D D  NOISE J U S T  TH EN #  









SPEAKIN* OF BRANDING, 
WHEN ARE \OU  
GONNA HWE TH' LAW 
ON BRUNO RIMPLE 
FOR BRANP-BIOITING ^  
AND SELLING VOUR 
STEERS,
ROGERS?
1  NEED A/VORE,EVIDENCE, 
FARROW! MEANTIME, I  WANT 
VOU TO LOOR FOR BREAKS 




HE SURE IS EAGER TO  
GET RIMPLE IN  TROUBLE, 
TOMl IT M IG H T fW T O  
KEEP AN EVE ON H IM !
ZOO
X HeMtoOFAM0 n̂B ACTR8SS 
ONC6 WHO HAPAICOBMVPDR A 11 
PET
%
f SMEUS OF DEATH
C a s b a h  P l a c e  O f  F e a r  A n d  H a t r e d
DERBY DECIDES FUTURE ARCHERY FISHING
Her skill with bow and arrow 
enabled Shirley Irwin of Wind­
sor to bag these two carp. She 
was one of over 100 fishermen 
who took part in a carp derby
at Cedar Beach on Lake Erie. 
The derby was held by the On­
tario government to decide if 
archery fishing should be al­
lowed. Over 400 carp were 
caught.
By KELMAN BIORIN
ALGIERS (AP) — An Arab 
woman, shrinking into the deep 
shadows of her dank little room, 
gestures impatiently.
"Go away," she says. "No. 1 
don't want a cigaret. No. 1 won’t 
talk to you. Just go away."
In a hole - in - the - wall 
shop. Mohammed Mikiri. the 
merchant, starts to answer a 
question.
"De Gaulle? Well, In my opin­
ion—”
He breaks off abruptly. Two 
red-hatted French Zouaves car­
rying tommy-guns come down 
the narrow alleyway, heavy boots 
clattering on the ancient cobble­
stones.
“As I was saying," says Mikir. 
smoothly changing the subject, 
"business is slow. So many peo­
ple buying on credit.”
SAYS NO MORE 
Even after the Zouaves have 
passed he says no more.
Doors slam shut suddenly as 
you approach. A Moslem women 
pulls her veil up to the level of 
her dark eyes. You decide not to 
talk to a fruit vendor. His son 
was killed here last week.
This is the Casbah.
The Algiers native quarter, lo­
cale for romantic movies and 
scene of countless love stories, is 
place of fear and festering
a reconciliation between Mos­
lems and French. Ftench efforts 
in that direction, and the words 
of the new French premier, ap­
pear to have had no Impression
whatsoever on the people here.
"Things are quiet again,” they 
say. “Life goes on."
And that is all they will tell 
you.
V io le n c e  In  C o f f e e  B e l t  
C la im s  1 , 0 0 0  L iv e s  M o n t h
P R E M IE R  E X P L A IN S  T O U R
(Cemtinued From Page 1) 
the Sema of Freedom Doukhobor 
This was dropped from the or­
iginal itinerary . . .  solely because 
airfields available for such a trip 
were not considered adequate by 
authorities* other than those in 
B.C."
In Victoria Margaret will slay
the province for an additional 
two weeks of touring Canada. 
Ĉ KANAGAN ITINERARY 
The Princess' tour of the Oka­
nagan will begin about 3:30 
p.m. Friday. July 18, when she 
arrives by air at Penticton from 
Williams Lake where she wiU 
l ave witnessed a rodeo and had 
cht’cit-wagon lunch. At Pentlc-aaa vavasMaca v» vs vin TTCa|$>MMaUAiVaa* a vaawv
in a suite at the Empress Hctcl. ton Mii,\or C. E. Oliver and the 
Government House, destroyed by reeves of municipalities and
fBEDAlI.TCOintlIS 1 2  




BOGOTA, Colombia <AP> — 
Violence in the heart of Colom­
bia’s coffee belt claims nearly
1.000 lives a month. The ruling 
military junta now is trying to 
stamp out outlaws before relin­
quishing power Aug. 7.
The junta has set up an eight- 
member commission to plan a 
law enforcement campaign in the 
Tolima area, 120 miles southwest 
of here. Two representatives 
each of the Roman Catholic 
[Church, the army and the Lib­
eral and the Conservative parties 
make up the commission.
Brig. - Gen. Rafael Navas, 
junta member, estimates that
280.000 Colombians have been 
slain by bandits in the Tolima 
and adjoining areas in the last 10 
years. Others say political feuds
\
Valle department, adjoining 
Tolimas, is getting a backlash of 
the violence. Valle’s governor re­
ported recently that more than 
1.000 Colombians were slain in 
his area in a month.
TORONTO (CP) 
are not loyal to 
James Dutton of 
told the 84th general assembly of 
the Presbyterian Church in Can­
ada Tuesday.
"We have multitudes of peop4e 
who make no contribution to the 
work of our church,” said Mr. 
Dutton, chairman of the board of 
administration. “If they were to 
do so, wc will have no money 
problems whatever.”
Mr. Dutton was explaining the 
cut In the churchs’ minimum sal 
aries.
The 250 ministers on minimum 
stipends are in reality contribut­
ing $1,100 each as an extra to the 
church’s fund because their sal­
ary is that much below the ideal 
of $3,900 set by the 1957 general 
assembly, he said.
CHAIRMAN REPUES 
Rev. G. D. Johnston of Brant-
hatred now.
It smells of death.
French p a r a t r o o p s  went 
through it—in effect with fire and 
sword—hunting down members 
of the Moslem revolutionary 
force that has been fighting for 
— ‘Our people!ford, Ont., chairman of the mis- nearly four years to shatter 
the church,” Ision board, suggested that the French rule in Algeria. That was 
Peterborough 11957 level of salaries could be [last year, and the patrols and
Presbyterians Are Reproached For 
Failing To Solve Financial Problems
maintained if his boapl had an 
increase of $50,000 awl was al­
lowed to draw $48,000 from re­
serves.
He said more than 80 per cent 
of the expenditures were in al­
lowances and salaries and the 
other 20 per cent comprised fixed 
grants to institutions.”
An overture from the presbyt­
ery of Kootenay, B. C., asking 
the assembly to take steps to 
deal with boards whose actions 
are ultra vires, was turned down
"Ministers w e r e  jolted this 
year when the minimum salaries 
were cut and they found that it 
was the decision of a board and 
not the general assembly,” Rev.’ 
George A. Johnston of Cranbrook 




Okanagan Investments Ltd, 
280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
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Alta Gas 16 16Mi
Inter Pipe ‘ 44Vi 44% 
North Ont. Gas 13% 13%
Trans Can Pipe 26*/4 26%
Trans Mtn, 56% 57
Que. Nat. 24V4 24%
Westcoast V.T. 20%
barbed-wire barricades are stiU 
in the Casbah.
QUIET NOW
So the Casbah Is quiet now. ex 
cept that murders still take place 
there—whether for personal or 
political reasons you never know 
The Casbah is a fantastic maze 
of twisting alleys and passage­
ways barely wide enough for two 
persons to pass. Secret doors 
pierce the walls of this vast pile 
of m a s o n r y ,  interconnecting 
houses and dwelling places. You 
could travel miles in the Casbah 
and never be seen.
Hordes of half-naked children 
as thick as the swarms of flies, 
play in the cobbled alleys, slimy 
with water and refuse.
Time stops in the Casbah. i 
In 500 years little or nothing 
changed there—until recently, 
BECAME A FORT 
Then, when the savage Moslem 
rebellion flared against France, 
and ghastly reprisals caipe in re­
turn, the Casbah became a Mos 
lem fort.
Today on the waUs you see the 
French propaganda posters.
“Let’s talk together about our 
lives,” says one. A knife has 
mutilated this poster.
M a n i t o b a n s  
R e d u c e  C o s t  
O f  F o o d s t u f f s
WINNIPEG (CP)—Food bills of 
five Manitoba government insti­
tutions are redued by an esti- 
jrca.a. ouj $200,000 8  year as a re-
are responsible for many killings, operations, farms
Bandit gangs 250 to 500 strong q r chandler said,
have ^driven thousands of Three of the five farms are
ants off farmlands and coffee 1 and wel-
plantations and officially naveLg^^ department in conjuncUoo 
been blamed for killing whole j^gg^gj hospitals at Brandon 
peasant families and burning g„^ g gghool for men-
S m i i i r A i ’WARFARE defective persons at Port-POLITICAL WARFARE g„g jg praine.
But many killings-police. sol- farms are operated
diers, town officials and party ^he attorney - general’s
followers-have been burned on K^ gj.jjggg^ ĝ  Headinglcy Jail
pomical warfare. and the home for boys at Port-
The bandits are well supplied g p^gj^jg
with rifles, pistols and machine- jj^g occupy a total
guns seized in raids on army and! j g greater
pobce posts or smuggled in from I ĝ  ̂ cultivated acreage de-
j  ■ ! -  , voted to field crops, hay, ensilage
After driving away the peas-L g ^  pastures. Vegetable and 
ants, the bandit? seize coffee gardens take up 232 acres
other crops. Much of the Iwt isl  ̂ ^he health department farms, 
believed to be exported illegally. _ gj.g modern and
Formation of new inimary ^s- g^g^hanized and run on g strict 
tricts and expansion of ^ h ce  andL Holstein cattle at
army units have failed to stop gj.g registered stock.
depredaUons. All milk produced is consumed
Widespread violence in the at ^he instituUon and all grainarea foUowed the assassinaUon oL  ̂ ^^g  ̂ .̂ggj  ̂ jg^gi has
Liberal leader its own pasteurization plant.
B o g o t a  in 1948. (lomniumsts pg^m operations are under* the
I Supervision of resident ipanagerp bloody riots in Tolima. ,The l^dl- ^  hospital farms are as
s r m i r  s o ^ K e  “
S ' m S s ' a l r  A stiany  a, l6o patients taken13 months ago. I part in the farm prograA at
riAw m  onmuo iBrandon while there ace 60 pa-
V tients at Selkirk and 50 at Port- 
COVINGTON, (AP) age la Prairie taking part. Eighty
Baldwin says he s °Pcn to sug- .^^gg^g at 1 Headingley are as- 
gestions on what to do with a 55,- j-gg^j outside work and any- 
000 concrete swimming he l ^gj.g ^^g ^  45 hoy^ help
won in a radio contest. Baldwin.  ̂  ̂ ^he home in Portage la
32, has a problem; He lives in' 
an apartment
fire last year, has not been com 
pletcly rebuilt.
On Monday,' July 14, after a 
comparatively free Saturday and 
Sunday, the princess will meet 
all the members of the legisla­
ture. deputy ministers. Victoria 
Cross holders and directors of the 
centennial committee, together 
with their wives, at the legisla 
live buildings.
An armed services parade and 
an RCAF fly-past follow.
TO CUT BIRTHDAY CAKE 
Wednesday the princess will 
visit for 25 minutes in Nanaimo 
and will ‘be asked to cut the 
city’s 10,000 - pound centennial 
birthday cake.
A trio to Fort St. John and the 
Peace River country starts from 
Vancouver Thursdaj morning. 
While there she will visit oil 
wells, natural gals wells and the 
natural gas scrubbing plant, atn 
Taylor.
She also will open the new Pa 
cific Great E a s t e r n Railway 
bridge across the Peace at Tay­
lor. ,
In Prince George, the princess 
will meet Mrs. Margaret Sey­
mour, at 103 believed to be B.C.’s 
oldest citizen.
In Williams Lake, on the way 
south, Princess Margaret will 
visit a rodeo and eat a chuck- 
wagon lunch.
REST AT KELOWNA 
Visits are scheduled for Pen­
ticton and Vernon en route to 
Kolowna, where Princess Mar­
garet will stay for three rela­
tively care-free days. While there 
she will open the new bridge 
across Okanagan Lake. ,
Tuesday, July 22, the princess 
visits Fort Langley, where the 
proclamation establishing colon­
ial government in B.C. was read 
by governor James Douglas 100 
years ago.
Attendance at the Vancouver 
Festival of Arts, a drive through 
the Fraser Valley, the lieutenant- 
governor’s ball and convocation 
ceremonies at the University of 
B.C. are on the schedule after she 
reaches Vancouver. At UBC, she 
will receive an honorary •degree 
of doctor of laws.
Stops are planned at Kamloops, 
Salmon Arm, Revelstoke, Golden 
and Field as the official CPR 
train carries the princess out of
1 Prairie.
The foodstuffs raised on the
chairmen of village councils of 
adjacent communities, and their 
wives, will be presented to Prin­
cess Margaret.
Twenty minutes after arrival 
she leaves Penticton in a Mal­
lard amphibian plane for Vernon 
where the same respective offi­
cials and their wives will be pre­
sented. A slow drive through 
Vernon has been planned.
The same aircraft will then 
bring her to Kelowna at about 
5:05 p.m., followed by presenta­
tion of Mayor Parkinson and a 
slow drive through Kelowna cn 
route to temporary government 
house at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. J- Bruce Smith, Okanagan 
Miss^n. Her evening Is free. 
OPENS BRIDE 
Saturday, at noon, Princess 
Margaret will officially open the 
new Okanagan Lake bridge. Noj 
provision is made for any other 
event that day but it Is consider­
ed likely she will attend the B.C. 
Lions inter-squad game that eve­
ning.
On Sunday (July 20) she Is to 
attend morning or evening ser­
vices at St. Micliael and All 
Angels’ Church. The rest of the 
day and all day Monday is free.
She will leave government 
house at Okanagan Mission at 
11:20 a.m. Tuesday, arriving in 
Kelowna at 11:30 a.m. where she 
will board the amphibian aircraft 
again for Penticton. At noon she 
leaves Penticton aboard an RCAF 
C-5 plane for Abbotsford, having 
lunch en route.
DEl'ROrr (AP) — A Detroit 
policeman was accused today of 
being the paper-bag bandit who 
failed in three attempted bank 
holdups but staged four other 
robberies successfully.
Police Commissioner . Edward 
Piggins Identifted the suspect as 
Patrolman Marmlon Pollard, 29.
Piggins said Pollard, fathbr of 
four children and a member of 
the police force since 1952, con­
fess^  after he was Identified by 
John Balgrle, 32, manager of the 
Detroit Bank and Trust Com- 
Jany.
r
APPLE AROMA IN SUBWAY
NEW YORK (AP) — The tran­
sit authority says It Is, testing a 
deodorant dispenser of -apple 
blo.ssom scent in three aubway 
cars. If the test proves success­
ful, the manufacturer will be in­
vited to install the dispensers In 
other cars.
UNIVERSITY FILM
EXETER. E n g l a n d  (C PI- 
Work has started on a movie de­
picting life at the university in 
this Devon city. “We hope to give 
people a better idea of life in the 
university and the work it does,” 
said Roderick Ross, secretary of 
the university.
GOOD REASON
FELIXSTOWE, England (CP) 
The fishing boat Why Worry put 
into this Suffolk port, then put to 
sea again in a hurry while a 
bomb disposal squad got rid of 
a 1,000 - pound mine she hac 
picked up in her nets.
Women were admitted to the 
faculty of arts at McGill Univer­





Visor Pak 1 .9 8
Light Meter or Gadget Bag
for photographic 1  Q*!i
father from —...... I • #  J





The Camera Centre at 
City Centre
n
BARR & ANDERSON ®  APPLIANCE SPECIALS} 
2 4  '  P u s h  B u t t o n  E l e c t r i c  R a n g el ui i a im  , 1 Victoria, the first state in Aus; farms provide a large part of the
M78I Today nobody in the Casbah'tralla to provide old age pensions more than 15,000 meals a day 











B.C. Forest 10^4 lOYs
B.C. Phone 41% 42%
B.C. Power 40V8 40%
Bell Phone 41% 41%
Can. Brew 31% 32
Can. Cement 31% 32
Canada Tron 28 28V4
CPR 26% 27
Cons., M. and S. lOVs 19%
Crown Zell (Can.) 19% 20
Bist. Seagrams 29V4 29*8
Dom. Stores 63% 64Vi
Dorn. Tar 12y4 12%
Fam. Players 18Vi 18%
Ford "A" 84 89
Ind. Acc. Corpn. 34 3 4V4
Inter,, Nickel 75% 76V4





Ok. Hcl. Pfd. 9%
Ok. Phone 11V*
Powell River 3.1
A. V. Roe 15V4





OILS & GAS 
Bid
B;A. Oil 41%
Cdn- Delhi 6 V4
Cdri, Husky 13%
Cdni OH 27%
Homo OH "A” 18%








. Gtinnar \ 19V«
Hudson Bay \ 46
Noranda 45
MVniAL FUNDS
T h e  W h o le  F a m i l y  C a n  S h o p  
F o r  F A T H E R ' S  D A Y  G i f t s
at
, , '  t









All Cdn Comp. 6.50
AH Cdn DIv. 5.56
Cdn Invest Fund 8.45
Divers "B’’ 3.25
Grouped Income 3.46
Cr. inc, Accum 4.56
Inveatok’S* Mui. 9.96
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Just the right gift for Dad. 
Long or short sleeves. All
m “  .. . 3 .95 to 10.95
Men's Dress Shirts
A wide array of colors and 
collar styles r  AA and
at .................. up
"No-Iron” Shirts at—
5.95 to 7 .50  
Socks
Dad always needs new socks. 
Choose from our large stock.
1.00 to 2 .95
Men's Pyjamas 
S to rtlo i 4 .95  to9.95
"Tee-Shirts"
Right for casual comfort—





a tie! We've an
1.00 to 2 .95
Men's Swim Trunks
A timely gift for 
Dad ................. 3.95 up
Men's Slacks
Inigiibs, flannels and troplealit.





WITH AUTOMATIC OVEN 
TIMER
, Advanced-design conveniences for 
Easier, Faster Gooking.
FEATURING
G E  GIANT OVEN
•  High speed Calrod Elements,
3 year, guarantee
•  Cooks a complete oven meal for 24 afe 
one time!
•  Push button controls with S speeds
•  Warming oven and timed applianc» 
outlet
Reg. 299.00 -  SPECIAL
. 0 0
W h ile  They L a s t!!




G.E. AUTO TOASTER—Reg. 24.95. Special.. 18.50
G.E. FRY PAN—Reg. 19.95. Special ..........14 .95
G.E. COFFEE MAKER—Reg. 29.95. Special. 24.95 
G.E. VACUUM CLEANER—Reg. 93.50. Spec. 69.95 
G.E. STEAM IRON—Reg. 21.50, Special .... 16.88
G.E. KETTLES—Reg. 14.50. Special 10.88
G.E. MIXER—Reg: 24.95. Special ..........r....... 17.99
G.E. FLOOR POLISHER—Reg. 49.95. Special 39.95
New G.E. MIXER
with stand. Reg. 39,95 
at .........................34.50
Casual Summer Slacks
Polished cottons and Q 0 ^
denims..........................  ........0 « # J  to
ISiM!MnRniM«
S P E C I A L  S A L E  O F  M E N ' S  S H O E S
' ' ' , f ■ ' '
Sports Oxfords and cushion soled scampers in black and brown. 
jHcgular values to 8.95. !
Special, pair -  .  -  -  -  -  « -  .  -  -  « -  i  -















1 0 . 5  c u .  f t .
D e l u x e
R E F R I G E R A T O R
•  MagneUo Door
•  Adjustable Sholvca
•  FuU Width Frecier
•  Roomy Vegetable Drawern
Reg. 358 .00-SPECIAL
$ 2 9 8 0 0
Yours —  lor only $2.50 weekly!
B A R R &
(INTERIOR) LTD
594 BERNARD AVF.
Model LBIO
PHONE 3039
